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ABSTRACT 
One of the largest commercial application for potassium promoted iron oxide catalyst 
(K-FezOa) in petrochemical industry is in the dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene (EB) to 
styrene (ST). It is generally accepted that the active sites on the K-FezO] catalyst is 
potassium ferrite (KFeOz), which resides on the surface of a bulk magnetite phase and 
potassium polyferrite (^Fe22O^). This dehydrogenation reaction is typically performed in 
excess steam and the catalyst is known to experience short-term deactivation when the 
steam-to-hydrocarbon molar ratio (S/EB) is lowered. While possible causes for the 
deactivation phenomena are coking or reduction of the reactive site, the relative importance 
of the two mechanisms is not known. 
Understanding of the relative contributions of active site loss by coking or reduction 
is important for developing catalysts with improved performance at low S/EB operation. 
Presented were results from decoupling the potential deactivation mechanisms with emphasis 
on the reduction behavior of the K-FezOg catalysts. Reducibility of the K-FezOs catalyst 
system included presence of the Cr and V promoters typically used in the model 
dehydrogenation catalyst. The reduction performance towards K-FezOg with or without V/Cr 
promoters was evaluated in three separate studies. First at low hydrogen partial pressures, 
followed by mixed steam-hydrogen conditions, and finally using a mixed hydrogen-steam-
hydrocarbon condition. Characterization techniques included Thermogravimetric analysis 
(TGA), X-ray diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), and an isothermal 
reactor packed with a model dehydrogenation catalyst. 
At TGA low hydrogen partial pressures the addition of K to the Fe2O3 was found to 
increase the onset temperature for Fe3O^ formation, and also impacted on the apparent 
reduction-activation energy. The role of steam in delaying the rate of iron oxide reduction 
was confirmed using TGA at isothermal steam to hydrogen molar ratio (S/H2). At S/H2, 
maghemite (y-FezOg) was found to be a kinetic stable phase for K-FezOg. Addition of Cr/V 
promoter at reducing conditions confirmed their structural properties typically observed 
during dehydrogenation reactions. 
When compared to the synthetic KFeO%, the synthetic KiFezzC^ phase was shown to 
be less resistant under reducing conditions. The K^FezzC^ phase was reformed by oxidizing 
either in air or steam. Overall catalytic properties provided by the K-FezOs with Cr/V 
promoters were validated using an isothermal reactor that was packed with a model 
1 
CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Introduction 
Dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene (EB) to styrene (ST) is one of the largest 
commercial consumer of potassium promoted iron oxide catalyst (K-FezOs) in petrochemical 
industry. Prior to the dehydrogenation reaction EB is manufactured through an alkylation 
process of benzene and ethylene. The EB to ST reaction is reversible, and is typically 
operated and controlled at 640 °C in the presence of excess steam at 8-10 moles of 
steam/mole of EB [1,2] to favor the forward reaction. Since the reaction is endothermic, 
steam also provides the heat of reaction [1, 3, 4]. Byproducts formed in the reaction include 
toluene and benzene. 
This process can be run in the presence of cobalt, copper, iron oxide, zinc oxide, 
nickel, aluminum oxide and chromium oxide catalysts to improve the reaction rates and 
selectivity of ST [3, 4, 5], Current dehydrogenation processes use iron oxide catalysts 
promoted with alkaline earth or alkali promoters [5]. In addition to the former metal oxide 
promoters, potassium (K) is the most common alkali promoter added to the iron oxide to 
prepare the catalyst [6-12]. The kinetics of the reaction is of the Langmuir Hinshelwood type, 
with unimolecular adsorption-desorption of EB and ST [6, 7]. Typical commercial 
conversion for the product stream range from 65-70 mole %, and consists of EB, ST, toluene, 
and benzene, which are subsequently distilled [1,5], 
During the EB dehydrogenation reaction to ST, the catalyst is thought to deactivate 
through various mechanism including catalyst sintering, catalyst poisoning with chlorine (CI), 
2 
carbon dioxide (CO2), coking, reduction, and migration of the potassium (K) from the 
catalyst [5, 8-19]. Sintering, catalyst poising, loss of K from the catalyst surface have been 
studied to occur over long time period, whereas, coking and catalyst reduction takes place 
when the reactor operating conditions are varied [8-19]. Extensive work has been conducted 
by a number of researchers, which evaluated catalyst active sites, catalyst physical /chemical 
properties, catalyst activity and deactivation pathways over extended dehydrogenation 
reaction periods [5, 8-18]. 
In order to understand the mechanism controlling the deactivation of the catalyst 
when the operating conditions are varied by decreasing steam to ethybenzene molar ratio 
(S/EB), it was important to do a study that would address these issues. Therefore, the overall 
goal of the current project was to attempt to decouple the coking and the reduction 
mechanisms. 
1.2. Dissertation organization 
In Chapter 2 the main focus was to characterize the potassium promoted iron oxide 
catalyst system (K-FezOs) under Hz reducing conditions. The approach was taken by 
subjecting the catalyst system to low hydrogen partial pressure (phz) with no hydrocarbon 
(HC) or EB and steam present. The catalyst reductive properties were determined using 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) at low partial pressure of 
hydrogen (pnz) in the absence of a HC. Low pnz was selected to better control the reduction 
process from a-FezOs to FesO^ The absence of any HC and steam ensured that reduction of 
K-FezOs did not compete with coke formation and iron oxide oxidation with steam. Also 
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evaluated was the reduction performance of the catalyst promoters Cr/V typically used in the 
dehydrogenation reaction of EB to ST. 
Under dehydrogenation reaction conditions, steam is important for carbon gasification 
and to maintain the catalyst active phase at a higher oxidation state. In Chapter 3 both steam 
and hydrogen were then introduced using a TGA. This approach was extended to examine 
the performance of K-Fe203 under mixed steam-hydrogen atmosphere. No hydrocarbon was 
added to avoid the potential of convoluting the possible deactivation mechanisms. In 
addition, isothermal reactor studies (Chapter 3), examining the performance of ethylbenzene 
dehydrogenation on the model potassium-promoted catalysts were conducted at low S/EB. 
These reactor studies used a mixed steam-ethylbenzene stream over the potassium-promoted 
iron oxide model catalysts. 
It can be speculated that reduction of the active sites potassium monoferrite (KFe02) 
has negative effects on the catalyst activity. Although reduction is an important deactivation 
route there has been less focus to evaluate it experimentally by measuring the reductive 
kinetic phase transformation. In addition, short term deactivation of the potassium polyferrite 
(K2Fe22034) is an imperative study that needs to be evaluated having considered its important 
role to supply K and Fe3+ ions to the catalyst surface during EB dehydrogenation. By 
evaluating the kinetic stability of the K2Fe22Q34 it can alternatively suggest its relative 
contribution towards the deactivated catalyst phases. 
Chapter 4 then focused in comparing the kinetic stability of both the K2Fe22034 and 
synthetic KFe02 phase at reducing conditions. The reaction environment was split into two 
parts here. The first part looked at the reduction kinetics of the potassium promoted iron 
4 
oxide phases in either hydrogen or mixed hydrogen-steam environments using TGA 
techniques. 
The second part in Chapter 4 was performed at S/EB using an isothermal reactor. The 
main goal was to understand how the active phases could be impacted at low S/EB. In this 
study a model dehydrogenation iron oxide catalyst was studied by feeding hydrogen 
simultaneously with ethylbenzene and steam. This is the first study which looked at the 
impact of hydrogen addition on model dehydrogenation reactor performance. 
5 
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CHAPTER 2 
REDUCIBILITY OF POTASSIUM-PROMOTED IRON OXIDE UNDER 
HYDROGEN CONDITIONS 
A paper published in Industrial Engineering Chemistry Research (2003,42, 2112-2121)'. 
Sipho C. Ndlela2 and Brent H. Shanks* 
Department of Chemical Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011, USA 
Abstract 
There is economic incentive to operate the ethylbenzene dehydrogenation reaction at 
low steam/ethylbenzene ratios. To develop catalysts capable of performing under these 
conditions, it is necessary to understand the mechanism whereby the concomitant activity 
loss occurs. A potentially important mechanism is the reduction of the iron oxide. 
Thermogravimetric analysis in conjunction with x-ray diffraction is used to characterize the 
reduction properties resulting from potassium addition to iron oxide. The impacts of 
potassium addition on the temperature required to initiate reduction with hydrogen and on the 
apparent activation energy of reduction are determined. Reducibility of the potassium/iron 
oxide system in the presence of other dehydrogenation catalyst promoters is also presented. 
1 Reprinted with permission of Ind. Eng. Chem. Res. 2003,42, 2112-2121. 
2 Primary researcher and author. 
* Principal investigator and corresponding author 
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2.1. Introduction 
Commercially, styrene is primarily produced by the dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene 
using potassium-promoted iron oxide catalysts, which have additional metal oxide promoters. 
The reaction system is operated at two-stage adiabatic reactor inlet temperatures of 620-
650°C in the presence of excess steam [1, 2]. Deactivation of the dehydrogenation catalyst 
can occur at two time scales. Long-term deactivation, which creates the need to change out 
the catalyst in commercial reactors on about two year cycles, has been attributed to the loss of 
potassium from the catalyst and catalyst sintering [2-7]. The second deactivation is a short-
term phenomenon that can result from reducing the steam to ethylbenzene (S/EB) ratio in 
which the reaction is operating. This short-term deactivation is the focus of the current work 
Shown in Figure 1 are adiabatic pilot plant performance data provided by Shell 
Chemical Company for a standard commercial dehydrogenation catalyst. The pilot plant 
closely resembles reactor performance in commercial dehydrogenation reactors. The data 
were obtained by fixing the inlet temperatures of the two-stage adiabatic pilot plant at 625°C 
and the outlet pressure at 0.5 atm. Ethylbenzene and steam were first introduced at a molar 
S/EB ratio of 12 (12 moles steam per 1 mole ethylbenzene). The reaction was allowed to 
stabilize and the ethylbenzene conversion recorded. The molar S/EB ratio was sequentially 
reduced allowing the reaction to stabilize. As can be seen in the figure, decreasing the molar 
S/EB ratio from 12 to 8 causes a linear decrease in steady state activity. This decrease in 
activity can be merely explained by kinetic effects in the dehydrogenation reaction due to 
increased hydrocarbon and hydrogen partial pressures. However, an inflection point occurs 
in the activity curve at a molar S/EB ratio of about 7.5. This inflection point is followed by a 
9 
more significant loss of activity, which cannot be simply explained by the dehydrogenation 
reaction kinetics. The low conversion ensuing below the inflection point as shown in Figure 
1 places a lower limit on the S/EB ratio. The economics of styrene manufacture improve 
from operating at as low a S/EB ratio as possible, so development of catalysts with greater 
tolerance for operation at low S/EB ratio is desirable. 
>60 
6 8 11 12 13 7 9 10 
Steam-to-Ethylbenzene Molar Ratio 
Figure 1. EB steady state conversion at reaction conditions. 
To guide the development of improved catalysts, it is useful to characterize the 
mechanism of deactivation at low S/EB ratio. Within the context of this low S/EB ratio 
deactivation, the primary mechanism that has been proposed is the loss of active sites due to 
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increased carbon on the catalyst surface [8, 9]. Historically, the addition of potassium to the 
iron oxide catalyst was found to increase catalyst activity and obviate catalyst regeneration 
when a sufficiently high S/EB ratio was used. Potassium is well known as a catalyst for 
carbon gasification via the water gas shift reaction. Devoldere and Froment [10] developed a 
kinetic model to capture both the mechanism for carbon formation and carbon gasification 
with steam at the catalyst surface on a typical K-promoted iron oxide dehydrogenation 
catalyst, which was able to predict catalyst performance under low S/EB ratio operation. 
However, the role of potassium on the iron oxide catalyst cannot be simply explained 
as a catalyst for surface carbon gasification [8, 9, 11-14]. The incorporation of potassium 
into the iron oxide catalyst was found to increase activity beyond that predicted by surface 
carbon removal [2, 8, 9, 13]. A number of studies support potassium ferrite (KFeOz) as the 
active dehydrogenation site [8, 9, 12, 14]. Under reaction conditions, the bulk of the iron 
oxide in the dehydrogenation catalyst is magnetite (FesC^) with iron in the Fe+2/Fe+3 mixed 
valance state [9, 12, 14]. However, in situ and ex situ studies strongly support the presence of 
KFeOz, with only the Fe+3 species, at the active catalyst surface [8, 11, 14]. Therefore, a 
second possible mechanism for the loss of activity at reduced S/EB ratio is loss of the active 
site through reduction. 
Shown in Figure 2 is a potential sequence for the activation and subsequent 
deactivation of the K-promoted iron oxide catalyst. Fresh catalysts are typically in the 
completely oxidized state. Upon introduction of steam and ethylbenzene at reaction 
conditions most of the iron oxide is reduced to Fe^O^ with some formation of the KFeOz 
active site on the surface [2, 15]. Lowering the S/EB ratio causes the catalyst to deactivate 
11 
through two possible mechanisms, (1) carbon deposition on the active sites and/or (2) 
reduction of the active site. 
Carbon 
Deposition 
KFeO: 
Deactivated 
Catalyst 
KFeO-
Precursor Active 
Catalyst 
Figure 2. Model for catalyst under reaction conditions. 
A number of researchers have proposed the two possible deactivation mechanisms [9, 
16-18]. Unfortunately, the manifestation of either mechanism would lead to the same 
empirical observation of the loss of activity due to active site loss. In order to guide the 
development of improved catalysts, understanding whether one of these mechanisms is the 
dominant deactivation mechanisms is critically important since catalyst synthesis strategies to 
decrease surface carbon formation would likely be significantly different than strategies to 
decrease KFeOz reduction. Therefore, it would be desirable to examine the deactivation 
mechanism with an approach that would decouple the two potential deactivation 
mechanisms. 
Hirano [8] and Muhler et al. [9] conducted experiments in which the active sites were 
characterized under reaction conditions by stopping the flow of steam and/or ethylbenzene. 
12 
These studies validated KFeOz as the active phase of the catalyst and also demonstrated the 
importance of steam for surface carbon gasification. Hirano's study was performed at 
conditions corresponding to the non-deactivated portion of Figure 1, such that the amount of 
carbon formed on the catalyst cannot easily be correlated to that formed at lower S/EB ratio. 
In the work of Muhler et al., the steam flow was stopped, such that carbon covered the 
surface of the catalyst, which also cannot be extrapolated to low S/EB ratio operating 
conditions. Therefore, the studies did not address the state of a partially deactivated catalyst 
when the S/EB ratio was at a moderate level. 
Using a K-promoted model iron oxide catalyst under ultrahigh vacuum conditions, 
Coulter et al. [19] showed from Auger analysis a gradual increase in the C/Fe ratio as the 
S/EB ratio was decreased. While these data are important, two issues do not allow the data to 
be used to decouple directly the potential deactivation mechanisms. Most importantly, the 
complementary information on the degree of iron oxide reduction for decreasing S/EB was 
not presented, so it is possible that the carbon deposition was preceded by iron oxide 
reduction. Also, the S/EB ratio that led to carbon buildup on the catalyst surface was 
significantly lower than the S/EB ratio leading to deactivation that is seen in actual catalyst 
operation. 
Characterization of the active state of the K-promoted iron oxide catalyst is difficult 
since it has been conclusively shown that the catalyst changes extensively when removed 
from reaction conditions [8, 9, 11, 12, 14]. KFeOz, which has been shown to be present at 
the catalyst surface during reaction, readily decomposes when cooled from reaction 
temperatures and exposed to any moisture or carbon dioxide [12, 14]. In addition, at reduced 
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temperatures potassium in the catalyst rapidly reacts with any ambient carbon dioxide to form 
potassium carbonate on the catalyst surface [20, 21]. Adding to the unstable nature of the 
catalytic surface is the low concentration of active sites. The surface areas of K-promoted 
iron oxide catalysts are generally in the range of 2-5 m2/g, so even under reaction conditions 
the population of active sites is quite low. 
The dual complication of ex situ instability of the active site combined with the low 
concentration of active sites makes direct quantitative measurement of the active catalyst 
surface quite difficult. This measurement difficulty creates a dilemma for designing 
experiments that can decouple the reduction and/or carbon deposition mechanisms occurring 
during deactivation at low S/EB ratios. While in situ x-ray diffraction (XRD) may seem to be 
a promising technique to characterize reduction in this system, the low concentration of 
KFeOz even under reaction conditions limits the utility of XRD. In the current work, 
reduction results are measured using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), which was found to 
give more sensitive reduction information than XRD. 
Due to the number of competing effects that could be occurring upon decrease of the 
S/EB ratio, it is necessary to quantify the individual potential effects of the competing 
deactivation mechanisms. To this end, the work presented here focuses on the reduction 
behavior of K-promoted iron oxide in the presence of hydrogen only. In addition, the effects 
of several metal promoters on the reduction behavior of K-promoted iron oxide are presented. 
2.2. Experimental 
The materials used in the experiments were iron oxide (a-Fe^O)), potassium 
carbonate (K2CO3), chromium oxide (O2O3), and vanadium pentoxide (V2O5), which were 
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provided by Shell Chemical Company. Iron oxide, which has been promoted, is expressed as 
the weight % of the promoter cation per total sample weight. For example, the iron oxide 
samples with single promoters were: (a) 82 wt% FezOg, 18 wt% K2CO3 (K-FezOs); (b) 93 
wt% FezOg, 7 wt% CraOs (Fe2C>3 w/Cr); (c) 91 wt% Fe2Q3, 9 wt% V2O5 (Fe2C>3 w/V). 
Experiments were also performed with dual promoted iron oxide in which either Cr/K or V/K 
were simultaneously mixed with the iron oxide yielding: (d) 75 wt% Fe^, 18 wt% K2CO3, 
7 wt% Cr203 (K-Fe203 w/Cr); (e) 73 wt% Fe203, 18 wt% K2C03, 9 wt% V2Os (K-Fe2Q3 
w/V). 
The samples were prepared by mixing Fe2C>3 with the desired promoter precursor in a 
mortar. This mixing was followed by calcination of the promoter/Fe203 mixtures for 3.5 
hours at 800°C using flowing air in a tube furnace. Following calcination, the powders were 
ground in a mortar to decrease the aggregate particle size. 
Potassium ferrite (KFe02) was synthesized as follows: mix and grind in a mortar 
K2C03 and Fe2C>3 (47 wt% Fe2C>3, 53 wt% K2CO3) and followed by calcination at 800°C 
using flowing air in a tube furnace. The calcined sample was olive green in color, which 
corresponds to the KFe02 phase. XRD was used to confirm the synthesis of KFe02 and the 
results were in good agreement with that reported previously [22-24]. The KFe02 was stored 
in a desiccator as the phase was found to decompose after 4 hours of exposure to ambient air. 
It has been suggested that this decomposition is due to the reaction of the potassium with 
carbon dioxide and moisture to form the carbonates K2C03.3/2H20 and KHCO3 or with 
moisture to form predominantly KOH [12, 14, 20, 21]. The synthesized KFe02, which was 
desiccated, was subsequently promoted with either V or Cr as follows: (g) 93 wt% KFe02, 7 
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wt% CraOg (KFeOz w/Cr) and (h) 91 wt% KFeOa, 9 wt% V2O5 (KFeOa w/V). The promoted 
KFeOa was prepared by mixing the synthesized KFeOa with either the V or Cr precursor by 
grinding in a mortar followed by calcination at 800°C using flowing air in a tube furnace. 
Following calcination, the samples were ground prior to characterization. 
Sample surface areas were measured using a Micromeritics ASAP 2000 Branauer-
Emmett-Teller (BET) apparatus, with krypton as the adsorbing gas. The XRD 
characterization was performed using a Siemens D 500 x-ray diffractometer with a CuK* 
radiation source. Surface morphology was evaluated using a Hitachi S-2460N variable 
pressure SEM. For the TGA experiments, a Perkin Elmer TGA 7 was used. The sample gas 
containing 0.8 vol% % in N2 was combined with an ultra high purity N% purge gas. In the 
TGA reaction chamber, the inlet H2 partial pressure (pwz) was 0.003 atm with a total gas 
flowrate of 70 ml/min. The heating rate was 5°C/min with a temperature range of 50-900°C 
and sample weights of 15-25 mg. 
The TGA conditions were established to provide reproducible weight loss results. 
Experiments using heating rates of 10, 5 and 3°C/min were performed. The heating rates of 5 
and 3°C/min were found to yield similar TGA curves with reproducible and well-resolved 
weight loss features, while the 10°C heating rate led to unresolved weight loss events. 
Sample weights from 15-60 mg were evaluated. The maximum sample size that gave 
reproducible TGA results was 25 mg. This limit is consistent with other work that has 
reported the need to keep sample size small so that thermal transport limitations within the 
sample are kept to a minimum [25, 26]. Finally, the low % partial pressure was used to 
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minimize over-reduction of the surface Fe, since the transition from hematite to magnetite 
was the desired reaction to be studied. 
2.3. Results and Discussion 
2.3.1. Experimental Results 
Replicate iron oxide samples were first evaluated under the standard TGA conditions 
to obtain a baseline for the reduction behavior. Shown in Figure 3 are a typical 
thermogravimetric (TG) curve and the concomitant derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) 
curve for iron oxide. Three distinct weight loss regions can be seen from the curves. An 
initial weight change in the temperature range from 50°C to 120°C can be attributed to loss of 
physisorbed water, decreased air buoyancy, increased convection, and heat effects on the 
balance mechanisms [26]. An empty pan baseline subtraction did not remove these 
disturbances completely from the curves. The second weight loss period initiated at about 
300°C and reached a maximum rate at about 450°C. This second weight loss event was 
completed by 550°C as demonstrated by the zero value on the DTG curve. The final weight 
loss period began at about 550°C and continued until the experiment was terminated at 
900°C. 
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Figure 3. TG and DTG for FezOg reduced at 5°C/min, pH2 = 0.003 atm. 
To determine the cause of the second and third weight loss periods, successive TGA 
experiments were stopped at 100°C temperature increments starting at 500°C. These samples 
were then each analyzed using XRD. The sample removed after reduction up to 500°C was 
found to only consist of hematite. The XRD analysis of the 600°C sample also revealed only 
the presence of the hematite phase. In contrast, the 700°C sample was determined by XRD to 
consist of hematite (a-FezOs), maghemite (y-FezOg), and magnetite (FegCXt). Finally, the 
sample above 800°C was found to contain these three phases as well as wustite (FeO). The 
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simultaneous presence of the mixed hematite, maghemite, magnetite, and wustite phases has 
been previously reported for hematite reduction studies [27-30]. 
The results from the 500°C and 600°C samples indicate that no reduction, as 
observable by XRD, has occurred despite the existence of a weight loss period between 300 
and 550°C. As noted previously, this weight loss period concludes with a DTG value of zero 
at 550°C indicating that the physical cause of the weight loss has reached a conclusion and 
the subsequent weight loss initiating at 550°C can be assigned to a different mechanism. 
Weight loss in the temperature range of 300-550°C for hematite under TGA conditions has 
been previously ascribed to the loss of surface hydroxyls and not reduction [12]. The current 
combined TGA and XRD results are consistent with this assignment. 
XRD of the 700°C sample clearly shows reduction since the magnetite phase is 
present. In addition, the maghemite phase is present. Previous studies with hematite have 
shown that maghemite forms as an intermediate phase upon reduction to magnetite [29-31], 
so the presence of maghemite in the 700°C sample further supports the initiation of reduction. 
Studies by Lecznar have shown that the transformation of hematite to maghemite occurs in 
the 550-750°C temperature range [30]. The final weight loss period appears to begin at about 
550°C, but no reduction phases were present at 600°C. A TGA experiment was performed in 
which the temperature ramp was stopped at 600°C and subsequently held at 600°C for 100 
minutes. The XRD analysis of this sample did show the presence of the maghemite phase. 
Therefore, the final weight loss period commencing at about 550°C is associated with the 
initiation of reduction and the combined TGA and XRD results demonstrate that TGA is 
more sensitive to the onset of reduction than XRD. XRD cannot discern the reduction onset 
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either due to the low level of the reduction phase and/or the lack of crystallinity of the 
reduction phase when first formed. 
To provide a quantitative comparison of the reduction behavior of the different 
samples included in the current study, a reduction onset temperature was derived from the 
TGA runs. The reduction onset temperature was determined by taking a horizontal tangent 
line on the TG curve located at the final dwt/dT = 0 point prior to reduction (e.g. horizontal 
tangent at 475°C in Figure 3). A second line was drawn tangent to the TG weight loss curve 
with the end point corresponding to the temperature at which maximum weight loss due to 
reduction is observed (e.g. tangent to the curve passing through 800°C in Figure 3). The 
reduction onset temperature is given by the intersection of these two tangent lines. The TG 
and DTG curves shown in Figure 3 correspond to a single TGA run; multiple TGA runs were 
performed on replicate samples to determine a mean reduction onset temperature. The mean 
reduction onset temperatures for the samples in the current study are given in Figure 4 
Shown in Figures 5 and 6 are the TG and DTG curves for the K-FezOs and KFeOz 
samples. For comparison, the analogous iron oxide curves are also included in the figures. 
As can be seen from Figures 5 and 6, the K-FezOg system appears to have 3 significant 
weight loss periods. The first weight loss that continues until about 150°C can be attributed 
to desorption of adsorbed water. Although attempts were made to minimize exposure of the 
sample to ambient moisture, the K-FezOg system is highly hygroscopic. The K2O in the fresh 
K-FezOg system is free to adsorb water and/or react with ambient carbon dioxide since XRD 
indicated none of the KFeOz phase in the fresh K-FezOs sample. 
Fe203 K-Fe203 KFe02 K-Fe203wVCr K-Fe203w/V KFe02vrfCr KFe02wV 
Figure 4. Mean reduction onset temperature using pH2 = 0.003 atm. 
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Figure 5. TG curves for FezOs systems reduced at 5°C/min, pm = 0.003 atm. 
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Figure 6. DTG curves for FezOg systems reduced at 5°C/min, pH2 = 0.003 atm. 
The second weight loss in the K-Fe^G^ system initiates at about 450°C. This weight 
loss event can be attributed to the loss of surface hydroxyls [12]. XRD results indicated that 
no detectable reduction had occurred during this second weight loss period. A temperature 
ramp of the K-Fe^G^ system to 600°C followed by a hold at 600°C for 60 minutes resulted in 
predominantly hematite with some presence of maghemite. It is interesting to note that this 
600°C sample had olive green particles upon removal from the TGA device, which is the 
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characteristic color of the KFeO: phase. However, the color rapidly changed to red indicative 
of hematite. 
This observation would seem to support the formation of KFeOa on the particle 
surface. The third weight loss for the K-FezOg sample can be attributed to iron oxide 
reduction. A sample removed after 700°C in the TGA experiment was found from XRD 
analysis to contain mixed phases of hematite, maghemite, magnetite, and KFeOz. The 
presence of the K promoter with the FezOg, which had a mean reduction onset temperature of 
625°C, clearly appears to delay the onset of reduction relative to the unpromoted FezOg. 
As can be seen from Figures 5 and 6, the KFeO% sample was found to have only one 
significant weight loss period, which was initiated above 700°C. Despite the measured 
weight loss, XRD of the KFeOa sample at the end of the TGA experiment still gave KFeO: as 
the only phase present in the sample. Therefore, the weight loss, which still can be most 
likely attributed to reduction, was sufficiently small as to not give a reduction phase that was 
measurable by XRD. Assuming the weight loss can be attributed to reduction, the mean 
reduction onset temperature was found to be 12TC. The enhanced reduction resistance of 
the KFeOz phase relative to FeaCb is consistent with previously reported temperature-
programmed reduction studies for supported KFeOa [20,21]. 
The set of TG curves for FezOs, K-FezO), and KFeO? demonstrates that K promotion 
does increase the reduction resistance for iron oxide. This resistance occurs even when 
KFeO; is not present in measurable quantities, but is most pronounced for preformed KFeOa. 
The apparent presence of the KFeOi formed in situ during the TGA experiments with K-
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FezOs, as indicated by the sample color, may be the cause of the enhanced reduction 
resistance for the K-FezO; system relative to FezOs. 
Typical K-FezOg dehydrogenation catalysts are further promoted with additional 
metal oxides to enhance catalyst activity, selectivity and/or stability. The oxides of Cr and V 
are promoters that have been used in dehydrogenation catalysts [2, 12, 15]. Cr has been 
described as a structural promoter for maintaining activity under reduced S/EB ratio 
operation. In contrast, V promotion can improve that selectivity of dehydrogenation catalysts 
while decreasing stability for low S/EB ratio operation. Therefore, the reducibility of the K-
FezOs system may be impacted by promotion with either Cr or V. 
Shown in Figure 7 are the DTG curves for the K-FezOs system promoted with Cr and 
V as well as for K-FezOs without promotion. As can be seen from the figure, these systems 
display increasingly complex weight loss phenomena. Unlike the K promoted FezOs systems 
discussed above, the transition to the weight loss period associated with actual iron oxide 
reduction is not clearly resolved from the preceding weight loss events. Therefore, 
determination of the onset reduction temperature becomes more problematic as the weight 
loss periods are no longer distinct. Nonetheless, combination of the TGA data with XRD 
results could be used to estimate mean reduction onset temperatures. 
The initiation of the weight loss due to reduction is particularly difficult to resolve for 
the K-FezOs w/Cr system. XRD analysis of a sample removed at 600°C yielded only the 
presence of hematite and maghemite, whereas, a sample removed at 700°C was found to 
contain hematite, maghemite, and magnetite. In both samples, no Cr-containing phase was 
discernable. The estimated mean reduction onset temperature for the K-FezOs w/Cr system 
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was found to be 620°C, which is very similar to the reduction onset temperature found for 
just the K-FezOg system. Therefore, the addition of Cr to the K-FeaOg system does not 
appear to impact the mean reduction onset temperature. Separate experiments in which only 
Cr was added to FezOg were also performed. In these tests the Cr addition was similarly 
found to have no impact on the reduction performance of the iron oxide. XRD of the freshly 
calcined K-FezOg w/Cr and FeaOg w/Cr gave no indication of mixed Cr/Fe or Cr/K phases, 
which is consistent with Cr addition having no effect on the resulting reduction behavior. 
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Figure 7. DTG curves for K-FezOg promoted with V and Cr and reduced at 5°C/min, 
pH2 = 0.003 atm. 
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In contrast, the K-FezOg w/V system was found to yield an estimated mean reduction 
onset temperature of 702°C, which is above that for the K-FezOs system. At calcination 
conditions similar to those used in the current study, the phase diagram for vanadium and 
iron oxide shows the potential for existence of the FeVOj phase [32, 33]. This phase was not 
observed for the K-FezOs w/V system, but was observed when FezOs was only promoted 
with V. The FezOg w/V system was found to give a mean reduction onset temperature of 
640°C. Therefore, the formation of the FeVOa phase was found to improve significantly the 
reduction resistance relative to FezOs by itself. The observation of V providing reductive 
stabilization on K-FezOs has been reported previously [12]. In that work, the role of V was 
speculated to cause decreased chemical reactivity of the Fe3+ ions. 
TGA experiments were also performed on KFeOz that was subsequently promoted by 
either Cr or V. The TG curves for these systems are shown in Figure 8. As can be seen in 
the figure, the addition of either promoter decreased the reduction onset temperature relative 
to the unpromoted KFeOz. Therefore, the interaction of promoters with the KFeOz phase 
appears to decrease the resistance of the iron oxide to reduction. In particular, Cr, which has 
been reported as a structural stabilizer in dehydrogenation catalysts, does not enhance the 
reductive behavior of potassium/iron oxide systems under the reduction conditions used in 
the current work. Promotion with V appears to have a more complex interaction with 
potassium/iron oxide systems. Its addition to KFeOz decreases reductive stability, whereas 
its addition to K-FezOs aids stability. The enhanced stability seen in the V promotion of K-
FezOs may be attributable to limited formation of a FeVO^ phase. In contrast, V promotion 
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of KFeOz cannot readily lead to formation of the FeV04 phase, since none of the FezO; phase 
is available. 
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Figure 8. TG curves for KFeO] promoted with V and Cr and reduced at 5°C/min, 
PH2 = 0.003 atm. 
2.4. Data Analysis 
The mechanism of hematite reduction using H2 or CO as the reducing gas has been 
studied extensively, but the focus of these studies has generally been the complete reduction 
to iron metal [27, 28, 34, 35]. While the current work examines the partial reduction of 
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hematite to magnetite, the previous reduction studies still provide useful mechanistic 
information since hematite reduction to iron metal proceeds through the partially reduced 
magnetite and wustite phases. These reduction studies have shown that the rate of hematite 
reduction depends on the partial pressure and flow rate of the reducing gas, temperature, 
sample composition, and the number of surface defect sites [27, 28, 34, 35]. A nucleation 
and growth mechanism has been found to describe reasonably the phenomenon associated 
with the reduction of hematite to magnetite [35]. In the mechanism, the reducing gas reacts 
at the oxide surface, following an induction period, causing the loss of surface oxygen 
leading to the nucleation of a magnetite phase. This magnetite phase is porous allowing 
growth of the nucleated phase by continuous exposure of the unreduced oxide surface to the 
reducing gas. 
Kinetic studies on the reduction of hematite have demonstrated that the reduction 
reaction is primarily limited by the gas/metal oxide surface reaction under conditions similar 
to those used in the current experiments [36-39], The rate of this surface reaction has been 
shown to be proportional to the partial pressure of the reductant gas [28, 36, 37, 39, 40]. In 
the current study, TGA runs were performed with pm varying from 0.003 to 0.08 atm, which 
validated that the rate of reduction was proportional to the pn2-
To analyze the reduction results, a kinetic model was developed based on a surface-
controlled reduction reaction. Non-isothermal TGA data has been used to determine the 
apparent activation energy (Ea) for solid-state reaction and decomposition. For these types of 
systems, TGA data can be analyzed using the difference-differential method, integral method, 
or differential method [26, 41-44]. In the current work only the differential method was 
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found to give a satisfactory fit of the kinetic data, which is consistent with previous studies 
[25, 42]. The differential method applied to solid-state reactions requires a reaction order 
based on the particle geometry corresponding to the movement of the solid-gas interface 
through the particle [26, 43,45, 46]. The primary particle morphology for the iron oxide in 
the current study, which was found from SEM to be acicular with branching, could best be 
represented by either cylindrical or spherical particle geometry. Therefore, reaction orders of 
n = 1/2, corresponding to cylindrical morphology, and 2/3 to spherical morphology were both 
considered in the analysis. In general, calcination of the iron oxide samples, following 
addition of the promoters, did not induce significant morphological changes in the primary 
particles. The exceptions where the synthesis of KFeOz, which led to larger, more tabular 
particles, and the promotion of FezOg with V creating the FeV04 phase, which generated 
larger, more spherical particles. 
Development of the reduction model using the differential method [42] is given by: 
da/dt = k (pnz/pr) f (a) ( 1 ) 
with k = A exp (-Ea/RT) (2) 
and T = T0 + 3t (3) 
where a is the fraction of the total solid reacted basis the sample weight at the 
initiation of reduction, k is the rate constant, pm is the hydrogen partial pressure, pr is the 
total pressure of 1 atm, Ea is the apparent activation energy, T is the temperature, Tc is the 
initial temperature at the start of the TGA experiment, |3 is the heating rate, and A is the pre-
exponential factor. The pH2 term was included in equation 1, since the rate of surface 
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reaction was found to be directly proportional to the hydrogen partial pressure. The 
differential form of equation 1 can be expressed as: 
ln[(da/dT)*l/{f(<x)*pH2/pT}] = In (A/(3) -Ea/RT (4) 
with f(a) = ( l-a)n (5) 
The function f(a) is defined for reaction orders corresponding to either cylindrical (n = 1/2) 
or spherical (n = 2/3) geometry. A plot of ln[(da/dT)*l/{f(a)*pH2/pr}] versus 1/T yields the 
apparent activation energy. 
Shown in Figure 9 are the Ea values determined from the TGA data for each of the 
samples. Included are the standard error bars resulting from at least 3 replicates run for each 
sample as well as model results for either cylindrical or spherical particle geometry. Good 
linear fits using equation 4 were obtained for all of the sample runs except for the K-FezOg 
w/Cr system, which could not be fit well. 
The apparent activation energy that has been typically reported for FezOg reduction to iron 
metal is about 15 kcal/mol [36, 37]. In the current work the average Ea values for FezOs 
reduction to FeaCU were 18 kcal/mol for n = 1/2 and 21 kcal/mol for n = 2/3. The addition of 
K significantly increased the Ea values, with the Ea for reduction of the KFeOz phase more 
than doubling that of FezOg. It is likely that the high apparent activation energy calculated for 
KFeOz is due to the model not adequately representing the reduction mechanism for KFeOz. 
The Ea value determined for K-FezOg was intermediate between that of FezOs and KFeOz. 
While only the FezO; phase was observed from XRD of the calcined K-FezO; system, an 
olive color was visible on the sample in the TGA experiment when it was near the reduction 
temperature. Therefore, the reductive stabilization realized by K addition to FezOs could be 
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due to the formation of a surface KFeOz phase near reduction conditions or a mixed K/FezOs 
phase could be formed during calcination that cannot be detected by XRD analysis. 
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Figure 9. Apparent activation energies from the kinetic model. 
Promotion of K-FezOs or KFeOz with either Cr or V led to decreases in the Ea values. 
With the exception of K-FezOg w/V, promotion of either system with Cr or V also led to 
decreased values of the mean reduction onset temperature. Therefore, the presence of either 
additional promoter appears to retard the effectiveness of K in improving the reduction 
resistance of FezOs. 
By defining a as the fraction of the total solid reacted basis the sample weight at the 
initiation of reduction, the effect of differences in surface areas between the samples on the 
apparent activation energy has been removed. Nevertheless, it is interesting to look at the 
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surface areas for the samples used in the study. Shown in Figure 10 are the surface areas of 
the calcined samples as well as their surface areas after removal from the TGA experiment. 
Only the K-FezOs sample had a higher surface area after calcination than the original FezO^. 
In addition, all of the samples experienced significant surface area loss following reduction 
even when only low levels of reduction were achieved such as with the KFeOz phase. 
Promotion by either Cr or V led to higher surface areas following the reduction experiment. 
Therefore, the retention of surface area in the samples during reduction did not correlate with 
the reduction onset temperature. These results further support the conclusion that FezOg is 
stabilized against reduction due to the presence of the KFeOz phase. 
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Figure 10. Surface areas for samples calcined at 800°C and reduced at 5°C/min, 
pH2 = 0.003 atm. 
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2.5. Conclusions 
To aid in the development of ethylbenzene dehydrogenation catalysts with improved 
performance at low S/EB ratio operation, it is necessary to understand the mechanism of 
activity loss. Since the competing mechanisms of carbon deposition and active site reduction 
cannot be discriminated from reaction data alone, there is a need to design experiments that 
can decouple the two mechanisms. The current work has demonstrated that TGA 
experiments in conjunction with XRD analysis can provide insight into the reduction 
characteristics of the potassium-promoted iron oxide system. The TGA experiments were 
able to provide more sensitive information about reduction properties than could be 
independently accessed by XRD. However, complementary XRD was needed to analyze the 
TGA results since multiple weight loss phenomena were observed. 
The addition of K to FezOa at levels similar to those used in commercial 
dehydrogenation catalysts was found to increase the reduction resistance of FezOs. The 
improved reduction tolerance was even more evident when preformed KFeOz was used. 
While the presence of KFeOz in the K-FezOg system at reduction conditions could not be 
validated by XRD due to the instability of the KFeOz phase, visual observation strongly 
suggested its presence. Therefore, stabilization of FezOg to reduction appears to be 
accomplished by the formation at least at the surface of the KFeOz phase. The impact of Cr 
and V addition, which are known dehydrogenation catalyst promoters, was also examined. 
These promoters appear to have the effect of decreasing the reductive stabilization realized 
by the formation of the KFeOz phase. While the current work demonstrates the role of K in 
stabilizing FezOs against reduction, further work is needed to extend this reduction work to 
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the more complex reaction environment present under dehydrogenation conditions in which 
reductants such as hydrogen and the steam oxidant are simultaneously present. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE ROLE OF REDUCTION IN THE DEACTIVATION OF POTASSIUM-
PROMOTED IRON OXIDE AT MIXED STEAM-HYDROGEN AND 
DEHYDROGETATION CONDITIONS 
A paper in preparation for publication in Industrial Engineering Chemistry Research 
Sipho C. Ndlela1 and Brent H. Shanks* 
Department of Chemical Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, LA 50011, USA 
Abstract 
Dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene to styrene is the largest scale commercial use of 
metal oxide catalysts in the petrochemical industry. It is generally accepted that the active 
site on the catalyst is a potassium ferrite (KFeOz), which resides on the surface of a bulk 
magnetite phase (Fe^O^). The reaction is performed in excess steam and the catalyst is 
known to experience short-term deactivation when the steam-to-hydrocarbon molar ratio is 
lowered. While possible causes for the deactivation phenomena are coking or reduction of 
the reactive site, the relative importance of the two mechanisms is not known. Presented will 
be results concerning the reduction performance of potassium-promoted iron oxide catalysts. 
The role of steam in delaying the rates of iron oxide reduction was confirmed using 
Thermogravemetric Analyzer (TGA) at isothermal mixed steam-hydrogen condition (S/H2 
molar ratios). Maghemite (y-Fe^O^) was found to be a kinetic stable phase for the K-FeiOg. 
1 Primary researcher and author. 
* Principal investigator and corresponding author 
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The K-FezOs was impacted by the presence of Cr and V promoters. In addition the Cr/V 
promoter at reducing conditions confirmed their structural properties typically observed at 
dehydrogenation reaction. Catalytic properties provided by these promoters were further 
validated using an isothermal reactor that was packed with a model dehydrogenation catalyst. 
Keywords: Dehydrogenation catalysts, Potassium-promoted iron oxide, Potassium Ferrite, 
Iron oxide reduction, iron oxide mixed steam-hydrogen, iron oxide phase transformation, 
Reduction-Thermogravimetric Analyzer 
3.1. Introduction 
Dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene (EB) to styrene (ST) is one of the largest scale 
commercial processes that uses potassium (K) promoted iron oxide catalysts in the 
petrochemical industry. For an active catalyst, EB dehydrogenation reaction takes place at 
specific reaction conditions that favor the reaction kinetics and thermodynamics of ST 
formation [1-3]. Notably, the ethylbenzene (EB) to styrene dehydrogenation reaction is 
performed in excess steam, so it is economically desirable to lower the steam requirement. 
However, low steam moles to EB moles operation results in a significant decrease of the 
catalyst activity. Experimental reaction data showing the short-term deactivation experienced 
when the steam moles to ethylbenzene moles (S//EB) is lowered was shown in the previous 
papers [4, 5]. Catalyst deactivation that takes place when the S/EB is lowered has been 
historically ascribed to active site blockage due to catalyst coking [6-11]. 
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A few characteristics provided by the K promoter on the iron oxide catalyst system 
include its role to lower steam gasification temperature, enhanced rates of carbon gasification 
from the catalyst surface and improved catalyst activity [4, 7-15]. Although, steam carbon 
gasification is an important characteristic provided by K on the potassium promoted iron 
oxide, enhanced catalytic performance observed when a K promoter is added has spurred 
more investigation [1, 7, 10, 13-17]. Several studies have also validated that incorporation of 
the potassium promoter into the iron oxide matrix decreased acidic properties of the catalyst 
[18, 19] which could decrease reduction resistance for the iron oxide. Interaction of the iron 
oxide (FeiOs) with the K-promoter has been shown to also form potassium mono-ferrite 
active sites, which are responsible for EB dehydrogenation to ST [7, 20-23]. It is now 
generally accepted that potassium mono-ferrite (KFeOz) which resides on the surface of a 
bulk magnetite phase (FegCX), is the active site on the K-promoted iron oxide catalyst [10, 20, 
23-24]. 
It is essential for KFeOa phase to stay active during the dehydrogenation reaction to 
maintain Fe3+ active sites. One way in which the KFeOa phase is kept active is provided by 
steam, which has a potential to oxidize the catalyst surface. Muhler et. al. [24] suggested that 
KFeOz can be kept active through a supply of potassium ions stored by a potassium poly-
ferrite phase (K^FeizC^). The KaFeaaC^ phase has been speculated to be inter-grown with 
Fc304 in the bulk of catalyst [1, 23-26]. 
During EB dehydrogenation reaction, the highest oxidation state of Fe in the active 
phase is Fe3+, while the bulk Fe has a mixed oxidation state of Fe3+/Fe2+ [23-25]. As the S/EB 
is decreased the reaction environment becomes more reductive, which could contribute to the 
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loss of active sites. It is therefore possible, that at short term conditions, catalyst deactivation 
can be influenced by either active site blockage by carbon, or loss of active sites through 
reduction [1,8,9, 23-25]. 
While the possible cause for the deactivation phenomenon is coking or reduction of 
the reactive sites, the relative importance of the two mechanisms is not known. To discern 
which mechanism controls deactivation at low S/EB ratio it is important to study the extent to 
which each mechanism contributes. The approach that was taken previously addressed these 
potential deactivation pathways through a simple study that looked at each mechanism 
independently [4]. The goal was to examine the dominant deactivation mechanism by 
decoupling site blockage by carbon and loss of active sites by reduction. The first study was 
then conducted at non-isothermal reducing conditions using a Thermogravimetric Analyzer in 
the absence of steam and a hydrocarbon. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) analysis provided insight into the reduction characteristics of the 
potassium-promoted iron oxide system in the presence of low hydrogen partial pressure (pHz). 
Muhler et al. [24] also, investigated the reduction properties of various potassium 
promoted iron oxide catalysts using thermogravimetric methods. In both studies [4, 24], the 
reductive transformation of the potassium promoted iron oxide was found to be impacted by 
the presence of various promoters. These studies gave a systematic explanation of the phase 
transformation that occurred due to reduction. These phase transformation could lead to the 
loss of the sites required to maintain an active catalyst during the EB dehydrogenation 
reaction. 
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The TGA approach in the presence of low pna was extended in the current work to 
examine reduction when the potassium-promoted iron oxide was exposed to a mixed 
hydrogen/steam atmosphere. Including steam in these experiments was motivated by the fact 
that steam is important for carbon gasification and to maintain the catalyst active by keeping 
higher oxidation state at the catalyst surface of the EB dehydrogenation catalyst. It was then 
important to evaluate the role of steam at % reducing conditions when the hydrocarbon was 
not added. The hydrocarbon was not added to avoid the potential of convoluting the possible 
deactivation mechanisms. In addition, isothermal reactor studies examining the performance 
of ethylbenzene dehydrogenation on the model potassium-promoted catalysts were conducted 
at low S/EB ratio. These reactor studies used a mixed hydrocarbon and steam stream over the 
potassium-promoted iron oxide model catalysts. 
3.2. Experimental 
3.2.1 TGA Sample Preparation 
The materials used in the experiments were iron oxide (a-FeaOs), potassium 
carbonate (K2CO3), chromium oxide (O2O3), vanadium pentoxide (V2O5), potassium 
chromate K2C1O4 and potassium dichromate K2C1O7, which were provided by Shell 
Chemical Company. For materials made with K2C1O4 or K2C1O7 all of the Cr promoter came 
from the mixed oxide, and the balance of the K promoter was replenished with K2CO3. 
Detailed preparation and synthesis of powder samples were discussed in the previous paper 
[4], Provided in Table 1 are promotion levels for each catalyst system where the 
compositions are based on the content before calcinations (i.e. the carbonate was assumed in 
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calcinations instead K%0). Samples were mixed and then calcined at either 800 °C or 950 °C 
for 3.5 hrs in a tube flowing air. Synthetic potassium monoferrite (KFeOa) was prepared with 
potassium (K) promotion level at 30 wt % K. 
Table 1: Synthesis of potassium promoted iron oxide catalyst system 
Name 
Metal Oxide/Carbonate Promoter, Weight %, (wt%) Weic lht.% (wt%) 
a-Fe203 K2C03 Cr203 v2o5 K2Cr04 K Cr V 
Fe203 100 
Fe203 w/ Cr 93 7 5 
Fe203 w/ V 91 9 5 
K-F62O3 82 18 10 
K-Fe203 w/ Cr 75 18 7 10 5 
K-Fe203 w/ Cr* 77 4 19 10 5 
K-Fe203 w/ V 73 18 9 10 5 
KFe02 47 53 30 
KFe02 w/ Cr 40 53 7 30 5 
KFe02w/V 38 53 9 30 5 
* Cr promoter source from K2C1O4, balance K promoter from K2CO3 
3.2.2 Sample Characterization 
Sample surface areas were measured using a Micromeritics ASAP 2000 Branauer-
Emmett-Teller (BET) physisorption apparatus, with krypton as the adsorbing gas. XRD 
characterization was performed using a Siemens D 500 X-ray diffractometer with a CuK* 
radiation source. TGA experiments used a Perkin Elmer TGA 7. The sample gas containing 
12 vol%, H2 in N2 was combined with an ultra high purity N2 purge gas. In the TGA reaction 
chamber, the inlet H2 partial pressure (ph2) was 0.057 atm with a total gas flowrate of 70 
ml/min. Before starting the experiments using the TGA, the sample was heated in ultra high 
purity N2 from 50 - 630°C at 40 °C/min. Heating in nitrogen was followed by running the 
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experiments isothermally at 630°C for 360 minutes, and pH2 = 0.057 atm at mixed steam 
hydrogen conditions. Steam moles to hydrogen mole ratio (S/H2) ranged from 0.44 - 0.076. 
The S/H2 above 0.44 was looked at, but did not show significant weight losses and 
concomitant reduction on any of the iron oxide systems. The 360 minute period run was 
divided into 6 time intervals each with a corresponding S/H2. The first time interval, was a 55 
minute period (at S/H2 = 0.44), which indicated conditions from when the experiment was 
started. For instance, the second time interval started from the 55th to 115th (S/H2 = 0.29), 
third time interval from 115 to 175 minute (SZH2 = 0.21), forth time interval 175 to 235 
minutes (S/H2 = 0.15), fifth time interval 235 to 295 (S/H2 = 0.10) and ending with the sixth 
time interval at 295 to 360 minute (S/H2 = 0.076) period. Note that there were 60 minute 
period time intervals from 2nd to 5th with the 6th at 65 minutes. Current experimental 
conditions were chosen after a series of isothermal runs (at p»2 = 0.057 atm from 590 °C -
650 °C) at industrially relevant temperatures in the absence of steam to determine where the 
iron oxide system was reduced to FegO^ A favorable environment to form Fe^O4 was 
attained at 630°C. 
3.3. Isothermal Reactor Study 
3.3.1 Sample Preparation and Experimental Conditions 
Catalyst pellets were prepared by mixing iron oxide with similar promoters and 
promoter levels as discussed above in Table 1. Samples examined for reactor performance 
included K-Fe20s w/ Cr (C^Os/K^CrC^) or V (V2O5). Two sets of pellets of 3.2 mm 
diameter and 5 mm length were calcined at 800°C and 950°C, respectively. These pellets 
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were tested at standard ethylbenzene dehydrogenation reaction conditions using an isothermal 
reactor. The reactor dimension was 2.6 cm inner diameter and was loaded with 100 cc of 
catalyst giving a bed length of 16 cm. Isothermal reactor studies were performed at 600°C 
and 570 torr in the presence of steam and ethylbenzene. The flow of steam was changed from 
0.106 to 0.044 mole/min, whereas ethlybenzene flow was held constant throughout the 
experiments at 0.009 mole/min. The corresponding steam to ethylbenzene mole ratio (S/EB) 
then ranged from 12 to 5 at a total liquid hourly space velocity of 0.65/hr. The product stream 
was analyzed using a gas chromatograph. Sample surface area was measured using a TriStar 
3000 V2.0 BET surface area using nitrogen adsorbate. 
3.4. Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Literature Review for Mixed Steam-Hz Conditions 
The previous study [4] discussed the reducibility of the iron oxide system in the 
absence of steam. In that study the reduction properties of iron oxide were significantly 
impacted by the presence of the K promoter. Also, a V promoter increased the reduction 
resistance of the potassium promoted iron oxide system. The instance for the K promoter was 
speculated to have been assisted by in situ formation of a KFeOz phase, whereas for the V 
promoter, the iron vanadium phase (FeVCU), formed during sample calcinations. 
Inclusion of a Cr promoter was found to have no positive effect on improving the 
reduction stability of K-promoted iron oxide. Having considered the effect of hydrogen 
another component that was critical for characterizing reduction behavior was the role steam 
has in maintaining the oxidation state of the catalyst at Fe3+. At high S/EB, steam may be 
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important for maintaining the active sites at Fe3+, as well as providing equilibrium conditions 
that support coke gasification [4, 20,21 24,25, 27]. At low S/EB molar ratio it is not clearly 
understood whether an increase in partial pressure of hydrogen and ethylbenzene causes loss 
of active sites by reduction, or if active site blockage by coke deposition dominates. 
While evaluating the importance of reduction on the deactivation of the active sites, it 
is important to assess the impact steam has on the catalyst under reducing environments 
which do not have the hydrocarbon complication. Muhler et. al. and Hirano et. al. [7, 10] did 
extensive studies to address the role of steam in relation to maintaining the active sites and 
coke gasification. However, both studies looked at reaction environments that could not 
clearly resolve the possible controlling deactivation pathway. Investigating how steam 
influences reduction may be important when addressing the extent to which steam can 
oxidize the deactivated catalyst initiated by loss of active sites through reduction. 
To understand the role of steam when S/EB molar ratio changed, the previous study 
[4] was extended to an environment where both hydrogen and steam were present without 
hydrocarbons. Mckewan et al. [28, 29] did a study in which iron oxide was reduced to iron 
metal in a hydrogen/steam atmosphere. From these studies it was suggested that the presence 
of steam decreased the rate at which oxygen is lost from the iron oxide structure, showing 
that steam maintained the oxidation state of the iron oxide system at Fe3+. Quets et al. [30] 
noted that reduction rates for the magnetite to iron metal system come close to zero at high 
steam to hydrogen molar ratios such that less oxygen was lost from the iron oxide matrix. 
Furthermore, Tenenbaum et al. [31] observed that reduction rates were also delayed in the 
presence of water vapor. Hayes et al. [32] studied the reaction kinetics of steam on both iron 
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and iron oxide surfaces. The limiting reaction was adsorption of water vapor on the iron 
oxide surface. On the other hand, Landler et al. [33] concluded that both surface and solid 
state mass transfer reaction limits the kinetics at steam to hydrogen reducing conditions on 
wustite. 
McKewan [29] described extensively the mechanism by which reduction-oxidation 
on the iron oxide occurred using the reaction rate theory approach. For the hydrogen 
reduction case the kinetics were limited by surface reaction at the oxide/ metal interface. 
Initially, hydrogen adsorbs and reacts with an unoccupied active surface site to form an 
active complex. After loss of oxygen from iron oxide, re-adsorption of the water vapor on the 
reacted site takes place to maintain the oxidation state. An activated complex results from 
the adsorption of a water molecule. Using the reaction rate theory technique McKewan et al. 
[29] derived a general equation which was applicable for reaction that include iron oxide 
reduction followed by oxidation of active sites in the presence of steam. 
It is clear from the studies above [28-33] that the presence of steam impacted the 
reduction of iron oxides to iron metal by decreasing the transformation rates to iron metal. 
However, the above studies did not address effectively the impact of steam for the reduction 
route from Fe^O^ to Fe^O4. The deactivated catalyst typically forms Fe^O4 and KOH at low 
S/EB [1, 24]. It is then imperative to address the active site maintenance with steam by 
imitating the low S/EB molar ratio experiments. 
The first part of this study using the TGA focused on experiments at varying steam to 
hydrogen molar ratio (S/H2). This was performed by changing moles of steam from high to 
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low while keeping hydrogen moles constant. The purpose for the TGA S/H2 was to evaluate 
how steam impacted the reduction rates. 
3.4.2 TGA Isothermal Experimental Results 
Shown in Figure 1 are themogravimetric (TG) curves for the iron oxide system at 
630°C isothermal reducing conditions and hydrogen partial pressure pn2 = 0.057 atm. For 
these conditions the rate of weight loss was highest for the unpromoted iron oxide. After 50 
minutes, XRD analysis for a-Fe203 showed the presence of Fe3G4 and a more reduced iron 
metal phase. When comparing the K-Fez03 to the a-Fez03, the latter had a continuous weight 
loss at a rate similar to the start of the TGA experiment. 
"X(D 
(3) 
(2) a-Fe203 
75 - (3) K-Fe203 
(4) y-Fe203 
70 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i i 
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Time, min 
Figure 1. TG curves for Fez03 systems reduced at 630 °C, pnz = 0.057 atm. 
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Weight losses observed in Figure 1 for a-FezO; were continuous at a rate of 0.47 
wt%/min such that no discrete phase change could be identified when compared to the TG 
curves from non-isothermal TGA experiments [4], Weight changes in Figure 1 were then 
associated with overlapping reactions that caused the iron oxide system to lose chemisorbed 
surface species and/or iron oxide transformation to form Fe3G4 and Fe. Weight changes 
observed within the 50 minute period were speculated to include a loss of surface hydroxy! 
groups followed by a reduction of iron oxide. 
To understand which phase was present based on Figure 1, the TGA was stopped at 
specific conditions and then analyzed using XRD. The first 5 minute period weight change 
was associated with only a loss of surface hydroxyls. XRD analysis for (x-FezO; sample 
indicated the presence of maghemite and hematite phases. XRD analysis of the 10 minute 
samples showed that magnetite had formed such that mixed iron oxide phases of hematite, 
maghemite and magnetite existed. The following period from 10-50 minutes was then 
associated with a reduction of iron oxide. XRD analysis above the 10 minute period to 50 
minutes showed the presence of magnetite and a more reduced iron (Fe) phase. The presence 
of mixed Fe and Fe3G4 phases for the weight loss period 10-50 minutes suggested that 
conditions above 10 minutes occurred simultaneously through transformation of 
hematite/maghemite to magnetite and then followed by magnetite to Fe phases. Although it 
was difficult to identify exactly where the formation of either magnetite or Fe metal initiated, 
XRD information was sufficient to assist in understanding the reduction behavior of the 
unpromoted Fe2G3. 
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Isothermal reduction experiments for K-FezO; (Figure 1) suggested that the presence 
of the K promoter facilitated hematite to transform to a maghemite phase. This was 
confirmed from XRD analysis for a sample taken within the first 5 minutes of the 
experiment. At that time, XRD analysis showed both the maghemite and the KFeOz phases. 
Analysis after 10 minutes indicated the presence of maghemite, KFeOa and magnetite phases. 
Previously, at non-isothermal % conditions presence of the K-promoter was shown to 
provide resistance towards iron oxide reduction [4]. The results at isothermal reduction 
conditions suggested that the K promoter initially enhanced formation of a maghemite phase 
that easily transforms to magnetite. Within the first 5 minute period the rate of weight loss 
was 1.25 wt%/min. From 10 to 25 minute period, weight losses associated with reduction 
continued at 0.52 wt%/min. Then at about the 30th minute period the K-FeaOg had a change 
in slope that was followed by a slow rate of weight loss at 0.044 wt%/min to the end of the 
experiment. XRD analysis for K-FezOs at the end of the experiment showed an Fe major 
phase with magnetite and maghemite as minor phases. At this stage no KFeOa was observed 
by XRD analysis. 
Initially within the first 5 minute period the kinetic stable phase for K-FezOs was 
observed to be a maghemite phase and there was no hematite phase present. When a similar 
sample was subjected under ultra high purity nitrogen, a red iron oxide sample mixed with an 
olive green color was observed. When analyzed using XRD the only phase shown was 
hematite. The olive green color which disappeared immediately after grinding was associated 
to be a KFeOz based on the previous experiments [4], Then the existence of the maghemite 
phase under isothermal conditions was triggered by solid state transformation due to presence 
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of the H2. A similar observation has been discussed by a number of studies in which chemical 
and physical properties of hematite, maghemite, and magnetite were compared under 
reducing conditions [34, 35]. In these studies maghemite was formed as an intermediate 
phase during reduction from hematite to magnetite. Several studies have shown that 
maghemite and magnetite share a similar cubic crystal structure, but all of Fe ions in the 
maghemite are at Fe3+ oxidation [36, 37, 38]. In the case of magnetite a mixed oxidation state 
of Fe2+/Fe3+ exists. The hematite which has a hexagonal structure has the oxidation state 
similar to that of the maghemite. At isothermal reducing conditions it is then reasonable to 
speculate that hematite solid state transformation to maghemite preceded reduction into 
magnetite. 
The impact provided by the K promoter was further seen after 30 minute for the K-
FeaOs where there was change in slope. The change in slope was speculated to be provided by 
in-situ reformation of the KFeOa rather than the slow kinetic transformation of the 
maghemite phase. To understand the change in rate of weight loss a synthetic maghemite 
sample was subjected at isothermal reducing experiments. In Figure 1 the overall rate of 
weight loss for the maghemite sample was 0.53 wt%/min, which was comparable to that of 
the K-FeaOs before the change in slope within the 30 minute period. At the end of the 
experiment XRD analysis of the maghemite sample showed mixed iron oxide phases 
consisting of hematite, maghemite, magnetite and iron metal. Therefore in the instance for 
the K-FeaOs the change in the rate of weight loss could be speculated to be provided by the 
presence the KFeOa. 
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Significant weight losses and reduction phase transformation were noted for both the 
a-FeaOs, y-FeaOg and K-FeaOg. However, when a synthetic KFeOa phase was subjected at 
similar reducing conditions neither weight losses nor phase changes were observed from 
TGA, and XRD analysis consecutively. The reduction resistance provided by the synthetic 
KFeOa phase was observed previously from a sample that was placed at Ha non-isothermal 
conditions [4]. XRD analysis for the KFeOa did not show the presence of reduced iron oxide 
phases. 
3.4.3 TGA Mixed Steam-Ha Experiments 
TGA isothermal reduction at 630°C and pna = 0.057 atm gave insights in how 
hematite transformed in the absence of steam. The next set of experiments attempted to 
understand the impact steam has under reducing conditions. Various iron oxide systems were 
then placed under reducing condition in the presence of steam. In Figure 2 are TG curves 
showing data for a-FeaOg, y-FeaOa and K-FeaOg catalyst system at mixed steam hydrogen 
conditions. TGA initial weight losses occurring within 5 minutes from the start of the 
experiment are associated with several disturbances including thermal effects, gas transport 
and mechanical variation weighing mechanism [4]. Since there was a disturbance period of 
about 5 minutes at the start of the experiments, the next 60 minute periods were then split 
into two parts 5 and 55 minutes. The first 5 minute period accommodated any disturbances 
that may occur when changing the steam molar flow rate. The following 55 minute period 
then reflected the specific steady state mixed steam-H2 molar ratio (S/Ha). In most cases the 
localized weight change at about the 55th minute was indicative of the point in which the 
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pump flow rates were changed. Although an initial 5 minute disturbance was expected, 
results in Figure 2 showed that changes due to a decrease in steam molar flow rate were noted 
within 1 minute from the second time period to the end. 
100 
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Figure 2. TG curves for an FezOg systems at 630 °C and mixed steam-Hz, pH2=0.057atm. 
Recall that in the absence of steam within the first 50 minute period (Figure 1) the 
iron oxide system had transformed to magnetite and iron metal. In contradiction, during the 
first 55 minute period at high mixed steam-Hz conditions (S/Hz = 0.44), XRD analysis 
showed that only the hematite phase was present for the unpromoted FezOs. 
For the K-FezOs at S/H2 0.44, XRD analysis had only the maghemite phase. The 
presence of the maghemite phase in the K-FezOa was also observed from experiments shown 
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in Figure 1. The formation of the maghemite phase was speculated to be associated with solid 
state transformation that was facilitated by the K-promoter under isothermal reducing 
conditions. Similar TGA experiments at inert conditions either in ultra high purity nitrogen or 
ultra high purity nitrogen/steam did not indicate presence of the maghemite phase. XRD 
analysis of the sample that was put either under nitrogen or steam/nitrogen showed only 
hematite. 
When an iron oxide sample was subjected under reducing conditions it resulted to 
multi-iron oxide phases including hematite, maghemite, magnetite and iron metal. TGA data 
in Figure 1 and 2 and qualitative XRD suggested that this phases were in different 
proportions. A number of studies have shown that it is possible to quantify the concentration 
of the components present in a multiphase sample [39, 40, 41, 42]. Currently, it was then 
attempted to measure phases present throughout the TGA experiment at discreet time period. 
Recall in Figure 1 that iron oxide transformation rates were time dependent, whereas in 
Figure 2 the rates were impacted by the ratio of the mixed steam-hydrogen conditions. Then 
to understand the kinetic transformations of the various iron oxides systems at mixed steam-
Hz conditions, XRD quantitative data analysis was performed. The XRD quantitative method 
used followed the internal standard method that uses the ratio of the intensity peaks. A typical 
quantitative method developed by Klug and Alexander can be applied when obtaining 
concentrations from a multiphase sample [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. Important assumptions 
for the Klug and Alexander equation were that the sample was homogenous, flat, had 
consistent particle sizes compared to other samples tested, and was randomly orientated with 
no preferred orientation, infinitely thick, the change in d spacing (delta d) was constant for all 
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samples and that the incident beam was intercepted by the sample at all Bragg Angles. [40, 
45] Generally, this particular method shown in equation 1 is referred to as the relative 
intensity ratio method. 
Iy = (My* ky)/( /y*U) (1) 
Where: Iy = Intensity of the jth line of compound y 
My = Weight fraction of y 
fy = Mass density of y 
u = mass absorption coefficient for the sample 
ky= Constant for a given line of a given compound 
In this study this equation was developed for specific samples that were tested using a 
TGA under reducing conditions. Using equation 1, the first step was to prepare a control 
sample (c) that consisted of measured amounts of pure silicon metal (Si) and measured 
amounts of hematite, maghemite or magnetite [45]. For example let's prepare a control 
sample by taking the intensity ratio of the Si (ISj ) to magnetite (IFe) which gave equation 2 
below. Equation 2: 
(Isi/lFe)c = [(Msi* ksi)/( /si*Uc)]/[(MFe*KFe)/( /Fe*Uc)] = [(Ms,/MFe)*(ksi/KFe)*( /Fe //si)]c 
A sample tested (t) under TGA reducing condition (Figure 1 and 2) was analyzed using the 
XRD, and its composition consisted of a multiphase iron oxide sample. To quantify the 
phases in these samples a measured amount of Si was mixed with a measured amount of the 
tested sample. For purposes of this study Si was added as an internal standard in all samples. 
This internal standard was mixed into samples at the end of the mixed steam-hydrogen 
experiment. To continue with this calculation the hematite sample (Figure 2) had earlier been 
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analyzed by XRD to consist of hematite, maghemite, magnetite and iron metal. Using data 
from qualitative XRD the intensity ratio for Si to magnetite fraction from the tested sample is 
shown in equation 3. Now equation 2 can be divided by equation 3 to obtain the ratio 
between the control and the tested sample. 
Equation 3: 
(Isi/Wt = [(Msi* ksi)/( /si*ut)]/[(MFe*KFe)/(/Fe*u,)] = [(Msi/MFe)*(ksi/KFe)*( /Fe //si)]t 
Equation 4: 
[(WWW [(Isi/Ipe)], = [(Msi/MFe)*(ksi/KFe)*( /Fe //si)]c/[(Msi/MFe)*(ksi/KFe)*( /Fe //si)], 
[(UW]c/ [(Isi/Ipe)]t = [Msi/Mpelc /[Msi/MFe]t 
(MFe), = [(Isi/lFe)c*(MFeAlsi)c]*(IFeAsi)c *(Msi)t 
The normalized value for the fraction of magnetite (MNFc) in the tested sample is obtained by 
taking into consideration the dilution factor resulting from mixing with Si internal standard as 
shown in equation 5. 
MNFe = (Mpe)t/[l-(Msi),] (Equation 5) 
To obtain the final normalized fractional weight of magnetite equation 4 was then substituted 
into equation 5. 
(MNFe)t = [(ISi/lFe)c*(MFeMsi)c]*(IFeAsi)c *(Msi),/[l-(Msi)t] = Z*(IFe/Isi)c *(MSi)t/[l-(Msi),] (6) 
The Z term is obtained from taking the intenstity ratio of the XRD data from a control sample 
with measured pure fractions. Figure 3 a-c is an example in which control samples either 
binary or multi-mixtures were prepared by mixing 10-50 Si weight % with various 
proportions of hematite, maghemite, magnetite that were not calcined. The magnified 
diffraction patterns in Figure 3 a-c were run in full scan 15-100 and its corresponding phase 
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identification was verified with a powder diffraction cards (PDF Card). For each sample the 
PDF Card were appended in all Figures. Note in all calculations that follow the highest peak 
intensity corresponding to each phase was chosen determine the relative intensity ratio. For 
silicon metal the corresponding intensity peak was at 28.442 angle 20. The 20 angles for 
hematite, maghemite and magnetite were 33.152, 35.630 and 35.422 respectively. 
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Figure 3 A. S1/FG3O4 (14/86,(wt%)) and Si/y-FcaOg (19/81, (wt%)) control samples done at 
20, 15-100, step size 0.02-0.05 and dwell time 1 to 3 sec. 
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Figure 3 B. Si/y-FeiOg/FegC^ (15/60/25,(wt%)) control sample at 20, 15-100, step size 0.02-
0.05 and dwell time 1 to 3 sec. 
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Figure 3 C. Si/a- Fe2C>3/ y-Fe^/Fe^ (14/ 20/41/25, (wt%)) control sample at 20, 15-100, 
step size 0.02-0.05 and dwell time 1 to 3 sec. 
After preparing the control, samples from the TGA experiments from Figure 2 at the 
different steam to hydrogen molar ratios were then mixed with measured amounts of silicon 
metal prior to the XRD analysis. XRD patterns for the TGA sample is shown in Figure 4 a-b. 
Figure (4a) was taken from a hematite sample that was put under mixed steam hydrogen 
conditions to 295 minutes (end of S/H2), whereas Figure (4b) is that of K-Fe203 sample at 
similar conditions. 
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Figure 4 A: a-Fe2Q3 removed after 295 min at S/H2 = 0.10 using TGA; XRD raw data 
(Si/oc-Fe2C>3 (10wt%))at 26, 10-100, step size 0.05 and dwell time 1 sec. 
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Figure 4 B. K-FezOg removed after 295 min at S/H] = 0.10 using TGA; XRD raw data 
(Si/K-FezOg (10wt%)) at 20,10-100, step size 0.05 and dwell time 1 sec. 
In doing these calculations it was important to choose an intensity peak that did not 
overlap with another phase. However the close 20 angles for maghemite (35.630°) and 
magnetite (35.422°) overlapped. This was a common challenge in some cases first when low 
levels of both maghemite and magnetite existed. The next case in which peaks did overlap 
was at short time scan of 1 second and smaller step sizes of 0.05. Peak overlap was noticed in 
Figure 4-(a) and (b) at about 20 (°) magnetite (35.422°), hematite (35.611°), maghemite 
(35.630°). For already existing data this challenge was overcome by overlaying the tested 
sample against a control XRD sample (Figure 3a-c) which assisted in decomposing these 
overlapping peaks. So the purposes for the control sample were two fold: to normalize the 
data calculated and to help with decomposing overlapping peaks. For the most recent XRD 
data analysis this was facilitated by running at longer time scan (2 to 3 sec) and larger step 
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sizes (0.01-0.03). Details for additional XRD data is discussed elsewhere [46]. The methods 
utilized in this study were sufficient for interpreting and analyzing quantitative XRD data. 
Current calculations were useful to understand the kinetic phase transformation of the 
iron oxide phases. The fractional amounts of the multiphase sample were determined relative 
to the Si internal standard. Shown in Table 2 and 3 is a semi-quantitative data for samples 
shown in Figure (4 a-b) and Figure 5, which were subjected under TGA mixed steam-Hz. The 
results were valid under the assumptions discussed. 
Table 2: XRD analysis data for unpromoted iron oxide at TGA S/H% 
S/H2 molar ratio 
(sample time) 
ct-FeaOs, 
Wt% 
y-FeaOs, 
Wt% 
F63Û4, 
wt% Fe, Wt% 
0.15 (235 min) 100 0 0 0 
0.10 (295 min) 19 18 20 43 
0.076 (360 min) 8 17 13 62 
Table 3: XRD analysis data for K-FezOi at TGA S/H% 
S/H2 molar ratio 
(sample time) 
Y-Fe203, 
Wt% 
Fe304, 
Wt% 
Fe, 
Wt% 
KFeOa, 
Wt% 
0.21 (175 min) 89 11 0 0 
0.15 (235 min) 62 38 0 0 
0.10 (295 min) 35 11 35 19 
0.076 (360 min) 32 14 51 3 
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Figure 5. TG curves for iron oxide system at mixed steam-Hz conditions, pnz = 0.057atm. 
Based on data in Table 2 and Figure 5 the phases present for the unpromoted iron 
oxide sample transformed from hematite to maghemite, magnetite and then iron metal. No 
significant weight changes were observable for the S/H2 0.29 (55-115 minutes) for the a-
FezOg. The weight loss initiating at S/Hz 0.21-0.15 (115-235 minute) was not caused by iron 
oxide reduction since the only phase present was hematite. This weight change was 
associated with loss of surface hydroxy! groups on the iron oxide. Several studies have 
suggested that surface hydroxy! groups are chemisorbed on the iron oxides surface [4, 24]. 
When reduction of the iron oxide commenced at S/Hz = 0.10 it was accompanied by presence 
of maghemite, magnetite and iron (Fe) phases. 
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When K was mixed with iron oxide (Table 3), the kinetically stable phase was 
maghemite. Presence of this maghemite phase was confirmed from XRD analysis of the K-
FezOs sample within 0-115 minute period. Recall that XRD analysis for K-FezOg sample that 
was subjected either under ultra high purity nitrogen or steam/ ultra high purity nitrogen 
conditions indicated only hematite. Then, the results under mixed steam-Hz to 115 minutes 
experimental run suggested that the K-FezOa transformed to maghemite without significant 
weight losses. TG data for S/H2 from 0.21 to 0.15 (115 - 235 minutes) showed a weight loss 
initiating at about 0.21 steam molar ratio (115 minutes). XRD analysis at this condition 
indicated that a magnetite phase formed during this experiment. Presence of both the 
magnetite and maghemite phase suggested that this weight change was associated with 
reduction of the iron oxide phase. Results within 115 - 235 minute period suggested that the 
maghemite phase existing on the K-FezOs sample was easily reducible due to the presence of 
magnetite phase in Table 3 when compared to unpromoted iron oxide. From Table 2 within 
115 - 235 minute period hematite did not form any reduced phases such that any weight 
losses that had occurred had been associated with loss of surface hydroxy!. Therefore, in the 
instance of the K-FezOg sample weight change that started at 0.21 S/H2 (115 minute) were 
associated with reduction of the iron oxide. 
Further reducing conditions at S/Hz from 0.10 to 0.076 (235 - 360 minute period) 
followed by XRD analysis suggested that KFeOz formed in situ. In addition to the newly 
formed KFeOz phase the iron metal phase (Fe) was present during this weight loss period. In 
Table 2 and 3 the amounts of reduced iron oxide phases increased throughout this 
experiment. Figure 2 revealed that the rates of weight loss differed between the unpromoted 
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iron oxide and the K-FezOs sample. For example at 0.1 S/Hz (235 - 295 minute period) the 
rate of weight loss for the hematite sample was 0.16 wt%/min, whereas for K-FezOg sample it 
was 0.02 wt%/min. Also, for the following stage at 0.076 S/Hz the rates were 0.18 wt%/min 
and 0.16 wt%/min for hematite and K-FezOg samples respectively. In Figure 5 the K-FezOs 
sample was easily reducible to magnetite from 0.21 to 0.1 S/Hz. Simultaneous in-situ 
formation of KFeOz was speculated to have contributed to decreased rates of weight loss 
between 235-295 minutes. Then it can be speculated that the presence of the K promoter has 
an impact at lower mixed steam hydrogen molar ratio relative to the unpromoted iron oxide 
samples. The unpromoted iron oxide once reduction initiated the rates of weight loss 
accelerated accompanied by high amounts of reduced iron oxide phases. In Table 2 and 3 the 
impact provided by the K promoter was verified due to different levels of magnetite and iron 
that were present for each sample. 
Additional experiments at mixed steam-Hz were conducted in an attempt to 
understand the role of the K-promoter by evaluating the reduction kinetics of the in-situ 
formed KFeOz on the K-FezOg sample. This kinetic transformation was studied by running 
the experiment from S/Hz 0.44 to 0.10 and followed by maintaining constant at S/Hz 0.10 for 
an extra 60 minute period (235 - 360 minute period). When this K-FezOg sample was 
analyzed using XRD maghemite, magnetite, iron and KFeOz phases were present. For such 
conditions at S/Hz 0.10 the amounts of KFeOz phase was at 6 wt %. Recall that in Table 3 the 
amount of KFeOz was 19 wt% for a sample analyzed after S/Hz 0.1 within 235-295 minute 
period. From the analysis of the kinetic transformation it was speculated that KFeOz formed 
in situ was not kinetically stable under these conditions. However, the decrease in the rate of 
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weight loss for the 235-295 minute period may still be associated with the combined effect of 
the K-promoter and in situ formation of the KFeOz phase based on the weight loss rates and 
XRD analysis data in Table 2 and 3. 
The kinetic transformation experiments for the K-FezO^ sample showed that the in 
situ formed KFeOz speculated to provide reduction resistance, decreased when the sample 
was analyzed at the end of the 360 minute period experiment. To continue to understand the 
reduction behavior of the K-FezOg at mixed steam-Hz molar ratio, another approach was 
undertaken by comparing a synthetic maghemite sample (y-FezOg) to K-FezOs sample. Since 
the K-FezO; sample transformed to maghemite phase immediately under reaction conditions, 
this information was useful to explain the weight trends in Figure 2 and 5. 
The next set of experiments looked at how maghemite behaved under reduction 
experiments. In this case a synthetic maghemite sample (y-FezOs) shown in Figure 2 was 
tested using similar techniques at mixed steam-Hz. XRD analysis of a synthetic y-FezO) that 
had been run at S/Hz 0.44 to 0.21 indicated that 52 wt % hematite and 48 wt % maghemite 
phase were present. At mixed steam-Hz conditions it was notable that during this reaction 
time period, almost half of the maghemite sample changed to hematite. Within this period 
there were not reduced iron oxide phases. Then the weight loss that begins at 0.21 S/Hz was 
associated with loss of chemisorbed surface hydroxyls. The existence of the hematite phase 
during TGA reduction of the synthetic y-FezOs sample is in contradiction with the results 
obtained for the K-FezOs in Table 3. From the K-FezOg results, magnetite phase had formed 
after the weight loss that started at 0.21 S/Hz and also hematite did not form. 
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In Figure 2 for the synthetic y-FezOs sample there were no other physical changes 
noticed except weight losses such that the phenomenon by which the hematite phase formed 
was not clear. In general if it formed by oxidation of the maghemite by steam, it was expected 
that this transformation would be accompanied by a weight gain. Since there was no weight 
gain throughout the TG curve, it was then speculated that hematite may have formed through 
solid state transformation of the maghemite sample. In this regard it cannot be ruled out that 
solid state transformation of hematite to maghemite is reversible. Recall that for the K-FezO; 
sample in Figure 2 and 5 all of the hematite transformed immediately to maghemite after 
exposure to a mixed steam-Hz environment. This K promoted sample was initially easily 
reducible, but became more resistant to reduction as the experiment progressed. 
In Figure 2, is a complete run on a synthetic y-FezOg sample which was followed by 
analyzing using the XRD instrument. XRD analysis indicated that additional phases formed 
from iron oxide reduction at lower mixed steam-Hz conditions. Quantitative analysis of this 
sample showed various proportions of the iron oxide phases including 20wt% hematite, 
26wt% maghemite, 13 wt% magnetite and, 40 wt% Fe. By comparing the phases at the end 
0.15 S/H2 (235 minute period) to that at the end 0.076 S/H2 it can be speculated that there 
was less maghemite that changed compared to hematite as discussed above. It can be 
speculated that at such conditions the rates of reduction were limited by the reduction 
reaction of the maghemite phase. This would explain why the rates of weight loss were 
smaller for compared to those of the unpromoted hematite sample (at 235 - 360 minute 
period). Also, in Figure 2 observed were similar weight loss trends between the synthetic y-
FezOs sample to K-FezOs for the range between 235-360 minute period. These results 
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suggested that the synthetic y-FezOs sample was resistant to reduction under mixed steam-Hz 
environments. Therefore based on the results for K-FezO; in Figure 2 and 5, it is possible that 
the maghemite phase did provide some resistance towards reduction in addition to the role 
provided by either the K-promoter and/ or the in-situ formed KFeOz phase. 
The synthetic KFeOz in Figure 5 did not show significant weight loss throughout S/Hz 
from 0.44 -0.076. At the end of the experiment, KFeOz was the only phase shown from XRD 
analysis. This observation further validated that KFeOz is resistant under TGA reducing 
conditions in the presence or absence of steam for the range of conditions tested. From 
previous TGA studies at pnz = 0.003 atm, KFeOz was the most resistant to reduction 
followed by K-FezO; in comparison to the un-promoted iron oxide [4]. It is possible that the 
low weight rate changes in Figure 2 and 5 for the K-FezOg were impacted by the KFeOz in 
situ formation. A K-FezOg sample that was removed at the end of TGA mixed steam-Hz 
experiments was covered with an olive green color which was further confirmed by XRD 
analysis to be a KFeOz phase. This color was similar to that observed when the KFeOz phase 
was synthesized ex situ. A similar visual observation was noted for the K-FezOs that was 
reduced at low hydrogen partial pressures (phz = 0.003 atm) [4]. In that study the KFeOz 
phase also appeared to form in situ during TGA reducing conditions. However, XRD analysis 
for experiments at p»z = 0.003 atm did not show presence of the KFeOz phase; absence of the 
KFeOz phase from XRD was speculated to have been caused by re-adsorption of atmospheric 
moisture and carbon dioxide both of which are know to decompose phase [18, 25]. 
The mixed steam-Hz experiments discussed so far were helpful in establishing a 
foundation for the more complex system of potassium promoted iron oxide mixed with 
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various metal oxides. Incorporation of the metal oxide promoters was more representative of 
commercial iron oxide based dehydrogenation catalysts. The following experiments 
evaluated how incorporation of various metal oxides on K-FezOa impacted the reduction 
kinetics as the mixed steam-Hz molar ratio was decreased. 
3.4.4 Cr/V Effect on K-FezOa at TGA Mixed Steam-Hz Conditions 
The current work focused on the reduction behavior for K-FezOa with Cr and V 
promoters. In the dehydrogenation reaction the addition of Cr and V promoters into the 
potassium promoted iron oxide are known to enhance the catalyst activity and selectivity [1, 
2, 9-11, 13, 18]. Specifically, Cr has been described as a structural promoter for maintaining 
activity at low S/EB ratio operation. In contrast, V promotion has a potential to improve 
selectivity of the dehydrogenation catalysts, but impacts negatively on the catalyst activity for 
low S/EB ratio operation. TGA studies at pnz = 0.003 atm hydrogen reducing conditions [4] 
demonstrated that these promoters influenced the reductive properties of the iron oxide 
system. It is then likely that the reducibility of the K-FezOa system in the mixed steam-
hydrogen atmosphere (St/Hz) may also be impacted by promotion with either Cr or V. 
When the K-FezOa w/V was subjected at a mixed steam-hydrogen atmosphere (Figure 
5), weight changes similar to K-FezOa phase transformation were noted. The kinetically 
stable phase for K-FezOa w/V was the maghemite phase at S/Hz molar ratios from 0.44 to 
0.29 (0-115 minutes). Similar, solid state transformation from hematite to maghemite was 
also observed for the K-FezOa. 
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Weight changes from S/H2 0.21 to 0.15 resulted from reduction of the iron oxide to 
form a magnetite phase. The rate of weight loss was comparable to that of the K-FeaOg. From 
this study both the K-Fe^O; and K-FeiOs w/ V initiated reduction at similar conditions. 
Supplemental experiments using V single promoted to FeaOs followed a similar weight loss 
trend obtained for the K-FeaOg w/V. Studies at hydrogen reducing conditions (pn2 = 0.003 
atm) suggested that a V single promoted to Fe^Os and K-Fe2Û3 w/ V were more resistant to 
reduction in comparison to K-Fe2Û3 and K-Fe2Û3 w/Cr [4]. Results at mixed steam-
hydrogen were in disagreement to the previous hydrogen experiments. The reduction 
resistance at hydrogen experiments was speculated to be caused by formation of an iron 
vanadium phase FeV04 for single promoted FeaOg. For the K-Fe20) w/V sample XRD 
analysis showed the presence of a potassium vanadium phase (KVO3). The KVO3 phase was 
observed when hematite was mixed with lOwt % K (K2CO3) and then promoted with 10 wt% 
V (V2O5) followed by calcination at 800°C. During mixed steam-hydrogen conditions the 
reduction behavior suggested that vanadium promotion had a negative impact. Although the 
KVO3 was observed for a synthetic sample its role towards reduction was not further 
characterized. 
The poor reduction resistance for the K-Fe^Os w/V was further confirmed from the 
semi-quantitative analysis in Table 4. The amount of iron metal phase present for the 
conditions at S/H2 0.10 - 0.076 is much higher when compared to that of the unpromoted 
iron oxide and K-Fe2C>3. The rates of weight loss for K-FezO; w/V were 0.12 wt%/min for 
the 235-295 minute period, and 0.14 wt%/min for the 295-360 minute period. 
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Table 4: XRD data analysis for K-FeaO] w/V 
S/H2 molar ratio Y-Fe203, Fe304, KFeOz, 
(sample time) Wt% Wt% Fe, Wt% Wt% 
0.15 (240 min) 58 42 0 0 
0.10 (300 min) 20 20 60 0 
0.076 (360 min) 15 7 78 0 
From Figure 5 these rates were somewhat intermediate between K-FeaO; and the unpromoted 
iron oxide samples. While the rates of weight loss for K-FeaOg w/V differ to those in Figure 
5, quantitative XRD results suggested that more iron metal formed during iron oxide 
reduction. There is a discrepancy between the TGA results and quantitative XRD results 
when the K-FeaOg w/V is compared to the unpromoted iron oxide sample (Table 4 and Table 
2). Since both the K-FeaCh and K-FeaO; w/V gave maghemite as the kinetic stable at 0.44 
S/H2, results in Table 4 and Table 3 were a better comparison. This assessment suggested that 
addition of a V promoter impacted negatively on the reduction stability that was obtained by 
K-FeaO] in Figure 5. 
In Figure 5 and Table 5 are results for the K-FeaOs w/ Cr that was tested under mixed 
steam-hydrogen experiments. XRD analysis for the K-FeaOs w/Cr at S/Ha = 0.29 - 0.15 (55 -
235 minutes) only indicated presence of the maghemite phase. At the moment the iron oxide 
phase had not formed any phases from its reduction. Then corresponding weight changes in 
Figure 5 for this period were related to surface hydroxy! losses. 
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Table 5: XRD data analysis for K-FeaOs w/Cr 
S/H2 molar ratio 
(sample time) 
Y-Fe203, 
Wt% 
Fe304, 
Wt% Fe, Wt% 
i
i
 
0.21 (180 min) 100 0 0 0 
0.15 (240 min) 100 0 0 0 
0.10 (300min) 100 0 0 0 
0.076 (360 min) 53 38 9 0 
The weight loss initiating from S/H2 0.21 and ending at 0.15 S/Ha was very small 
when compared to other iron oxide system in Figure 5. From the discussion above most of 
the iron oxide system in Figure 2 and 5, formed magnetite phase after the weight loss starting 
at 115 minute period. The only exceptions were the unpromoted iron oxide sample and the 
synthetic y-FeaOs samples. The rates of weight loss for K-FeaOs w/ Cr (0.03 wt%/min) were 
comparable to K-FeaOs (0.02 wt%/min) during the 235-295 minute period. At 0.076 S/H2 the 
rates of weight loss were 0.07 wt%/min for K-FeaOs w/Cr and K-FeaOs at 0.16 wt%/min. In 
Table 5 the proportions of the reduced iron oxide phases were fewer when compared to K-
FeaOg. For K-FeaOg in Table 3 the increased reduced iron oxide phases could be explained by 
the escalated rates of weight loss. 
The weight loss for the 0.076 S/Ha was then associated with reduction of the iron 
oxide from which magnetite and iron metal phase formed during this experiment. 
Furthermore results in Table 5 suggested that the decreased reduction rates to form Fe^O^ 
could have been hindered by the maghemite phase on this sample. Results of a synthetic y-
FeaOg sample in Figure 2 when compared to Table 5 gave results which were less resistant 
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towards reduction. So the reduction stability observed from this maghemite phase may be a 
combined effect contributed by other phases which were not obtained by XRD analysis. 
Since a Cr promoter was added to the K-FezC>3 it is likely that the reduction behavior 
obtained here were also assisted by Cr/K interaction with the iron oxide in addition to the 
maghemite phase. In this instance it was then speculated that Cr/K interaction or the 
maghemite provided active sites which limited hydrogen access such that H2 diffusion into 
the iron oxide matrix was the limiting step. Then these TGA experiments on K-FezOg w/ Cr 
at mixed steam-Hz strongly suggested that the Cr promoter plays a significant role in 
increasing reduction resistance in the presence of steam. This reduction resistant behavior 
further supports typical structural properties obtained when Cr is added to potassium 
promoted iron oxide dehydrogenation catalyst. 
An attempt was made to explain the behavior for K-FezOs w/Cr at low mixed steam-
hydrogen conditions by focusing on the effect of adding only Cr to FezOg. Single promotion 
with Cr on FezOg gave similar results to those obtained for the unpromoted FezOs shown in 
Figure 2. XRD analysis indicated the presence of a mixed iron oxide phase consisting of 
magnetite, and iron metal at low S/Hz from 0.10 - 0.076. The amount of reduced iron oxide 
phases in this sample between 0.1 - 0.076 S/Hz were comparable to the fractions in Table 2. 
So these results suggested that Cr promotion alone on FezOs did not provide structural 
properties which improved reduction resistance. XRD analysis of a sample that was prepared 
by mixing 10 wt% Cr with FezOg and then calcined at 800°C only showed hematite and 
CrzOa phases. At the 800°C calcination condition the Cr-FezOs did not interact to form any 
Cr-Fe phases. Several studies have shown that solid solutions of Cr-Fe only formed at higher 
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temperature above 1100°C [47-49]. It is then possible that the interaction of Cr and K on the 
FezO) contributed to reduction resistance. Therefore, it can be speculated that single 
promotion with Cr on FezOg did not impact significantly on the reductive properties. 
Several studies have looked at the types of phases that are formed when an iron oxide 
sample was promoted with both K and Cr [49-51]. Plyasova et al. [49-50] and 
Andrushkevick et al. [51] using XRD analysis and IR spectroscopy techniques observed that 
a potassium chromate (K2C1O4) phase formed on a model catalyst system consisting of a 
mixture of FeaOg, K2CO3 and C^Ch. When these samples were mixed and then calcined at 
higher temperature above 600°C, hematite, potassium monoferrite, potassium chromate and 
very small amount of chromic oxide (CraOs) were found in the samples [50, 51]. These 
phases were maintained when the sample was exposed under oxygen/ nitrogen environment 
[49-51]. However under a reducing environment in the presence of a 
hydrocarbon/hydrogen/steam or hydrocarbon/steam, the potassium chromate and chromic 
oxide phases vanished. Disappearance of these phases was speculated to have been caused by 
decomposition/ reduction of a potassium chromate to form an amorphous chromic oxide and 
an amorphous potassium oxide (K2O) phase. 
These studies [49-51] discussed above did suggest that a K/Cr and K/Fe interaction 
occurred when samples similar to K-Fe2Û3 w/Cr were prepared. In Figure 5, the K-FeaOg 
w/Cr was promoted with 5 wt % Cr and 10 wt% K (Table 1). XRD analysis of the K-FezOs 
w/Cr did not identify any phases formed between K/Cr/Fe. The Cr promoter level was then 
increased between 10 - 15 wt % (note K promotion was kept at 10 wt%) to ascertain that the 
concentration of the phases in the samples were above the XRD detection limit. Following 
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mixing, these samples were calcined at 800°C. At these higher promotion levels a K2C1O4 
phase was present in addition to hematite and KFeOz. The concentrations of these phases 
from quantitative analysis were 9 wt % K2C1O4, 82 wt% hematite and 9 wt% KFe02. Since 
both the 10 and 15 wt% samples calcined at 800°C gave similar XRD phase analysis, the 
discussion below will only compare K-Fe2O^ w/Cr at 5 wt % and 10 wt% Cr promotion 
levels. 
Testing K-Fe20a w/ 10 wt % Cr at mixed steam-hydrogen conditions gave similar 
reduction results to those shown in Figure 5 for the K-Fe2O^ w/ 5 wt% Cr. The weight loss at 
S/Hz 0.10 - 0.076 (235-360 minutes) was related to transformation of Fe20g to Fe^O4 and 
K2C1O4 to CrzOg/KzO phases. Reduction of the K2C1O4 to form Cr^O^ and K2O has been 
studied before [49-51], Also during the reducing environments iron oxide was reduced to 
form a magnetite phase. 
It was difficult to discern whether the K2C1O4 reduction overlapped with iron oxide 
reduction or if they each occurred independently. To clarify the reduction pattern of the latter 
and the former phases, a synthetic K2C1O4 sample was subjected at S/H2 from 0.44 to 0.076. 
Experiments at mixed steam-hydrogen conditions on a synthetic K2C1O4 powder (two 
samples were used: K2C1O4 synthesized in our laboratory and a second sample as purchased 
from Fisher Scientific) initiated decomposition/reduction within 115 minutes at S/H2 = 0.21. 
This weight loss that initiated at about 115 minutes continued until the end of the 360 minute 
period. Before TGA experiment a yellow colored sample was noted, but at the end of the 120 
and 360 minute period a mixture of yellow and greenish material was observed. XRD 
analysis detected this phase to consist of a combination of both K2C1O4 and C^Og. The 
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results for the synthetic K2C1O4 suggested that this phase on its own changes to O2O3 within 
115 minutes from the start of the experiment. Therefore it can be speculated that the weight 
loss for K-Fe2Û3 w/10 wt% Cr which occurred at SZH2 0.10 - 0.076 could be associated with 
FezO] reduction to magnetite. 
Highlighted in this study has been the presence of the K promoter in relation to the 
possible existence of a KFeC>2 phase for providing reduction resistance. The presence of the 
Cr/V promoters seemed to further increase the complexity of the potassium promoted iron 
oxides. The effect of the Cr and V promoters was also probed by adding them to the synthetic 
KFeOa and tested at mixed steam-hydrogen TGA conditions. Comparable reduction 
resistance results were obtained for the synthetic KFeOz, with Cr/V or without promoters. 
XRD analysis on all KFeC>2 with or without Cr/V samples did not identify a magnetite phase 
at the end of the experiment. 
3.5. Physisorption analysis (TGA experiments) 
The results above demonstrated that Cr promotion in K-Fe^O] increased the resistance 
for iron oxide towards reduction at low mixed steam-Hz conditions. Results from BET 
analysis as shown in Figure 6 revealed that sintering occurred on most samples after the TGA 
mixed steam-hydrogen experiments. In contrast, the K-FezO] w/Cr showed an increase in 
surface area. The increase in surface area for K-FezOa w/Cr was observed previously from a 
sample that had been reduced at low pH2 0.003 atm. In that experiment the K-FezOs w/Cr was 
kinetically unstable to reduction in comparison to K-FezOg w/V. At mixed steam-hydrogen 
conditions in this study, presence of the Cr promotion on the K-FezOg system had a positive 
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effect towards reduction rates. Surface area loss for the K-FezOg w/V was high, which 
confirmed its reduction behavior in for the mixed steam-hydrogen experiments. 
There was agreement between the mixed steam-hydrogen experiments with BET 
results for the synthetic KFeOz with and without promoters. The surface area loss for 
synthetic KFeOz was small followed by that of the KFeOz w/Cr. It was speculated that the 
smaller surface areas had smaller nucleation sites which provided resistance to reduction. 
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Calcined Samples 
S/H2 Reduced Samples 
K-Fe203 KFe02 K-Fe203 
w/Cr 
K-Fe203 
w/V 
KFe02 
w/Cr 
KFe02 
w/V 
Figure 6. Surface area for samples calcined at 800°C and at St/Hz = 0.436-0.076 
Adding steam at reducing conditions system did introduce a complicated environment 
in which for instance the K-FezOg w/V was kinetically unstable towards reduction. The K-
FezOs w/Cr was more kinetically stable towards reduction at mixed steam-hydrogen 
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conditions. This was in contradiction to previous reduction studies at low p»2 0.003 atm from 
which it was shown that the K-FeaOs w/V was more resistant to iron oxide reduction, as 
compared to K-FeiOg w/Cr. An even more complex environment could be provided by 
including a hydrocarbon to the model dehydrogenation iron oxide catalyst. In such an 
environment various deactivation mechanisms are normally present. These mechanisms 
include catalyst sintering, coke formation to block active sites and reduction of the active 
sites. 
3.6. Isothermal Reactor Performance on Model Dehydrogenation Catalysts 
The next set of experiments examined the performance of a model K-promoted iron 
oxide catalysts for the dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene in a packed bed isothermal reactor. 
The reactor was maintained isothermally at 600°C with an outlet pressure of 0.75 atm. For 
most catalyst tests, the initial feed composition was held at 12 S/EB until steady state 
conditions were reached. It took 4-5 days before a steady state operation was attained. Once 
at 12 S/EB steady state, the reactor was maintained constant for another 3-4 days. The steam 
ethylbenzene molar ratio was then changed sequentially from 12 to 6. Note that steady state 
was achieved before lowering the steam feed flow. 
Figure 7 compares the activity for K-FezO) promoted with V (V2O5) or Cr (CrzO), 
K2C1O4), which were calcined at 800°C. The single point of percent conversion was taken 
from an average of steady state data at a specific steam moles and corresponding EB moles. 
For example the initial average conversion at 12 S/EB was taken from steady state data from 
the 5th - 8th day. 
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Figure 7. Promoter effect at S/EB using an isothermal reactor at 600°C and 0.75 atm; 
samples calcined at 800°C (* source of Cr promoter from K2C1O4). 
Figure 7 data was taken from steady state dehydrogenation reaction on a K-promoted 
iron oxide catalyst. Evaluated in this data was the effect of adding either a V or Cr promoter 
on the K-Fe2Û3. Adding the V promoter had adverse effects on the catalyst. At steady 
conditions between 12 and 8 S/EB the catalyst performance was low with an average 
conversion between 43 - 38 mole %. At 8 S/EB the activity for the K-FeiOs w/V did not 
reach steady state, but instead continued to decline. This continued activity loss was 
recovered after 4 days when the S/EB was increased from 8 - 12. Having reached 12 S/EB 
steady state the molar ratio was subsequently lowered to 6. Unfortunately, changing the 
reactor to 6 S/EB resulted to poor catalyst performance below 25 mole % conversion. At this 
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point the catalyst lost its activity at a rate of 6.63 mole % conversion/day indicated by the 
arrow in Figure 7 at the end of the experiment. Typically, the thermodynamic equilibrium for 
the dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene to styrene is at about 70 mole % conversion. Since 
adding V to the catalyst yielded conversion below typical thermodynamic conditions, the 
reactor was shutdown. 
In Figure 7 Cr promotion on K-FeaOg using K2C1O4 gave slightly higher activity 
levels compared to C^Og for the range 12 -10 S/EB. The higher performance by the K2C1O4 
promoted sample was more significant when decreasing from 10 to 8 and 8 to 6 S/EB. At 6 
S/EB both catalyst system did not attain a steady catalyst performance. The catalyst prepared 
with Cr from K2C1O4 lost its activity at a rate of 0.34 mole % conversion/day, but 2.42 mole 
% conversion/ day when Cr promotion was provided from C^Og. The higher performance by 
the K-Fe2Û3 w/Cr (K2C1O4) and K-Fe2Û3 w/Cr (C^Oa) was in disagreement with the TGA 
mixed steam-H2 experiments. TGA mixed steam- H2 conditions with Cr using either C^Os 
or the K2C1O4 gave similar reduction behavior depicted by K-Fe2C>3 w/Cr in Figure 5. 
Although the results for the Cr promoted catalyst were in contradiction, the negative effect 
from V towards activity of the potassium promoted catalyst confirmed the TGA mixed 
steam-H2 results. In Figure 5 and Figure 7 the V potassium promoted catalyst gave the worst 
performance. 
Besides the type of promoter added, the temperature at which the catalyst is calcined 
could have an impact on the catalyst reactor performance. For instance, at higher calcination 
temperature potassium carbonate has been speculated to completely decompose to K2O [7, 
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20]. This K2O phase has been shown to facilitate formation of the KFeOz active sites that are 
responsible for EB dehydrogenation to ST. 
Typical melting points for K2CO3, O2O3, K2C1O4 and V2O5 from the material data 
sheets (MSDS) are at 891°C, 2435°C, 975°C and 690°C respectively. Since high melting 
point exists for some of these catalyst promoters, their interaction with each other or iron 
oxide may be impacted by preparing at a higher temperature. For example, earlier it was 
discussed that promoting the model catalyst system with V yielded FeV04 and KVO3, but 
K2C1O4 using Cr. The calcinations temperature impact on catalyst activity was then 
investigated by preparing various model catalyst at 950°C. This dehydrogenation reaction 
performance data is depicted in Figure 8 where the steam molar to EB moles was decreased 
in sequence. 
(1) K-Fe203 w/Cr, eld 950°C 
(2) K-Fe203 w/Cr*, eld 950°C 
(3) K-Fe203 w/Cr*, eld 800°C 
(4) K-Fe203 w/Cr, eld 800°C 
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Figure 8. Promoter effect at S/EB using an isothermal reactor at 600°C and 0.75 atm. 
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When the K-FezOs w/V catalyst calcined at 950°C was placed under dehydrogenation 
reaction, it gave inferior performance. Poor reactor performance at 12 S/EB and 40 mole % 
conversion was coupled with reactor plugging due to polymer material formation. These 
challenges made it impossible to continue the reactor study. 
In Figure 8, catalysts that were prepared at 950°C mostly gave superior performance 
throughout the experiment. The only exception was K-FezOs w/ Cr (K2C1O4) calcined at 
800°C. From 12-8 S/EB the K-FezOg w/Cr (K2C1O4) gave high activity levels comparable 
to high temperature samples. An important observation for the high temperature samples was 
their ability to achieve steady state at 6 S/EB conditions. Lowering steam moles to 5 S/EB 
resulted to a slow decline in catalyst activity. The K-FezOg w/Cr (CrzCh) gave a decline rate 
at 1.13 mole % conversion/day, but K-FezOg w/Cr (K2C1O4) was at 0.53 mole % 
conversion/day. 
Based on the information available, results in Figure 7 and 8 suggested that adding Cr 
using K2C1O4 improved catalyst performance. However, catalyst performance was further 
enhanced by increasing calcination temperature when promoted with CrzOg. Although these 
samples gave different catalyst activities during ethylbenzene dehydrogenation reaction, this 
was in contradiction to TGA studies. Similar reduction behavior was obtained at TGA mixed 
steam-H2 conditions for similar samples (Cr source from CraCb or K2CKD4) calcined at 800 
and 950°C. Also, increasing the calcination temperature gave similar reduction behavior. 
From these experimental results for ethylbenzene dehydrogenation to styrene it was 
not clear as to which mechanism, between coking and hydrogen reduction, was controlling 
deactivation at low S/EB. Although it could be speculated that reduction contributed, it was 
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not clear whether catalyst reduction dominated deactivation below 6 and 5 S/EB studied in 
Figure 7 and 8 when compared to TGA mixed steam-hydrogen results in Figure 5. Additional 
experiments were necessary to explain why the activity loss was worse at 6 S/EB for some, 
but at 5 S/EB for other catalysts. 
3.6.1 Steam Effect on Deactivated Catalysts 
The discussion above focused on catalyst performance for K-FeaOg catalyst that had 
been loaded after synthesis into an isothermal reactor. The following section evaluated the 
impact of steaming a deactivated catalyst after exposure at 5 or 6 S/EB. Also, included was 
an experiment that looked at increasing the steam moles to EB moles on a deactivated 
catalyst. A number of studies have suggested that steam assist in catalyst coke gasification 
and/ or in maintaining catalyst active sites during ethylbenzene dehydrogenation reaction [1, 
2, 10, 12, 15, 17 ]. Current experiments were then conducted in an attempt to understand the 
extent to which the catalyst could be regenerated after loss of activity for catalyst systems in 
Figure 7 and 8. 
The deactivated K-FezO) w/Cr (CraOg) calcined at 950°C was regenerated by 
increasing the steam moles. This changed the state from 5-6 S/EB at which the experiment 
was kept for an additional 5 days. Before regenerating the catalyst, activity at 5 S/EB had 
dropped from 72 to 63 mole % conversion. After an attempt to regenerate it, its performance 
continued to drop over a period of 5 days to 60 mole %. These results suggested that 
increasing steam moles on it own did not assist in recovering the activity. 
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Next the K-FezOs w/Cr (K2C1O4) calcined at 800 0 C and at 6 S/EB, its performance 
dropped from 73 to 70 mole % conversion without reaching a steady state over a 6 day 
period. Its regeneration was approached by first steaming the deactivated catalyst for 2 hours 
followed by returning to the previous setup. Steaming and continuing at 6 S/EB conditions 
improved activity by 2 mole% with an average of 72 mole% conversion over a 6 day period. 
Steaming the catalyst caused the catalyst to regain activity throughout the duration of the 
experiment. This result suggested that shutting down ethylbenzene flow and steaming the 
catalyst could improve catalyst performance. A few studies have attributed this activity 
enhancement, to coke removal on the catalyst surface [7, 10, 12]. Other studies have 
speculated that steaming a deactivated catalyst could regenerate active sites responsible for 
the dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene to styrene [50, 51]. 
Although steaming the catalyst for 2 hours was more effective compared to only 
increasing the steam to EB molar ratio, steaming and resuming similar operating conditions 
did not recover the catalyst activity close to initial conditions at 12 S/EB. Then, a second 
regeneration cycle on the same catalyst was repeated by first re-steaming and followed by 
changing from 6-12 S/EB. A significant gain in steady state activity was obtained over a 
period of 6 days during which conversion increased from 72 to 75 mole % conversions. With 
such catalyst recovery, the overall activity loss for this catalyst was then at 3 mole % when 
compared to the conditions at the start of the experiment. 
Another example in which the effect of steam was noted was the catalyst sample K-
FeaOs w/Cr (K2C1O4) calcined at 950° C and at 5 S/EB. This catalyst was exposed in steam 
for 2 hrs and followed by increasing the steam moles resulting to 12 S/EB. The activity loss 
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at 5 S/EB was about 4 mole% at a final conversion of 67 mole%. The activity regained to 77 
mole % after steaming and a steady state was achieved over period of 6 days. Steaming and 
returning the experimental conditions to 12 S/EB improved the catalyst almost to a 
thermodynamic steady state condition obtained at the start of the experiment. It can be 
speculated that in all case above where the catalyst was steamed for 2 hrs either coke removal 
or phase regeneration resulted to improved catalyst performance. An important observation 
was the situation in which the catalyst was steamed and immediately changed to high steam 
molar flow to EB molar flow. Hirano [7] observed that a deactivated catalyst initially 
overshoot its performance immediately after steaming, but returned to its original activity as 
the experiment progresses. Muhler et. al. [10] study discussed that activity regained after 
steaming a deactivated catalyst was short-term. However, current experiments after steaming 
indicated regained activity to some extent that was maintained at steady state throughout. 
This steady state was mostly below conditions at the start of the experiment at 12 S/EB. 
Overall, catalyst regeneration was more effective by steaming the deactivated catalyst rather 
than changing steam molar flows. 
3.6.2 Model Dehydrogenation Catalyst Analysis 
Having looked at the catalyst performance at reaction conditions the catalyst physical 
properties were further characterized using XRD, BET surface area and SEM analysis on 
both fresh and spent catalyst. XRD analysis of the fresh catalyst K-FeaOa w/ Cr (CraOg) 
calcined at 800°C showed presence of potassium-polyferrite phase (KjFezzOsi), K2C1O4 and 
hematite. When a similar catalyst was calcined at 950°C and analyzed using XRD, most 
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phases observed for the 800°C sample were present with the exception of the K2C1O4 phase. 
Further, XRD analysis from a K-FezOs w/Cr (K2C1O4) catalyst calcined at 800°C showed 
hematite, K2C1O4 and a minor phase of the potassium iron oxide (KjFeC^) phase. Increasing 
the calcination temperature to 950°C for a similar catalyst system suggested existence of a 
two phase system consisting of K2Fe22Û34 and hematite. Testing a K-FeaOs w/V calcined at 
800 °C suggested that only hematite existed. In this case there was no trace of either 
vanadium or potassium species. For all the synthesized catalyst systems in this study, the 
KFeC>2 phase was not observed. The KFeO? phase studied to be unstable in air is present in 
general when the potassium promoted iron oxide catalyst is prepared [7,10, 20]. 
XRD results from catalysts prepared at various temperatures using different promoters 
indicated that phase formation did occur. Phase formation may have taken place through 
solid state transformation and interaction of the promoter or the iron oxide species. However, 
when V promoter was added no added species were observed. XRD detection limitation for 
either V or K species could be speculated to have impeded observation of these species. 
Earlier in this study when the V promoter level was added to 10 wt% resulting to formation 
of both a KVO3 phase and minor phases of FeVC^. The role of these two phases towards the 
dehydrogenation reaction of EB to ST is not clear at this point. 
Additional analysis followed after the catalysts had been put through the 
dehydrogenation reaction. XRD analysis of all spent catalyst suggested that a magnetite phase 
formed during the dehydrogenation reaction. The magnetite phase was speculated to have 
formed due to the reduction of the active sites or the iron oxide phase. Besides the magnetite 
phase, a potassium carbonate hydrate phase (K2CO3I.5H2O) was also present in most spent 
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samples except spent K-FezO; w/V calcined at 800 °C. This potassium carbonate phase has 
been speculated to form due to the decomposition of the potassium-iron oxide phases which 
are unstable in air [52]. 
Evaluating the catalyst physical properties using the BET surface area suggested that 
increasing calcination temperature (Table 6) from 800 to 950°C resulted to sintering. Using a 
Cr promoter, samples calcined at 950°C provided a material which was active at 6 S/EB 
conditions shown in Figure 8. Although the effect of higher calcination is noted, the promoter 
effect for some catalyst reactor performance was in disagreement. This disagreement was 
supported from the BET surface areas results in Table 6. 
Table 6. BET surface area analysis nitrogen adsorption (m2/g) samples calcined at 
800 and 950°C and after dehydrogenation reaction of EB to ST 
Fresh Catalyst Spent Catalyst 
Catalyst Name BET SA, m2/g BET SA, m2/g 
K-Fe203 w/ Cr (800°C) 2.00 2.52 
K-Fe203 w/ Cr (950°C) 1.53 2.09 
K-Fe203w/Cr* (800°C) 2.47 2.89 
K-Fe203 w/ Cr* (950°C) 1.46 1.89 
K-Fe203 w/ V (800°C) 0.48 0.53 
XRD analysis suggested that similar active site were present initially before EB to ST 
dehydrogenation reaction. From SEM imaging, particle morphology for K-FeiOg w/ Cr was 
similar. In addition, evaluation of the SEM results suggested that the promoters were well 
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dispersed on the iron oxide particles. These results suggested that there was no correlation 
amongst the BET, XRD and SEM results in this study, since higher surface areas would be 
expected to provide more active sites for situation where active sites were similar. This 
contradiction was seen from the poor performance of the K-FezOa w/ Cr (Cr2C>3) catalyst 
calcined at 800°C. This catalyst has a slightly higher surface area compared to K-FeaOa w/ Cr 
(CraOg) prepared at 950°C. The results above could not explain why the catalyst calcined at 
800°C was less active. 
In table 6 a catalyst promoted with Cr using K2C1O4 and prepared at 800°C resulted in 
a catalyst pellet with the highest surface area. Higher calcination at 950°C caused the catalyst 
to sinter. However, increased catalyst performance at either temperature suggested that 
adding Cr using a K2C1O4 enhanced the promoter effect above that obtained with K-Fe203 
w/Cr (Cr203) that was calcined at 800°C. 
Results for the vanadium promoted catalyst calcined at 800°C had the poorest catalyst 
performance based on data in Figure 7. This poor performance could be correlated with 
catalyst sintering of the active sites shown in Table 6. Existence of any interaction between 
iron oxide, V and K manifested itself from the loss of surface area. This results further 
invalidated XRD results, which suggested that hematite was the only phase after synthesis. 
One could speculate that interaction of the V/K/Fe in this experiment had a negative effect. 
BET surface area analysis of the spent catalyst increased throughout the spectrum of 
catalysts that had been under dehydrogenation condition. Earlier XRD analysis of a spent 
catalyst suggested that a hydrated potassium carbonate phase existed. Adsorption of both 
moisture and carbon dioxide impeded a better understanding of what phases were present 
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immediately after removing from the reactor. Although these catalysts were removed and 
stored under nitrogen purge, this did not completely eliminate exposure to atmospheric air. 
3.7. Conclusions 
The role of steam in delaying the rates of reduction for the iron oxide systems was 
confirmed using TGA at isothermal condition under mixed steam-Hz conditions. Using 
supplemental XRD, BET and SEM analysis confirmed the physical properties of the studied 
catalysts system. Also, quantitative analysis of XRD results was important in explaining the 
kinetic transformation of various catalyst systems during a reduction experiment. 
At mixed steam-Hz conditions it was validated that synthetic KFeOz was most 
resistant to reduction throughout the experiment. For K-FezOg, initially the kinetic stable 
phase was the maghemite phase which was unstable under mixed steam-Hz. Previous TGA 
studies at p»z 0.003 amt. suggested that the in situ generation of KFeOz contributed to phase 
that resisted reduction of the iron oxide for K-FezOg. At mixed steam-Hz conditions as the 
reaction continued an in situ KFeOz formed. Formation of the KFeOz phase occurred 
simultaneously as the TG weight loss had decreased. This further validated the impact the 
KFeOz has on the catalyst system. 
In addition, reducibility of K-FezOg system was observed to be impacted by the 
presence of Cr, V. Promotion of the K-FezOg with either Cr or V appears to agree with the 
behavior observed at dehydrogenation reaction conditions. Most studies suggested that the Cr 
promoter is a structural promoter for maintaining activity at low S/EB operation. In contrast, 
V promotion can improve selectivity of the dehydrogenation catalysts while decreasing the 
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stability for low S/EB ratio operation. At mixed steam-Hz experiments, presence of the V 
promoter decreased reduction resistance resulting to higher levels of Fe metal phase. The K-
FezOs w/ Cr followed the KFeOz with its reduction kinetic stability. Its kinetic stability was 
verified by quantitative XRD analysis from which maghemite was the major phase during the 
duration of the experiment. These results suggested that there are additional phases 
contributing to the superior behavior of the K-FezOs w/Cr. Presence of potassium chromate 
and chromium oxide, maghemite phase, was the speculated to provide reduction resistance 
for K-Fe203 w/Cr, but some of these phases were not observed from XRD analysis. 
The promoter effect using Cr and V showed an agreement between TGA and the 
reactor studies. The V promoted catalyst system gave the worst performance during the 
dehydrogenation reaction. All Cr promoted catalyst initially gave activity levels at about 70 
mole% thermodynamic conditions. However, the performance results at low S/EB for the K-
FezOs w/Cr calcined at 800°C were not explained completely by characterization studies. 
The current reactor study indicated that catalyst performance could be impacted by 
steaming the catalyst or changing the S/EB conditions. The role of steam in improving 
catalyst activity when the catalyst performance dropped, suggested that the catalyst was not 
completely deactivated. This short deactivation could have been caused by either reduction of 
active site or coke formation on the catalyst surface. So far the role of reduction is well 
characterized using the TGA. Under dehydrogenation conditions at S/EB the main question 
that still needs to be addressed is the role of reduction whether it can cause permanent 
activity loss on the model dehydrogenation catalyst. One approach to directly study reducing 
conditions at S/EB will be to co-feed hydrogen simultaneously with steam and ethylbenzene. 
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CHAPTER 4 
KINETIC STABILITY OF A SYNTHETIC K-Fe203, KFeQ2 AND K2Fe22034 
SAMPLE AT TGA REDUCING CONDITIONS AND S105 
CATALYST AT S/EB/H2 USING AN ISOTHERMAL REACTOR 
4.1. Introduction 
Historically, within the mixed metal oxide catalysts field, surface and bulk 
characterization of potassium promoted iron oxide catalysts for applications in the 
dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene to styrene have received tremendous attention [1-9]. Hirano 
[5] has made significant contribution which led to better understanding of the nature of 
surface active sites. In Hirano's study it was demonstrated that potassium monoferrite 
(KFe02) is an active site on the catalyst surface that facilitates ethylbenzene dehydrogenation 
to styrene. Studies by Muhler et al. [5, 7] characterized both the bulk and surface of the 
potassium promoted iron oxide catalyst. Using ultra high vacuum techniques, Muhler et al. 
[9] studied the surface properties of ethylbenzene dehydrogenation catalysts. From the latter 
studies the KFe02 was further verified to be the catalytic surface active site. 
Now, when characterizing the bulk of the potassium promoted iron oxide catalyst it 
has been speculated that it is enriched with both the magnetite phase (FesO,*), and the 
potassium polyferrite phase (K2Fe22O^) [5,7, 9]. This bulk phase has a mixed oxidation state 
of Fe3+/Fe2+. The K2Fe22C>34 phase has been thought to supply the Fe3+ and K+ ions to the 
potassium monoferrite active phase (KFeOa) which reside on the catalyst surface [7], The 
potassium promoter is thought to be mobile during a catalytic reaction [7, 10-12]. During 
catalyst activation K+ ions migrate from the bulk to the surface of the catalyst to keep the 
KFe02 active [7, 13, 14]. However, K movement away from the catalyst surface can lead to 
catalyst deactivation [13, 14]. Activation and deactivation of the catalytic properties of both 
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K2Fe22034 and KFe02 at steam ethylbenzene molar ratio (S/EB) have been looked at by 
numerous studies [7, 9, 11-14], Initial activation involves formation of the surface KFe02 
active sites and bulk FegC^ and K2Fe22C>34 phase when the catalyst is subjected at S/EB. 
Following activation, deactivation could take place at both long time scale and short time 
scale [13-15], Long term deactivation includes loss of K from the surface due to K migration 
to the core of the catalyst pellet [3, 5, 7, 13, 14]. In addition to K migration from the surface 
other studies speculated loss of K due to chloride ion impurities in the feed stream [9, 11, 
14]. Here K ions are thought associate themselves with the CI ions thus creating a KC1 
compound. The KC1 formed has been speculated not to re-adsorb on the catalyst surface to 
reform active sites, but typically moves to product stream or is found on spent catalyst [9, 
11]. 
A number of studies have discussed short time scale deactivation models that could 
transpire when S/EB is lowered [5, 14, 15, 16]. Short term deactivation could take place 
through competitive blockage of the active sites by coke and loss of active site by hydrogen 
reduction [5, 11, 14, 17, 18]. Blockage of active site by carbon has been shown to be 
reversible by steaming when the dehydrogenation reaction is performed in excess steam. For 
the reduction pathway, KFe02 and K2Fe22034 phase have been speculated to be reducible to 
form magnetite phase and potassium hydroxide [11,13,14], 
Catalyst activation and deactivation for both the bulk and the surface of the iron oxide 
could be impacted by changing either physical properties and/or the chemical properties [5, 
9, 11, 19, 20], Some examples of promoters that impact on these properties include, but are 
not limited to K, V, Cr, Mo and Ce. Incorporation of these promoters eventually affects the 
thermodynamic and kinetic stability of the catalyst during the reaction at S/EB. While most 
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of these promoters play a major role on either the structural/chemical properties of the 
catalyst, K interaction with the iron oxide is also known to enhance coke gasification and to 
improve catalyst activity [14, 21- 23]. 
Catalytic promoter effect for alkali metals, stand out when compared to alkaline earth 
promoters [11]. More important within group 1 alkali metal promoters, Lee [11] and Meima 
et al. [14] discussed that certain physical and chemical properties gave superior catalytic 
properties to K compared to Na, Li and Cs. For example, melting points of these alkaline 
elements represented as carbonate compounds differ [14, 24]. A number of studies suggested 
that melting points of these compounds impact the extent and rates of carbon burn off from 
the catalyst surface [14, 22, 24]. Also, under dehydrogenation conditions, coke gasification is 
though to be inversely proportional to the melting point of an alkaline metal carbonate [14, 
24]. Rates of coke gasification from high to low for the corresponding carbonate were 
approximated to be Li, Cs, Rb, K, Na respectively. Bakenko et al. [22] concluded that the 
rank order on rates of coke gasification was impacted by the reaction temperature. For 
instance, a catalyst promoted with alkali hydroxides in the presence of a hydrocarbon at 650 
°C gave coke gasification rates from fastest to slowest: (Cs, Na), Rb, K, Li; whereas at 450°C 
it was Cs, Rb, K, Na, Li respectively. In most cases the K-promoter catalyzed coke 
gasification to a reasonable extent without detrimental effects on the reaction selectivity. 
The ionic radius of the alkaline elements could impact catalytic properties of the iron 
oxide [14, 22, 24]. The size of K ionic radius is thought to allow it to be well dispersed 
throughout the catalyst surface and the bulk. Eventually a well dispersed K facilitates cation 
interaction with the ion oxide [14, 22, 24]. The Li+ with its smaller cation radius relative to 
other alkaline metals has a tendency to migrate towards the bulk magnetite phase [14, 24]. 
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Such migration of the Li+ does not allow it to be accessible to provide surface active sites to 
catalyze coke gasification. In contradiction, Cs+ which has larger ionic radius and is readily 
available at the iron oxide surface, has negative effect on the catalyst. It has been suggested 
that Cs+ tends expedite coke gasification excessively to an extent that it has a potential to 
gasify styrene product in addition to coke gasification [14, 24]. 
Another important property of the K promoter is its ability to form the KFe02 
catalytic surface active sites and its bulk phase K2Fe22Os4 [3, 5, 7, 9, 13, 14]. Kotarba et al. 
[13] postulated in their reaction model that while K loss from KFe02 phase is important, it is 
even more crucial to protect the ^2Fe22O^4 phase in the bulk. By protecting the spinel phase 
(K2Fe22034) possible loss of K due to migration or iron oxide reduction could be impeded [5, 
13, 14]. Both the surface KFe02 phase and the bulk are susceptible to reduction 
when S/EB molar ratios are low enough to inflict loss of active sites by reduction to Fe^ 
and KOH phases. 
A few studies above have suggested that loss of surface active sites and the bulk 
phase during the EB dehydrogenation to ST by reduction could result to a deactivated 
catalyst. Previous studies looked at the reduction of a synthetic KFeQ2 and various K-Fe20] 
with and without metal oxide promoter [15, 18]. Unfortunately, there has been less focus to 
evaluate the reduction kinetics of the bulk K2Fe22C>34 experimentally. Short term deactivation 
of the K2Fe22034 by reduction is an imperative study that needs to be evaluated due to its 
important role to supply K ions to the catalyst surface. By evaluating the kinetic stability of 
the K2Fe22C>34 it can alternatively suggest its relative contribution towards the deactivated 
catalyst phases. 
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Therefore the focus of this study was to compare the kinetic stability of both the 
K2Fe22034 and synthetic KFe02 phase at reducing conditions. The reaction environment was 
split into two sections. The first section looked at the reduction kinetics of the potassium iron 
oxide phases in either hydrogen or mixed steam-hydrogen environment using 
thermogravimetric analysis techniques (TGA). The second section was performed at S/EB 
using an isothermal reactor. The main goal was to understand how the active phases could be 
impacted at by changing some parameters during a dehydrogenation reaction. In this study a 
model dehydrogenation iron oxide catalyst was studied by feeding hydrogen simultaneously 
with ethylbenzene and steam. 
4.2. Experimental 
4.2.1 Sample Preparation (Reducing Conditions Using a TGA) 
The materials used for the thermogravimetric study and the isothermal reactor were 
supplied by Shell Chemicals. These materials included iron oxide samples hematite (a-
Fe2C>3) and maghemite y-Fe203, and potassium carbonate (K2COs). A 99.99% magnetite 
(Fc304) sample was purchased from Aldrich Company. The preparation method and loading 
levels used in this experiment have been described elsewhere [15, 18]. The loading levels 
varied from 5-10 % K loading into either hematite (a-Fe203), maghemite y-Fe2C>3 and 
magnetite (FesC^) based on the K ion loading before calcination. Potassium promoted iron 
oxides were mixed and then calcined at either 800 °C, or 950 °C for 3.5 hrs and 1100 °C for 7 
hrs in an air flowing tube. Similarly, unpromoted iron oxide samples were calcined at the 
same condition noted above. 
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The synthetic potassium polyferrite phase (K^FezzC^) was prepared by mixing twice 
the stoichiometric amounts of K2CO3 with iron oxides samples in 1 ml of de-ionized water. 
The sample was then dried in an oven between 90-105 °C for 1 hour. This dried sample 
mixture was followed by calcining at 1100°C for 7 hrs. XRD analysis of potassium 
promoted samples mixed with either a-FeaOg or y-FezOs indicated presence of the synthetic 
K2Fe22034 phase. Phase formation of the lCaFe^O^ in this study was in agreement with XRD 
results from other researchers where this phase was synthesized [9, 13, 25] or observed from 
synthesizing a model catalyst [5,7]. An attempt to synthesize KzFezzC^ using FesC^ mixed 
with a K promoter did not yield this phase, but showed presence of a major hematite phase as 
well as trace amounts magnetite. Failure to form K^FezzC  ^ using magnetite and K2CO3 
could be speculated to be associated the large K cation radius. Muhler et al. [5] speculated 
that a model describing the active phase should consider that the K cation has an ionic radius 
comparable to that of the O anion, such K would not fit into the magnetite structure. 
Synthetic potassium monoferrite (KFe02) prepared was similar to that used in the 
previous study [15, 18]. The KFeC>2 material was prepared by promoting iron oxide with 30 
wt % K in air flowing tube furnace at 800°C. All samples were stored in desiccators that 
contained drierite (CaSC>4) to minimize exposure to atmospheric air. 
4.2.2 Sample Characterization (Reducing Conditions Using a TGA) 
The characterization techniques that were employed in this study included the 
Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TGA), Micromeritics ASAP 2000 Branauer-Emmett-Teller 
(BET), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) and X-
ray Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). BET particle surface area was measured with 
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physisorption apparatus using nitrogen adsorbate. XRD characterization was performed using 
a Siemens D 500 x-ray diffractometer with a CuKa radiation source. Scanning ranged from 4 
-100, 2 Theta, with dwell time from 1-3 seconds and step size 0.02 to 0.05. The scanning 
range starting at this low angle was important in order to identify the K2Fe22C>34 high 
intensity peak at about 7° - 2 Theta. SEM analysis was utilized to look at particle morphology 
of various samples. EDS looked at sample composition and concentration of the loaded 
species. 
TGA was the primary analysis technique for studying various iron oxide catalyst 
systems. The type of TGA used was a Perkin Elmer TGA 7 integrated with controller (TAC 
7). The TGA gas flow conditions have been addressed in detail from the previous study [18]. 
In that study an ultra high purity plus N2 gas stream was mixed inside the TGA with a 12 
vol.( %) H2 in N2. The TGA was operated at 1 atm. with hydrogen partial pressure at 0.057 
atm. with the total mixed flowrate at 70 ml/min. In addition to these gases, de-ionized water 
was pumped through the syringe pump. The total steam mole % ranged from 2.42 to 0.43 
mole %. Throughout the experiment H2 mole % was constant at 5.6 mole% and the balance 
mole % was ultra high purity nitrogen gas. The next set of experiments were run isothermally 
at 630 °C and 0.057 atm. H2 partial pressure (pn2) at various steam molar flow rates. 
Therefore the steam to hydrogen molar flow ratios (S/H2) at mixed steam-hydrogen 
conditions ranged from 0.44 - 0.076 atm. 
4.2.3 Sample Characterization (Using an Isothermal Reactor at S/EB/H2) 
Catalysts from Shell Chemicals S 105 were tested using the isothermal reactor 
studies. Shell S 105 is a typical model dehydrogenation catalyst with a chromium promoter 
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[26]. The reactor was loaded with pre-treated 3.2 mm by 5 mm cylindrical catalyst pellets. 
Following loading, the catalyst pellets were first subjected to high steam ethylbenzene molar 
flow ratio (12 S/EB) to achieve initial catalyst activity. An isothermal reactor which had a 2.6 
cm inner diameter was loaded with 15.2g/ cm3 of catalyst with a bed length of 16 cm. 
Reactor studies were carried out at 590 °C and 0.75 atm. in the presence of steam and 
ethylbenzene and low partial pressures of hydrogen. Steam molar flow was changed from 
0.11 to 0.05 mole/min, whereas ethlybenzene moles were constant throughout the experiment 
at 0.009 mole/min. Hydrogen was added once the catalysts had attained steady state 
conditions at constant S/EB. Hydrogen partial pressures (pwz) were increased from 0.008 to 
0.16 atm. In this study S/EB ranged from 12 to 6 at total liquid hourly space velocity of 
0.65/hr. The product stream was analyzed using a gas chromatograph. Pellet surface areas 
were measured using a TriStar 3000 Branauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) physisorption apparatus, 
with nitrogen as the adsorbing gas. Additional analysis included XRD, SEM and X-Ray 
florescence (XRF). 
4.3. An Iron Oxide Catalyst System at TGA pm 0.003 atm and 50-900°C 
The approach taken to understand the short term kinetic transformation of the 
potassium iron oxide phases (KFeOz, KjFezzC^) followed a series of experiments at non 
isothermal conditions, as well as isothermal conditions. Non-isothermal TGA Hz reducing 
conditions and isothermal conditions at mixed steam-hydrogen conditions were discussed 
previously for samples calcined at 800 °C [15, 18]. The primary equipment utilized was TGA 
with supplemental characterization using XRD and SEM. 
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Before embarking on the reduction kinetic transformation of the potassium promoted 
iron oxide phases it was important to revisit the kinetic stability of the unpromoted iron oxide 
catalyst system. Iron oxide materials which were prepared by calcining at temperatures 
ranging from 800 to 1100 °C were tested at hydrogen reducing environment. Ndlela et al. 
[15] looked at the reduction properties of iron oxide system in detail at samples which were 
calcined at 800 °C. Results from the sample prepared at 800 °C indicated two significant 
weight losses; such that weight losses between 300-550°C were associated with surface 
hydroxyl groups. The last weight loss region which was associated with transformation of 
hematite to magnetite initiated at about 550°C. 
In Figure 1 below the sample prepared at 950°C showed the second weight loss was 
shifted up by about 10°C. The weight loss associated with iron oxide reduction of the sample 
calcined at 950°C initiated at about 550°C, which is similar to the onset reduction 
temperature for the sample calcined at 800°C. 
(2) Fe203 eld at 950°C 
(3) Fe203 eld at 800°C 
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Temperature, (C) 
Figure 1: TG curves for iron oxide system at pn2 = 0.003 atm., 50-900°C. 
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For the iron oxide sample prepared at 1100°C weight losses that initiated at about 
300-450°C were absent. Absence of this weight loss for the sample calcined at 1100°C was 
associated with changes in the iron oxide properties. This claim about changes in iron oxide 
properties was supported by BET surface area results which showed that sintering was 
proportional to the calcinations temperature. Sintering on the 950 and 1100 °C may have had 
an impact on the loss of chemisorbed surface hydroxyl groups by delaying the temperature 
where they initiated compared to the sample calcined at 800 °C. Previous studies [15] for a 
sample calcined at 800°C verified that loss of surface hydroxyl group was not thermally 
driven by high temperature, but was facilitated by presence of hydrogen gas. 
The role of hydrogen to initiate loss of surface hydroxyl groups was verified from an 
experiment that was conducted first under inert conditions followed by hydrogen addition. In 
that experiment a sample that was repeatedly heated and cooled in 3 cycles between 50-
700°C in ultra pure Nz did not show any weight loss throughout the experiment. When the 
same sample was then subjected under reducing conditions at low hydrogen partial pressures 
(0.003atm), and at 50-900°C; weight losses at 300-450°C and 550-650°C were noted. 
Although the 300-450°C weight change was absent for the 1100°C sample, starting at the TG 
curves 550°C showed a continuous weight loss. XRD analysis at the end of the experiment 
confirmed the presence of the hematite, maghemite, and magnetite phases. 
Presence of the magnetite phase at the end of the experiment suggested that suggested 
that iron oxide reduction took place during the continuous weight loss. Note for this sample 
(at 1100°C), wustite, which was observed for the sample calcined at 800 and 950°C was not 
present. Based on the XRD analysis it could be speculated that loss of surface hydroxyl 
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groups overlapped with iron oxide reduction to form magnetite. Therefore, at such slow 
kinetics this sample did not form wustite. 
Additionally, BET surface area analysis confirmed that iron oxide sintered 
proportionally to an increase in calcination temperature. At 1100°C, the surface area was 
about 1.19 m2/g (BET SA Fe203: (800°C) = 5.14m2/g, 950°C =3.64 m2/g). This may suggest 
that the iron oxide rearranged such that it resulted to fewer nucleation sites. Also, the 
quantity of available nucleation sites has been speculated to impact on the kinetics of iron 
oxide reduction [1]. The re-arrangement of the iron oxide that took place was further 
confirmed from SEM particle morphology, which changed with calcination temperature from 
800°C to 1100°C [27] and in Figure 2 a-c. The morphology changed from acicular shape at 
800°C to a somewhat asymmetrical morphology at 1100°C. 
This was associated with agglomeration and growth of individual iron oxide particles 
from 0.5 to 2 micron to form an asymmetrical morphology. From current experiments, there 
was agreement between TGA results in Figure 1 and analysis from sample sintering and 
changes accompanied by particle morphology (Figure 2a-c). Therefore, calcination 
temperature could impact on the structural properties of the iron oxide. 
Fig. 2a: Fe2G3 eld at 800°C 15kx Fig. 2b: Fe203 eld at 950°C 15kx 
Fig. 2c: FezOg eld at 1100°C 15kx 
Studying the iron oxide properties at different calcinations temperature was 
imperative since synthesis of the KzFezzC^ phase was based at 1100°C. Any structural 
changes that took place on the unpromoted iron oxide may be helpful when attempting to 
understand TGA experiments for iron oxides with a K promoter. The aim was to first 
understand the temperature effect on the iron before adding a K promoter. The following 
experiments then looked at the reduction of the K-FezOs that was calcined between 800 to 
1100°C. In Figure 3 is a diagram in which the KzFezzC^ phase (K-FezOs at 1100°C) was 
subjected at pnz 0.003 atm. reduction conditions. The results for synthetic KzFezzOg4 (K-
FezOs at 1100°C) were compared to K-promoted iron samples discussed previously and 
another sample which were prepared at 800 and 950°C[ 15,18]. 
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Figure 3: TG curves for K-Fe2Û3 system at TGA pn2 = 0.003 atm., 50-900°C, 
(K-Fe203 at 1100°C, XRD analysis showed a synthetic K2Fe22034) 
Previous studies focused on the reduction behavior for K-Fe2C>3 calcined at 800°C 
[15]. The previous sample at 800 °C and the current sample at 950 °C both gave similar 
reductive behaviors with the occurrence of three significant weight losses. The speculated 
gas species lost included, physisorbed moisture below 150°C followed by surface hydroxyl 
groups at about 450°C. In Figure 2 weight changes between 550-600 °C were observed. 
Babenko et al. [28] and Plyasova et al. [29] observed similar weight changes when a sample 
mixture consisting iron oxide and potassium carbonate was subjected under a reducing 
environment. Both studies speculated this weight loss to be associated with decomposition of 
a potassium carbonate phase as it reacted with the iron oxide to form a potassium ferrite 
phase [28, 29]. 
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Current XRD analysis of the sample reduced to 600 °C showed only hematite. In 
addition, physical observation of a sample reduced to 600°C consisted of olive green particles 
when it was removed from the TGA. This olive green color was observed both under ultra 
high purity nitrogen and hydrogen reducing conditions [15, 18]. Previously, presence of this 
olive green color was associated with in situ formation of KFeOa [15]. 
Then, for the current experiments the weight loss between 550-600 °C was not 
associated with reduction of the iron oxide, but decomposition of the potassium carbonate 
phase. Further weight losses above 610°C for the sample calcined at 800 and 950°C were 
associated with reduction of iron oxide to form magnetite. This transformation to form 
magnetite was verified using XRD analysis from a mixture which magnetite and wustite and 
hematite were observed. 
A sample calcined at 1100 °C which consisted of the KzFezzO# phase showed a 
weight changes when compared to 800 and 950°C samples. Weight loss for surface hydroxyl 
groups and in situ reformation of KFeOz occurred from 550-600°C. XRD analysis of the 
sample reduced to 900°C showed the presence of a mixed phase of hematite, magnetite, and 
KFeO?. As discussed early, for samples calcined at 800-950°C, the KFeOa presence was 
associated by visual observation for a sample under reducing conditions to 600°C, in that 
case the KFeOa was not detected from XRD analysis. 
Analysis of a synthetic that was subjected under reducing conditions, 
suggested that wustite did not form, but KFeOa did form in situ. Wustite was observed for 
samples calcined at 800 and 950°C and subjected under reducing conditions. Absence of 
wustite for a sample calcined at 1100°C was noted for the unpromoted iron oxide in Figure 1. 
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Then, the behavior in Figure 3 data could be related to the calcinations effect on the 
nucleation sites. 
A number of studies which postulated models for the active state of the 
dehydrogenation catalyst agreed on the equilibrium that exists between KFe02 and 
K2Fe22034 through an exchange of K ion species [5, 13, 14]. However, one way in which 
this equilibrium could be disrupted is by hydrogen which reduces these phases to form 
magnetite. From results in Figure 3 this reduction behavior was confirmed by presence of the 
magnetite phase at the end of the experiment. Since only K2Fe22Os4 was the starting material 
before reduction the existence of the KFe02 phase could have formed throughout the 
experiment as explained by the active state model. 
Results from TGA and XRD analysis suggested that calcination temperature and 
adding a K promoter had an impact on these samples, thus suggesting that structural changes 
occurred on the iron oxide. Next SEM particle morphology was utilized to further 
characterize and understand samples in Figure 3 before and after reactions in hydrogen. In 
Figure 4a-c were particle morphology results for the K-Fe2C>3 samples. At 800°C the samples 
ranging from 0.1-0.5 micron particles were acicular, but slightly but ranged from 0.1 - 1.5 
micron with an asymmetric shape at 950°C. The synthetic K2Fe22C>34 phase in Figure 4c had a 
hexagonal shaped structure. Muhler et al. [9] confirmed a similar particle morphological for 
the K2Fe22034 sample prepared at 927°C. In this experiment it was notable that the particle 
morphology was impacted by both calcination temperature and presence of the K promoter. 
At 950°C the acicular morphology that was retained for the unpromoted changed to an 
asymmetric shape in the presence of the K-promoter. 
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Fig. 4c: K-Fe203 eld 1100°C 15kx 
After the experimental analysis of the data in Figure 3, the synthetic KFeOa was 
subjected under reducing conditions. Previous studies [15, 18] of this on this sample 
suggested that this synthetic phase was kinetically stable. Again here, the synthetic KFeOz 
remained a special case, such that it was very resistant at reducing conditions. Reduction 
resistant behavior of the KFeO? was in agreement with observations from other researchers 
who studied the reductive stability of supported K-promoted iron oxide [21, 30, 31]. When 
comparing the synthetic KFeOz reduction results to synthetic K^FezaC^ it was clear that the 
latter phase was less kinetically stable under reducing conditions. Stobbe et al. [30] suggested 
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that other types potassium polyferrite (K^FenOig) have been shown to be easier to reduce 
compared to KFeOa. Currently, the enhanced reduction resistance for the KFeOa was further 
supported by XRD analysis, which did not indicate formation of the magnetite phase. 
4.3.1 TGA Reduction-Oxidation Cycle for Synthetic K-FezOa and KzFezzO# Samples 
Typically under dehydrogenation reaction conditions, it has been speculated that once 
the KFeOz and KzFezzC^ phase degrades by reduction into Fe^O^ and KOH it can not be 
reformed [5, 13, 14]. In an attempt to assimilate the deactivation of these phases various 
unpromoted and K-promoted iron oxide samples were subjected under reduction -oxidation 
cycles. Initially, the unpromoted iron oxide samples were looked at as shown in Figure 2. 
The samples that had been reduced to 900°C were followed by oxidizing either in dry 
air/nitrogen or steam/nitrogen. The oxidation cycle was maintained isothermally at 900°C for 
3 hours. 
Recall that reduced iron oxide consisted of hematite, magnetite, maghemite and 
wustite. After oxidizing in air or steam the final phase was a hematite phase for the 
unpromoted iron oxide. The reduction-oxidation cycle of the unpromoted iron oxide 
suggested that the iron oxide phase could reform under an oxidizing environment. This 
reduction-oxidation cycle was then extended to K-FezOs which had been calcined from 800 
to 1100°C. In all cases the samples were reduced from 50-900°C at 5°C/min and then 
oxidized isothermally at either in air or steam at 900°C for 3 hrs. 
XRD analysis for K-FeaOg prepared at 800°C and 950°C and subjected at reduced-
oxidation cycle showed presence of KjFeazOsa and some amorphous phases. Earlier in the 
study it was discussed that XRD analysis of these reduced K-FezOs samples only showed 
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reduced phases of magnetite and wustite. Reformation of the potassium iron oxide phase 
(K2Fe22034) suggested that the K phase was either amorphous or below the detectable limit 
for the XRD. Assuming that K species of a reduced K-Fe2C>3 sample were amorphous after 
reduction, it was then speculated that reformation of the K2Fe22034 was facilitated by a re-
supply K into the iron oxide matrix. 
When the synthetic K2Fe22034 phase was reduced and then oxidized in air or steam, 
XRD analysis indicated existence of K2Fe22C>34 and some amorphous phases. Earlier it was 
shown that from XRD analysis the reduced sample showed mixed phases consisting of 
maghemite, magnetite and KFe02 phases. It was the speculated that the K species from either 
KFe02 or the amorphous phases assisted in the reformation of the K2Fe22C>34 phase. 
Experimental data above at hydrogen conditions was a useful foundation in 
understand the reduction behavior of the iron oxide system in the absence of either steam or 
hydrocarbons. XRD analysis of the reduced/oxidized samples for K-Fe2C>3 showed that the 
reduced phases transformed back to K2Fe22034. Reduction-oxidation of iron oxide and 
potassium promoted iron oxide phases went through a cycle of depletion and reformation of 
the high Fe3+ phases. Kotarba et al. [13] model showed that there exist a favorable K+/K 
desorption energies that favors an equilibrium state at which the potassium iron oxide phases 
could exchange K ions between K2Fe22034 and KFe02. However, this cycle gets interrupted 
when the magnetite phase is formed [5,13,14]. 
These equilibrium conditions for the active state model are typically described for 
catalyst under a dehydrogenation reaction in the presence of steam and a hydrocarbon. To 
have a better understanding about the behavior of the KFe02 and K2Fe22C>34 phases under 
reducing conditions, steam was added. The goal was to evaluate the kinetic transformation of 
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these K-promoted species comparable to ethybenzene dehydrogenation reaction condition, 
but without the complex environment provided by the hydrocarbon. 
4.4. Kinetic Stability for K-FeiOa at Mixed Steam-Hi Conditions 
Oxidation either in steam/air of the reduced unpromoted iron oxide sample resulted to 
a hematite phase. It can be speculated that a high Fe3+ oxidation state iron oxide phase can be 
depleted and re-formed through a reduction-oxidation cycle. Steam oxidation is usually very 
important in maintaining the oxidation state of the dehydrogenation iron oxide catalyst 
system. Then when steam is utilized it can maintain Fe oxidation state at conditions where 
the catalyst can remain active. To understand the relative contribution of steam during a 
reducing environment the next set of experiments incorporated mixed steam-hydrogen 
environment on iron oxide. 
Mixed steam-hydrogen experiments were conducted previously on various iron oxide 
catalyst systems [18]. In those experiments hydrogen partial pressure was kept constant at 
0.057 atm. while the steam partial pressure was controlled from 0.024 to 0.004 atm. The 
remaining fraction was that of an ultra high purity nitrogen. The steam to hydrogen molar 
ratios (S/H%) ranged from 0.44-0.076. Previous studies at steam to hydrogen molar flow rates 
(S/Hz) on the unpromoted iron oxide sample showed several weight loss regions [18]. XRD 
analysis for a sample calcined in the temperature range 800 to 950°C confirmed iron oxide 
reduction to form magnetite. 
This discussion will be referenced in Figure 5 for the unpromoted iron oxide, to 
address samples calcined at 800 to 950°C. In Figure 5 (samples calcined at 800-1100°C) 
within the first 5 minutes this weight loss was discussed previously to be associated with 
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startup disturbances as the TGA was approaching steady state. The second weight loss that 
initiated at 0.29 S/H2 (about 115 to 175 minutes) was previously associated with a loss of 
surface hydroxyl groups. 
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Figure 5: TG curves at mixed steam-hydrogen conditions pH2 = 0.057 atm. and 630°C. 
Muhler et al. [5] confirmed the presence of surface hydroxyl groups in an iron oxide 
model catalyst. These surface hydroxyl groups are typically covalently bonded to the iron 
oxide matrix as opposed physisorbed moisture [9, 28]. Loss of surface hydroxyl groups at 
such high temperatures validated the covalent nature of surface hydroxyl bond. Typically, 
chemisorbed species are lost at higher temperature compared to physisorbed species like 
moisture that is physically adsorbed on the iron oxide. In addition to surface hydroxyl groups 
present in an iron oxide catalyst system structural hydroxyl groups have been noted [9]. 
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Previously, XRD analysis for an unpromoted FezO; sample that was removed at 0.21 
S/H2 showed only hematite [18]. Therefore the weight loss at the end of 0.21 S/H2 was not 
associated with reduction of the iron oxide. 
Further weight losses initiating at S/H2 = 0.10 were associated with reduction of iron 
oxide. The phases present included hematite, maghemite and magnetite and Fe metal. At 
S/H2 molar ratio of 0.076, weight losses continued to an extent that Fe metal was the major 
phase, with minor phases of hematite and magnetite. At the end of the experiment the 
maghemite and wustite phases did not appear. Previously wustite and maghemite phases 
were observed at the end of non-isothermal reducing conditions, but did not appear at the end 
of mixed steam hydrogen experiments [18]. 
Experimental observations that have been discussed until now compared previous 
studies [18] for sample calcined at 800°C and the current study at 950°C. The reduction 
behavior at mixed steam-hydrogen experiments for the Fe2Û3 sample calcined at 800°C and 
950°C did not differ throughout the experiment. It was also noted that phase changes due to 
iron oxide reduction were similar in both cases. 
When the Fe2Û3 sample calcined at 1100°C was subjected at mixed steam-hydrogen 
conditions similar weight loss changes were noted for samples prepared at 800 and 950°C for 
the region up the end of 0.29 S/H2 conditions. The rate of weight loss initiating at 0.21 S/H2 
and ending at 0.15 S/H2 was very slow in comparison to the samples calcined at 800 and 
950°C. XRD analysis of this sample to end of 0.10 S/H2 showed that the hematite phase was 
present. The weight loss at 0.076 S/H2 was associated with the formation of a magnetite. 
XRD analysis within the period, 295 to 360 minutes verified that present were mixed iron 
oxide phases of hematite, maghemite and magnetite. 
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The overall weight loss for the 1100°C sample was lower compared to 800 and 950°C 
calcined samples. The impact of high temperature calcination to 1100°C that caused 
restructuring of the FeaOg was supported by observation from SEM particle morphology. 
Results of this sample calcined at 1100°C suggested that there was a relationship between 
lower rates of weight loss and fewer nucleation sites. When this sample was analyzed using 
XRD, the Fe phase that was not found. The Fe phase was present at the end of the experiment 
for samples calcined at 800 and 950°C. It was then speculated that high temperature re­
arrangement of the FezOs contributed to mass transfer limitation of the hydrogen to initiate 
iron oxide reduction. 
An important observation from this steam-hydrogen reduction experiment for 
unpromoted iron oxide was the effect of calcination temperature. Having looked at the steam 
reductive behavior for the unpromoted iron oxide, the following experiments were repeated 
on the potassium promoted iron oxide system. Evaluated were both the calcinations effect 
and the effect of incorporating the K promoter on the iron oxide. An important aspect of 
these experiments was to compare the kinetic stability of the K-promoted iron oxide catalyst 
system. 
Experiments at mixed steam-hydrogen conditions for the K-FezOs calcined at 800°C 
suggested that the presence of the potassium impacted positively on the iron oxide by 
increasing reduction resistance when the KFeO% formed in situ [18]. The overall weight loss 
associated with formation of magnetite was lower compared to the unpromoted iron oxide 
calcined at 800°C. In addition to samples calcined at 800°C, similar reductive behavior were 
obtained for a sample calcined at 950°C and 1100°C (as indicated in Figure 6) when 
subjected at decreasing mixed steam-hydrogen conditions. Weight loss regions for samples 
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calcined from 800 to 1100°C starting at 0.21 S/H2 0.21 were associated with reduction of the 
iron oxide phase. 
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Figure 6: TG for the K-Fe2C>3 system at mixed steam-hydrogen conditions at 630°C, 
(K-FezOs at 1100°C, XRD analysis showed a synthetic K2Fe22034) 
XRD analysis for samples calcined from 800 to 1100°C and tested at 0.44 S/H2 and 
0.29 S/H2 indicated presence of a maghemite phase. Phase transformation due to reduction of 
the K-Fe2Os to magnetite was noted from 0.21 S/H2 conditions. A K-Fe2Û3 sample calcined 
at 950°C and synthetic K2Fe22C>34 sample (K-Fe2Os calcined at 1100°C) from 0.10-0.076 S/H2 
showed KFe02 phase besides maghemite, magnetite and iron metal. In this case the iron 
metal phase formed since pn2 = 0.057 atm. as opposed to 0.003 atm. for reduction studies 
when steam was not present. Similar, XRD analysis for K-Fe203 samples calcined at 800°C 
and subjected at the same conditions (0.10-0.076 S/H2) showed the existence of KFe02, 
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maghemite and magnetite. Before the unpromoted iron oxide sample calcined at 1100°C 
resulted in slower kinetic transformation to form magnetite at mixed steam-hydrogen 
conditions. 
Incorporating the K-promoter on the sample calcined at 800°C did not impact 
positively initially towards reduction resistance. This was also observed from previous 
studies where maghemite became the kinetic stable phase when mixed steam-hydrogen 
conditions started [18]. However, this maghemite phase was easily reduced to magnetite 
starting at 0.21 S/H%, which was in contradiction to results of the unpromoted iron oxide 
sample at similar conditions. This unpromoted iron oxide sample had hematite as a kinetic 
stable phase until 0.15 S/H2. 
Similarly, high calcination at 1100°C to make synthetic KjFezzC^ was noted not to 
impact positively towards iron oxide reduction. At the end of the mixed steam-hydrogen 
experiments for the KgFezzC^ sample maghemite, magnetite, KFeOi and Fe were present. 
However, an unpromoted iron oxide sample calcined at 1100°C only had hematite and 
magnetite at mixed steam-hydrogen experiments. 
From these experiments it appears that there is no direct comparison between the 
unpromoted and K promoted iron oxide sample calcined at 1100°C. Synthesis of the K-
promoted iron oxide at 1100°C formed a synthetic K^Fe^O^ which has its own structural 
properties and physical properties. For example the BET surface area for K^Fe^O^ sample 
was at 3.79 m2/g, but the unpromoted iron oxide calcined at the same temperature was at 1.19 
m2/g. In this regard the synthetic KjFeziOsa could be speculated to posses equivalent amounts 
of nucleation sites accessible to H2 that are comparable to K-FezOg calcined at 800-950°C. 
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In Figure 6 at 0.44-0.076 S/H2, the synthetic KFe02 did not show any significant 
weight loss. Further XRD analysis on synthetic KFe02 prepared calcined at 800°C did not 
show the presence of any reduced iron oxide phases as previously noted. This experiment 
further suggested that the synthetic KFe02 is kinetically stable towards reduction. However, 
the synthetic K2Fe22C>34 phase did not resist transformation to reduced iron oxide phases. This 
phase change was shown by the presence of reduced iron oxide phases including the 
magnetite and Fe metal phase. 
Stobbe et al. [30] discussed that some types of potassium polyferrite phase are less 
resistant to reduction in comparison to KFe02. Also there are fundamental structural 
differences between the K2Fe22034 and KFe02. Hirano [3] described the KFe02 to be 
cristobalite structure consisting of K+ with coordination number 12 whereas the Fe3+ has of 4. 
Also, a number of studies have described the KFe02 structure as a tetragonal structure with 
well dispersed K, Fe and O species [13, 25, 32]. The IC2Fe22C>34 is thought to be a layered 
structure with hexagonal array constructed of maghemite spinel block alternating between K 
species layers [13, 25, 32]. These structural differences between the two phases may also 
imply that the loss of active site due to reduction will vary. Therefore, the experimental 
results above suggested that changes of active phase oxidation state from Fe3+ to Fe2+ during 
dehydrogenation could be compromised fast depletion of the K2Fe22C>34 phase instead of 
KFe02 phase. Note a number of studies have suggested that there is an equilibrium state at 
which the active state is maintained by supply of K and Fe3+ ions from the K2Fe22G>34 bulk 
phase [5, 13, 14]. At current mixed steam-hydrogen conditions, fast depletion of the 
K2Fe22034 phase could then symbolize that insufficient supply of K and Fe3+ to KFe02 is a 
concern for catalyst activity. Absence of K and Fe3+ ion replenishment could eventually 
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starve the KFeOz supply of the required ions and then make it susceptible to reduction. In 
this regard the equilibrium between the KFeOz and KzFezz034 could be disrupted. When 
preparing K-promoted phases it has been shown that KFeOz forms initially and is the 
followed by KzFe22034 formation at higher temperature [5, 13, 32]. In this experiment the 
reduction route for the synthetic KzFezz034 to form Fe^C^ phase was then speculated to have 
been coupled with formation of the KFeOz phase. 
4.4.1 TGA Reduction-Oxidation Cycle Subsequent to Mixed Steam-Hz Conditions 
In continuing to evaluate the reductive kinetic stability of the iron oxide, K-FezOs and 
KzFezzC>34, these samples were subjected under reduction and then followed by oxidation 
conditions. Another experiment involved subjecting a synthetic KFeOz and KzFezzC^ 
through a cycle involving reduction followed by oxidation, and then an additional reduction. 
All current reduction cycle were conducted under mixed steam-Hz conditions, whereas 
oxidation the cycle was either in dry air/nitrogen or steam/nitrogen. For example, an 
iron oxide sample (calcined from 800-1100°C) at the end of mixed steam-Hz environment 
was followed by shutting the hydrogen feed into the reactor. Steam/nitrogen or dry 
air/nitrogen was then added at isothermal condition at 630°C. XRD analysis of the reduced 
sample suggested presence mixed iron oxide phase including hematite, maghemite, magnetite 
and in some cases Fe. After subjecting under an oxidizing environment XRD analysis only 
had hematite. 
The K-FezOs and the synthetic KzFezzC^ that was put at mixed steam-hydrogen 
conditions and then oxidized either in steam or air for 360 minutes at 630°C showed various 
iron oxide phases including amorphous phases. It was shown previously that a sample 
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calcined at 800°C and subjected at S/Hz from 0.44 to 0.076 had maghemite, magnetite, 
KFeOz and Fe metal phases. Likewise a sample calcined at 950°C indicated similar phases 
when put under similar conditions at S/Hz 0.44-0.076. 
Experimental conditions from 0.44-0.15 S/Ha, suggested that the kinetically stable 
phase was maghemite. The in situ formation of the KFeOz phase was first noticed at 
conditions that started at 0.10 S/H2. Previous studies at either reducing conditions or inert 
nitrogen conditions showed that an olive green color associated with KFeOz formed in situ 
existed [15, 18], The favorable conditions for in situ formation and depletion of the KFeOz 
occurred at 0.10 to 0.076 S/H2. This was supported by previous quantitative XRD analysis of 
this in situ formed KFeOz, which indicated it to be kinetic unstable as the mixed steam-
hydrogen experiments progressed to the end [18]. From previous experiments the 
concentration of KFeOz decreased. In this instance, it was then speculated that KFeOz at low 
concentration was depleted simultaneously with the iron oxide to form a magnetite phase. 
Oxidation in air of K-FezOa sample calcined at 800 and 950°C and then reduced at 
0.44 to 0.076 S/Hz showed reformation of the hematite, maghemite, K2Fe22034 and 
amorphous phases from XRD analysis. When a similar sample was subjected under mixed 
steam-hydrogen environments and then followed by steam oxidation the phases present at the 
end of the experiments included magnetite, maghemite, KFeOz, minor phases of KzFezzO^ 
and amorphous phases. In this instance, oxidizing in steam a reduced K-FezOs did not form 
large amounts of KzFezzO^ phase. 
When the synthetic KzFezzO^ phase was put at 0.44 S/H2, XRD analysis indicated 
that this phase immediately transformed to maghemite. Existence of a kinetically stable 
maghemite phase was observed previously on a K-FezOg sample under mixed steam-
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hydrogen conditions [18]. When the K^Fe^O^ sample that was subjected at S/H2 molar ratio 
up to 0.10 (300 min) and analyzed using XRD analysis, phases present included maghemite, 
magnetite, KFeOz and trace amounts of Fe phases. Further XRD analysis for conditions at 
0.076 S/H2, showed a reduced iron oxide phase of maghemite, magnetite, KFeOz, now with 
Fe phase being the major phase. 
Figure 7 is a schematic diagram describing the depletion and reformation of the 
synthetic K2Fe22O^ sample at each corresponding mixed steam-hydrogen condition and then 
followed by oxidation. Note that the oxidation path of these systems was conducted in 
nitrogen/air or steam/nitrogen at isothermally at either 630, 700 or 900°C. The synthetic 
K2Fe22034 that had been reduced to 0.076 S/H2 and oxidized in air/nitrogen or 
steam/nitrogen, showed existence of K2Fe22O^, amorphous phases and a mixture of 
maghemite and magnetite phases. Note that when the K-Fe2O3 or the synthetic K2Fe22O^ 
were reduced and then oxidized in steam or air, KFe02 and Fe metal did not appear. 
Additional experiments analyzed the synthetic KFe02 and K2Fe22O^ samples which 
had been put at 2 mixed steam-hydrogen reduction cycle and then followed by oxidation in 
either air or steam. After 2 mixed steam-hydrogen reduction cycle with steam/nitrogen 
oxidation in between, the synthetic KFe02 material was kinetically stable and did not form 
magnetite. In the instance of the synthetic K2Fe22O^ at similar conditions it was found to be 
was kinetically unstable. During the second reduction cycle at mixed steam -hydrogen 
conditions the K2Fe22O^ material had the highest amounts of Fe metal phases in comparison 
data in Figure 6. 
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Figure 7. Synthetic K2Fe22O34 reduction pathway at mixed steam-H2 conditions 
followed by steam/nitrogen or air/nitrogen at 630,700 or 900°C. 
The mixed steam-hydrogen experiments were an important basis for which the 
reduction/oxidation could be associated to actual ethylbenzene dehydrogenation reaction 
conditions. Usually during S/EB runs when poor activity is observed the model 
dehydrogenation catalyst is steamed to improve catalyst performance. However, mixed 
steam-hydrogen experiments still needed addition of a hydrocarbon to better understanding 
how catalyst deactivation impacts on performance. 
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4.5. Isothermal Reactor Study Using S 105 EB to ST Dehydrogenation Model Catalyst 
Addressed next were EB dehydrogenation experiments using an isothermal packed 
bed reactor with a model dehydrogenation catalyst in which H% was also added to evaluate its 
reduction effect. The approach taken in this section was to subject a model dehydrogenation 
catalyst (S-105) at SZEB. At steady state S/EB, hydrogen was added at increasing partial 
pressures. 
The objective for this study was to probe catalytic performance of S 105 catalyst in 
the presence of S/EB/H?. This catalytic performance would be important in understanding the 
kinetic stability of surface active sites and the bulk phases when hydrogen was added. This 
study was then compared to previous TGA mixed steam-hydrogen and hydrogen reducibility 
experiments [15, 18]. 
In addition, the reactor data performance at S/EB when Hz was added for S 105 
catalyst was compared to a kinetic model that was developed at Shell Chemicals. 
Comparison of reactor performance data to the kinetic model data gave better understanding 
as to whether hydrogen inhibited the reaction or caused catalyst deactivation. The Shell 
Chemical kinetic model incorporated in this study was based on the ethylbenzene model 
reactions shown below from reaction equation 1-10 [11, 26, 34, 35]. 
These reactions are divided into catalytic reactions and thermal reactions. The 
catalytic reactions are typically facilitated by the catalyst's active sites. The thermal reactions 
are impacted by temperature gradients throughout the catalyst bed or the reactor. The Shell 
Chemical Kinetic Model was utilized here as a tool to compare reactor data performance. 
Since the kinetic model was for analytical purposes rather than development its details will 
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not disclosed. The information discussed below was sufficient to interpret the effect of 
hydrogen addition at S/EB. 
Dehydrogenation Catalytic Reactions: 
Ethylbenzene <-> Styrene + H2 AH6oo°c = 124.9 KJ/mol (1) 
Ethylbenzene —> Benzene + Methane + C (2) 
Styrene —> Toluene + C (3) 
Styrene —* 8 C + 4 H2 (4) 
C + Steam —» CO + H2 (5) 
CO + steam C02 + H2 (6) 
Thermal Reactions/ Side reaction 
Ethylbenzene —> Styrene + H2 (7) 
Ethylbenzene —> Benzene + Ethene (8) 
Ethylbenzene + H2 —• Toloune + Methane (9) 
Ethene + H2 —> Ethane (10) 
Typical equilibrium conversions for the model ethylbenzene dehydrogenation catalyst 
range from 50-70 % conversion and could vary with reactor type, configuration and catalyst 
properties [9, 26, 33] Selectivity for styrene is normally above 90% and the remaining 10% 
may include various byproducts in equations 1 to 10. At dehydrogenation reaction conditions 
the concentration of various products and side reactions could be impacted by S/EB, 
temperature and catalyst activity. For example, higher temperatures, above 600°C, can 
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increase both selectivity and conversion while causing excess formation of coke and then 
causing styrene to decompose to toluene [18, 33, 35]. 
Typical optimum reactor performance is at about 8 S/EB, although new research has 
shown a potential to operate at 7 S/EB [3, 9, 26, 33, 35]. S/EB from 7 and below has the 
potential to deactivate the catalyst by either blocking active sites with coke, or causing 
reduction of active sites due to the increased partial pressure of both the hydrocarbon and 
hydrogen. At such low S/EB it is likely that the catalyst activity could be impacted by the 
kinetic stability of both the KFeOz active phase at the catalyst surface and the KzFezzO^ 
storage phase in the bulk of the catalyst. It is vital for the dehydrogenation reaction to 
continue by keeping both the surface and bulk phases and by overcoming coking and 
reduction. 
Extensive Hz and mixed steam-hydrogen reduction experiments suggested that K-
promoted iron oxide catalyst with the metal oxide promoter have different kinetic reduction 
stability [15, 18]. Further characterization of the K-promoted iron oxide catalyst with metal 
oxides at dehydrogenation reactions gave varying catalytic performance [18]. The former and 
the latter studies did show that the catalyst could be impacted either positively or negatively 
by incorporating a metal oxide promoter. 
Currently, the impact by hydrogen reduction was addressed by comparing it with 
thermogravimetric studies. The current reactor study in which H2 was added at S/EB, was 
important to gain insight into how the catalyst was impacted by coupled reduction and 
dehydrogenation kinetic effects. Specifically, the deactivation mechanism at lower S/EB was 
attempted by running the reactor at conditions where such deactivation pathways are 
inherent. 
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In Figure 8 is the plot for various reactor conditions at S/EB, both in the presence and 
in the absence of hydrogen. Additional data analysis for this reactor information is shown in 
Appendix 9. Initially, the reactor was at 600°C for the first 5 days, after which the 
temperature was lowered to 590°C. The reactor was shutdown since analysis of product 
samples suggested formation of polymers. Corresponding EB dehydrogenation to ST mole 
conversion over 145 days is shown in Figure 8. The reactor pressure was at 0.75 atm in both 
cases and the total bed length was at 16 cm of pellets. Within the first 10 days the catalyst 
subjected at 12 S/EB achieved 74 % equilibrium conversion from EB to ST (Figure 8). 
At 12 S/EB steady state conditions hydrogen partial pressures were gradually 
increased from 0 to 0.05 atm. Before each hydrogen partial pressure increment, steady state 
conditions were attained before any changes were made. The first cycle of experiments with 
hydrogen additions were run over a period of 11-25 days. In Figure 8 when increasing 
hydrogen partial pressure there was a decline in the catalytic performance. 
During the first 25 day period, catalyst performance was lost from 74-64 % 
conversion. Hydrogen addition was shutdown after pui 0.05 atm. Catalyst performance 
recovered to 72% conversion when hydrogen addition was stopped at 12 S/EB. There was an 
activity loss of about 2 % conversion when this catalyst was allowed to reach steady state 
conversion at 12 S/EB after hydrogen addition was stopped. 
Results in Figure 9 compared reactor data to the Shell kinetic model data, this model 
was based on the reaction mechanism shown above (equation 1-10). From this plot, it was 
clear that both reactor data and kinetic model results were parallel. 
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The kinetic model suggested that the loss in activity was controlled by the reaction 
dehydrogenation equilibrium kinetics shown by equation 1. Hydrogen addition hindered 
conversion of the ethylbenzene without causing severe deactivation to the catalyst. This was 
supported by the fact that when hydrogen was removed, catalyst performance recovered, 
although there was a small loss compared to the initial conditions. Such reaction inhibition 
could be associated in general with Le Chatelier's principle, such that adding Hz favored the 
reverse reaction. Also, it is possible that inherent competitive adsorption between Hz and EB 
on the active sites prevented catalytic conversion of EB to ST. 
After 12 S/EB recovery steady state periods 27-28 (about 3 days) S/EB was changed 
from 12 to 9. The change in S/EB molar ratio from 12 to 9 with no hydrogen addition was 
accompanied by a slight decline of 1.9 % (72-70.1 %) as shown in Figure 8 and 10. It was 
speculated before that such a decline is associated with the equilibrium EB reaction kinetics 
to ST due increased EB partial pressures [15]. Steady state conditions at 9 S/EB were 
attained after running for 2 days and then kept at steady state for 3 more days (period 28-32), 
before adding hydrogen. From day 33-52 hydrogen was added at small increments from 0 to 
0.08 atm. Increasing Hz partial pressure resulted to a decline in catalyst activity during that 
period. Activity declined from 72-57.5 % conversion. This was a higher loss compared to the 
initial study at 12 S/O. The partial pressure of hydrogen attained at 9 S/EB was 1.6 times 
higher that that at 12 S/EB. Such higher activity loss could be partially linked to high partial 
pressure in addition to the impact of decreasing the S/EB. 
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Comparison of the kinetic model data and the reactor data at 9 S/EB in Figure 9, 
suggested that activity loss could be associated with competitive adsorption of Hz with EB 
dehydrogenation reaction to form ST due to increased moles of hydrogen. At steady state 
conditions 9 S/EB and pnz 0.08 atm hydrogen, EB was closed and then followed by catalyst 
steaming for 2 hours. After steaming 9 S/EB molar ratio were resumed. Steaming and 
maintaining at 9 S/EB resulted in increased activity from 57.5 to 69.5 % conversion which 
was maintained for a period from 53-56 days (4 day period) steady state. 
Although the catalyst was steamed, there was no full recovery to the either 74% 
conversion (initial point at 12 S/EB) or 72 % conversion ( after 12 S/O and Hz experiments). 
The total % conversion loss so far was 7 %. Steaming the catalyst after 9 S/EB and H2 cycle 
contributed to about 1.5 times activity recovery compared to that at 12 S/EB recovery cycle. 
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After steaming the reactor was maintained at 9 S/EB for an additional 3 days (53-56 period 
days). During the 3 day period steady state was achieved at 69 % conversion. 
The next reduction cycle was conducted at 6 S/EB after decreasing from 9 S/EB. 
Without hydrogen addition for 5 days (57-61) catalytic activity continued to drop from 69-
65.5 % conversion. Recall that steady state conditions were reached within 3 days for 
conditions at 12 and 9 S/EB. At 6 S/EB several studies suggested that both hydrocarbon and 
hydrogen partial pressure are high enough to initiate catalyst deactivation. Then, increased 
hydrocarbon partial pressure could contribute to active site blockage with coke, whereas, 
escalated hydrogen partial pressure has a potential to initiate reduction of the surface active 
KFeOz phase and KzFezzO^ bulk phases. Nevertheless, hydrogen was added to attempt to 
understand deactivation effects at 6 S/EB. With hydrogen addition at p»z = 0.01 atm for 5 
days ( period 62-66) catalyst activity continued to decline to 55% conversion. Hydrogen was 
stopped and the catalyst was maintained at 6 S/EB. At 6 S/EB for 2 days (period 67-69) 
without steaming the catalyst only recovered to 66 % conversion. 
On the 69th day the catalyst was steamed for 2 hours after a power failure on the 
isothermal reactor; after reactor startup 66 % conversion was attained. Kinetic model data for 
this single point was at about 63 % conversion which was close enough to the reactor data 
analysis. Unfortunately, there was not enough data collected to indicate whether excessive 
decline of catalyst activity at 6 S/EB was irreversible. In the latter case at 6 S/EB the catalyst 
did recover after steaming for 2 hours and returning to 9 S/EB. So far no permanent activity 
loss happened when compared to other work where deactivation occurred [3, 9]. Currently, it 
was noticed that after steaming at 6 S/EB and then returning to 9 S/EB (70-75 period days) 
the activity was recovered to about 68.5 %. This % conversion was above that attained for 6 
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S/EB, but was still lower by about 3.5 % when compared to the previous initial conditions or 
9 S/EB (72%) shown in figure 9. 
The second cycle at 9 S/EB was conducted by first running in steam and ethylbenzene 
without hydrogen for about 5 days at 68.5 % conversion (period 70-76). What followed was 
a set of experiments in which was added at p»2 =0.0721. The experimental setup at 9 S/EB 
and pHz =0.0721 lasted for 6 days (period 76-81). During this period activity loss dropped 
from 68.5 to about 56 % conversion, after which steady state conditions were maintained. 
Hydrogen was then removed and the reaction was kept at 9 S/EB with a recovery from 56 to 
67 % conversion (period 81-83,3days) without steaming. 
The next set of experiments that followed at 9 S/EB almost doubled hydrogen 
addition to pm= 0.1316 atm. These conditions were maintained for 5 days (period 84-88). In 
that instance activity loss went from 67 to 49 % conversion. Note that this was the lowest 
activity level the catalyst had achieved since the start of the experiment. It was interesting to 
observe that at these at 9 S/EB and 0.1316 atm hydrogen partial pressure steady state was 
achieved in spite of the low conversion attained. 
This behavior was quite different from the conditions at 6 S/EB where the catalyst 
continued to decline with and without hydrogen addition. It can be argued that steady state 
attainment at 9 S/EB reducing conditions was plausible because there was still sufficient 
steam to either maintain the oxidation state at Fe3+, or catalyze coke gasification. This could 
be explained by the equilibrium kinetics due to EB dehydrogenation to ST [15]. At 6 S/EB a 
complex deactivation mechanism could be taking place and cannot be explained by the 
kinetics of the equilibrium reaction, due to increased hydrogen partial pressure and 
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hydrocarbon. At 6 S/EB competitive reduction and coke formation is more likely to create a 
thermodynamically unstable catalyst environment. 
After this high activity loss at 9 S/EB, hydrogen was closed and the reaction kept for 
another 3 days while the activity was increasing (period 88-90). The catalyst changed from 
49 to 66.5 % conversion where it was at maximum conversion during that period. At this 
steady state at 9 S/EB the catalyst was maintained at 66.5 % conversion for an additional 3 
days before changing from 9 to 7 S/EB. Note a small activity loss accompanied the change in 
S/EB from 66.5 to 65 % conversion. At 7 S/EB after 6 days (period 92-98) the steady state 
operation was not achieved. Catalyst activity loss continued from 65 to 63.5 % conversion. 
Adding hydrogen (pH2 0.0882 atm) at 7 S/EB accelerated catalyst activity loss to 48.5 % 
conversion during the period from 98 -101 (3 days). Hydrogen removal was followed by 
keeping at 7 S/EB for 2 days (period 102 -103). Steady state at 7 S/EB after hydrogen was 
shut only reached 59.5 % conversion. To recover this lost catalyst activity, EB was shut off 
while steaming for 1 hour (on day 103). The 7 S/EB conditions were extended for another 7 
days (period 103-110) and during this time, % conversion was at 66.5% after 2 days of 
operations % conversion dropped to 64% conversion due to operational problems. 
The next phase involved shutting off EB and steaming the catalyst for an hour before 
changing from 7 to 8 S/EB for 4 days (period 111-115). At 8 S/EB the catalyst activity went 
back to 66.5 % conversion. Adding hydrogen for 3 days (period 116-118) at pH2 = 0.079 atm 
caused a drop in activity from 66.5 to 53.5 % conversion. The catalyst was again steamed for 
an hour to and then kept at 8 S/EB. Note there was a gradual increase in activity over a 
period of 4 days (119-122 days) from 53.5 to 64.5 % conversion. The catalyst was re-
steamed for an additional hour on day 122. 
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Steaming caused a further increase in the catalyst activity from 64.5 to 67 % 
conversion. After steaming at 8 S/EB excess Hz was added at pnz = 0.1648 for 6 days (126-
131). Conversion dropped all the way to 45% conversion within 6 days. When hydrogen was 
removed at 8 S/EB without steaming the catalyst recovered to 64% (132 day). It was kept at 
8 S/EB for another 3 days (132-134) at 64.5 % conversion. Note steam was added for 1 hour 
on day 134, in which case conversion increased from 64.5 to 66.5 % between days 134 to 
136. On day 136 S/EB was changed from 8-12, which resulted in catalyst activity increase to 
68%. During period 136-144 reactor run at 12 S/EB, the final conversion obtained was at 69 
% conversion. After this period the reactor was shutdown and the catalyst was tested for 
chemical and physical properties to evaluate changes that could have taken place during the 
reaction. 
4.6. Catalyst Analysis 
BET surface area for the S-105 before it was put at dehydrogenation reaction was 
found to be 1.81m2/g. After dehydrogenation reaction (spent catalyst) at the end of 145 days 
on stream the surface area was 1.98 m2/g. The surface area results suggested a correlation 
from what was observed from S/EB/Hz data analysis. Considering the smaller surface area of 
the fresh catalyst (1.81m2/g) the nucleation sites accessible for reduction were possibly 
smaller. 
Previous, BET surface area for the iron oxide catalyst system which was tested at 
TGA reducing conditions ranged from 1.2 to 5.0 m2/g [18]. Iron oxide catalyst systems with 
larger surface areas did reduce to some extent and formed magnetite, wustite and iron metal 
phases in some cases [15, 18]. On the other hand, samples with surface area below 1.5 m2/g 
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were resistant to reducing conditions. Samples which were very resistant to reduction at TGA 
Hz and at mixed steam-hydrogen experiments included KFeOz and unpromoted FezOg 
calcined at 1100°C. The KFeOz did not form reduced iron oxide phases, whereas the FezO; 
calcined at 1100°C only had magnetite phases. XRD analysis of the spent S 105 catalysts, 
only showed magnetite at the end of the experiment. Even if the catalyst was subjected at 
S/EB in the presence of hydrogen, this catalyst did not form more reduced Fe and wustite 
phases. 
Additional X-Ray Florescence Spectroscopy (XRF) quantitative analysis in Appendix 
9 indicated a total K ion metal loss of 64 % from the catalyst. This result suggested that loss 
of K did take place during S/EB/Hz. Unfortunately, this result was not conclusive as to 
whether this loss was due to a loss of K from the surface KFeOz sites or from the bulk of the 
KzFezzOs4 phase. 
4.7. Conclusions 
In the past it has been speculated that the bulk phase KzFezzO^ cannot be regenerated 
once it has degraded completely through loss of K or the reduction mechanism at low S/EB. 
After reducing the synthetic KzFezzO^ phase to an extent that Fe metal was the major phase 
and without potassium iron oxide phases and then oxidizing to re-form KzFezzO^ it was 
clear that there were favorable conditions to deplete and reform this phase. 
From the current study at hydrogen reducing conditions it was indicated that the 
synthetic KzFezzO^ phase was depleted through the route which included KFeOz, magnetite 
and Fe phases. Typical reduction route of these bulk and surface potassium iron oxide phase 
results to magnetite and KOH phase at S/EB [3, 7, 14]. Current experimental results did not 
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detect KOH phase, either because it was amorphous or, was below the XRD analysis 
detectable limit. Reformation of the KaFeaa034 phase was observed by oxidizing the reduced 
samples either in steam or in dry air. An important observation suggested that the K-Fe203 
calcined at 800 or 900°C and after TGA reducing conditions, formed KaFeaa034 phase when 
it was oxidized in either steam or air coupled with amorphous phases . 
At reducing conditions the synthetic KaFe22034 phase was shown to be kinetically 
unstable when compared to the synthetic KFeOa. Based on the current study, the unstable 
nature of KaFeaa034 at reducing conditions may have a major role towards catalyst 
deactivation when conditions are at low S/EB. Maintaining these two phases at S/EB is very 
important for the catalyst to remain active. This degraded phase could be remedied by 
oxidizing either in steam or air. 
Unfortunately, the kinetic stability of these phases still cannot be directly measured at 
S/EB, similarly to their kinetic stability evaluation using TGA. A correlation between the 
TGA and reactor studies was drawn by adding hydrogen during S/EB. From this study the 
catalytic activity of the K-promoted iron oxide model catalyst was shown to be hindered at 
low S/EB and S/EB/Ha. This catalyst's poor performance was brief since the catalyst 
recovered either when S/EB was increased, or by steaming the catalyst. In these experiments 
it is possible that hydrogen addition was not high enough to cause permanent activity loss 
due to physical limitation of the reactor. On the other hand the S/EB region at which these 
experiments were conducted was not sufficient to initiate a more reduced catalyst. Using the 
Shell kinetic model was necessary to interpret the reactor data. So far the reactor data 
performance was associated with dehydrogenation equilibrium kinetics. 
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Although hydrogen did not have a permanent effect on catalyst deactivation the final 
% mole conversion was lower when compared to the start of the experiment. Current 
experiments have suggested that the active sites may be impacted by adding hydrogen. At 
this stage less focus was discussed on the impact of coke formation on the catalyst surface. 
The impact of catalyst coking still needs to be addressed where S/Hz, S/EB and S/EB/Hz 
results will be incorporated. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS 
5.1. General conclusions 
Characterization of the K-promoted FeaOg system has been achieved by the use of 
TGA under reducing conditions at low pH2 in the absence and presence of steam. To aid the 
development of ethylbenzene dehydrogenation catalysts with improved performance at low 
S/EB ratio operation, it is necessary to understand the mechanism of activity loss. Since the 
competing mechanisms of carbon deposition and active site reduction cannot be 
discriminated from reaction data alone, there is a need to design experiments that can 
decouple the two mechanisms. The current work has demonstrated that TGA experiments in 
conjunction with XRD analysis can provide insight into the reduction characteristics of the 
potassium-promoted iron oxide system. The TGA experiments were able to provide more 
sensitive information about reduction properties than could be independently assessed by 
XRD. However, complementary XRD information was needed to analyze the TGA results 
since multiple weight loss phenomena were observed. 
At TGA conditions (pH2 = 0.003 atm and 50-900°C) addition of K to FezOs at levels 
similar to those used in commercial dehydrogenation catalysts was found to increase the 
reduction resistance of Fe^Os. The improved reduction tolerance was even more evident 
when a synthetic KFeOz sample was used. While the presence of KFeOz in the K-FezO; 
system at reduction conditions could not be validated by XRD due to the instability of the 
KFeOz phase, visual observation strongly suggested its presence. Therefore, stabilization of 
FeaOg to reduction appears to be accomplished by in situ formation of the KFeOz phase at 
least at the iron oxide surface. The impact of Cr and V addition on the synthetic KFeOz, 
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which are known as dehydrogenation catalyst promoters, was also examined. These 
promoters appear to have the effect of decreasing the reductive stabilization observed with 
the unpromoted synthetic KFeOz sample. 
TGA experiments at pnz 0.003 atm demonstrated that K enhanced FezO] reduction 
resistance. Further work was still needed to assimilate the more complex reaction 
environment present under dehydrogenation conditions in which a reductant such as 
hydrogen and steam oxidant are simultaneously present. Then the next phase incorporated 
steam to probe the oxidation effect under reducing conditions. In that study at mixed steam -
hydrogen conditions, steam slowed rates of the iron oxide reduction. In the presence of 
steam, initially, maghemite was the kinetically stable phase for the K-FezOs sample. In this 
instance the maghemite phase was easily reduced to form magnetite and suggested that K-
FezO; was kinetically unstable at mixed steam-hydrogen conditions. However, as the 
experiment progressed, in situ formation of KFeOz phase decreased weight losses associated 
with iron oxide reduction. 
Reducibility at mixed steam-hydrogen conditions for K-FezO] system was impacted 
by the presence of Cr and V. Throughout the experiment K-FezOg w/Cr was more resistant to 
reduction compared to K-FezOg. XRD analysis of this sample suggested that maghemite was 
the kinetically stable phase for much longer periods. Although the in situ formed KFeOz had 
been speculated to contribute to the reduction resistance of the iron oxide, promoting with Cr 
was noted to further increase this phenomenon. Additional studies suggested that a potassium 
chromate and chromium oxide phase existed on the synthesized sample. The former and 
latter phases had a potential to contribute to the behavior observed for K-FezOs w/Cr under 
mixed steam-hydrogen conditions. 
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At TGA mixed steam-hydrogen experiments, presence of the V promoter had a 
negative impact on iron oxide reduction. This resulted was confirmed by XRD analysis 
which indicated large amounts Fe phase relative to magnetite. Whereas, K-FezOs w/Cr 
consisted of large amounts maghemite followed by magnetite and minor Fe phase. 
There was an agreement between TGA data and data from the isothermal fixed bed 
dehydrogenation reactor study when K-FeaOs is promoted with either Cr or V. The 
isothermal reactor packed with a V promoted model catalyst gave inferior reactor 
performance that ranged from 43 - 25 mole % mole conversion. The K-FezOs w/Cr calcined 
at 800°C gave a much higher performance at 12 S/EB. However, this performance declined at 
6 S/EB. When the Cr source came from the K2C1O4 material instead of the C^Ch, a better 
reactor performance was noted for samples calcined at 800°C. 
Synthesizing the catalyst at 950°C gave a more active catalyst that was able to 
perform maintain steady state conditions at 6 S/EB. However, this catalyst performance was 
poor at 5 S/EB. In this regard the isothermal fixed bed reactor study suggested that catalyst 
performance could be impacted by changing S/EB conditions. In addition, the role of steam 
in improving catalyst activity when the catalyst performance dropped suggested that the 
catalyst was not completely deactivated. 
The role of reduction has been addressed using TGA and the catalyst performance has 
been looked at using an isothermal EB dehydrogenation reactor. Besides these studies, the 
kinetic stability of the active phases and the role of reduction under actual dehydrogenation 
experiments needed to be addressed. The goal here was to understand if reduction could 
cause permanent activity loss to active sites or the model dehydrogenation catalyst. The 
approach taken involved studying kinetic stability of the active phases KFeOz and ICzFezzG^ 
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using a TGA. The reactor experiments were looked at by co-feeding hydrogen 
simultaneously with steam and ethylbenzene. 
At reducing conditions the synthetic KzFezzO)4 phase was shown to be kinetically 
unstable when compared to the synthetic KFeOz. Based on the current study, the unstable 
nature of KzFezz034 at reducing conditions may have a major role towards catalyst 
deactivation when conditions are at low S/EB. Maintaining these two phases at S/EB is very 
important for the catalyst to remain active. This degraded phase could be remedied by 
oxidizing either in steam or air. 
Unfortunately, the kinetic stability of these phases still cannot be directly measured at 
S/EB, similarly to their kinetic stability evaluation using TGA. A correlation between the 
TGA and reactor studies was drawn by adding hydrogen during S/EB. From this study the 
catalytic activity of the K-promoted iron oxide model catalyst was shown to be hindered at 
low S/EB and S/EB/Hz. This catalyst's poor performance was brief since the catalyst 
recovered either when S/EB was increased, or by steaming the catalyst. In these experiments 
it is possible that hydrogen addition was not high enough to cause permanent activity loss 
due to physical limitation of the reactor. On the other hand the S/EB region at which these 
experiments were conducted was not sufficient to initiate a more reduced catalyst. 
Although hydrogen did not have a permanent effect on catalyst deactivation the final 
% mole conversion was lower when compared to the start of the experiment. Current 
experiments have suggested that the active sites may be impacted by adding hydrogen. At 
this stage less focus was discussed on the impact of coke formation on the catalyst surface. 
The impact of catalyst coking still needs to be addressed where results at S/Hz, S/EB and 
S/EB/Hz will be incorporated. 
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5.2. Future direction 
Now, the way forward will be to subject the K-promoted FezOs system in presence of 
a low hydrogen partial pressure to steam and a hydrocarbon using TGA. TGA will be run 
isothermally at a constant flow rate of the hydrocarbon and hydrogen while the steam molar 
flow rate will be varied from a 12 molar ratio to a zero molar ratio. Weight changes will be 
monitored while the reaction conditions are varied. At these TGA conditions the K-
promoted FezOg may be deactivated by both coke formation and reduction of the active sites. 
For reaction conditions which include a hydrocarbon, carbon formation at the 
catalyst surface can possibly be initiated by cleavage of a lighter hydrocarbon or by thermal 
decomposition of larger hydrocarbons. A number of studies have looked at catalyst coking 
that initiated through thermal decomposition of larger hydrocarbons [1-8]. Devoldere et al. 
[1] suggested that coke formation is favored by high hydrocarbon partial pressures and high 
temperatures. Buyanov et al. [7] suggested that coke formation from heavy hydrocarbons 
could occur by consecutive decomposition of intermediate products like unsaturated 
aliphatic, cyclic and aromatic hydrocarbons. 
These studies did suggest that coking on the catalyst surface can be complicated by 
the presence of intermediate products, operating temperature and the partial pressure of 
hydrocarbons [1, 7, 8]. Therefore at TGA operating conditions it may be important to start 
with a base case which will evaluate coking from cleavage of a light hydrocarbon. Initially, 
the attempt will be to look at coke formation. First a lighter hydrocarbon and later a heavy 
hydrocarbon will be subjected under TGA studies which include steam and a low Hz partial 
pressure. 
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As a base case will first look at coking by cleavage of ethylene at isothermal TGA 
conditions to determine conditions at which coke may control catalyst deactivation. 
Information obtained from Chapter 2 will be useful to clarify the contribution by % reducing 
conditions and then compared to catalyst deactivation by coking. From the study on the 
reducibility of the iron oxide system, the reduction onset temperature was different for each 
of the iron oxide system, with the synthetic KFeOa having the highest reduction onset 
temperature. Additional information will be taken from the SZH2 experiments in Chapter 3 
and 4 where the role of K and K/Cr promoters on FeiOg may have contributed to increased 
resistance towards the iron oxide system reductive properties. 
Furthermore, the coking study will be compared to the base case in the absence of the 
hydrocarbon shown in Figure 1 below. Any weight gain that will be noticed will be 
associated with catalyst coking. At this point it is still not clear where coking of the catalyst 
will initiate and the conditions at which it occurs may give different challenges. A simple 
case will be when coking occurs in the region from S/H2 = 0.44 - 0.15. Within this range at 
S/H2 = 0.44 - 0.15, XRD analysis did not show presence of the magnetite phase. Therefore, 
any weight gain will possibly be associated with accumulation of carbon on K-promoted 
Fe2<I>3 system. 
However, if coking takes place at conditions from S/H2 = 0.10 - 0.076, XRD analysis 
suggested that formation of the magnetite phase took place within this region. This may 
present challenges such that to determine the relative contribution of each deactivation 
mechanism may require small incremental reaction steps. For instance 5 to 10 minutes 
incremental steps will be looked at; that is TGA conditions will be run for a specific time and 
then stopped to characterize the catalyst system ex-situ. 
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The next phase will then include thermal decomposition of either dilute styrene or 
ethylbenzene in the presence of steam and low hydrogen partial pressures. In addition to the 
TGA experiments, XRD analysis and SEM will be useful as supplemental characterization 
equipment. XRD will be helpful to measure phases for K-promoted iron oxide catalyst 
system after exposure to TGA conditions. Also, carbon will be removed by gasification in 
the presence of steam and nitrogen, after which the sample will be tested by XRD analysis. 
SEM imaging will assist in evaluating changes in particle morphology due to 
formation of carbon. Quantitative elemental analysis will be measured using an Energy 
Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS). Characterization with the EDS could identify 
qualitative and quantitative elemental composition of the K-promoted FezOa after TGA 
conditions. In addition, the X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy will assist in analyzing 
qualitative and quantitative amounts of carbon on the samples. All of the characterizations 
discussed will be useful during intermittent TGA experiments to understand the relative 
contribution of each deactivation mechanism. The final product stream will be analyzed 
using a Gas Chromatography (GC). 
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Figure 1. TG curves for FezOg systems at 630 °C and mixed steam-Hz, PH2=0.057atm. 
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APPENDIX 1 
SUMMARY EXPLAINING ABBREVIATED SYMBOLS IN THIS DISSERTATION 
SEM : Scanning Electron Microscopy 
TGA : Thermogravimetric Analyzer 
EDS : Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 
eld or cl : Sample was calcined at temperature i (example 800,950 or 1000°C) 
before it was put in the reactor 
FezOa : Iron oxide sample 
FezOa Hz 
to 650C : Iron oxide sample reduced from 50 to 650 °C at pnz = 0.003 atm. 
-FezOs : Hematite sample 
: SEM Magnification 
kx : SEM 1000* Magnification 
Hz : TGA hydrogen reducing conditions at pnz = 0.003 atm. 
FezOg Hz 
to 650C 
S/Hz (6-1) 
K-FezOa 
K-FezOa eld 
at 1000°C 
KzFezzOa4 
Iron oxide sample reduced from 50 to 650 °C at p»z = 0.003 atm. 
TGA mixed steam-hydrogen conditions at steam to hydrogen molar ratio 
from 0.432 to 0.076 
Potassium-promoted iron oxide catalyst system 
Potassium-promoted iron oxide catalyst system, calcined at 1000°C for 7 
hours in air, which was tested under X-Ray Powder Diffraction (XRD) 
and was found to consist of a potassium polyferrite phase 
(KzFezzCW 
A synthetic potassium polyferrite phase 
ISU : Sample was prepared at Iowa State University, department of chemical 
engineering 
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Method LR-# : Sample was prepared at Shell Chemicals Westhollow Technology Center 
Houston, Texas 
K-FezOg w/V : Potassium- promoted iron oxide with V source from V2O5 
K-FezO] w/Cr : Potassium- promoted iron oxide with Cr source from CrzO; 
K-FezOg w/Cr*: Potassium- promoted iron oxide with Cr source from K2C1O4 
KFeC>2 : Synthetic potassium monoferrite 
KFe02 w/Cr : Synthetic potassium monoferrite with Cr source from C^Ch 
KFeOz w/V : Synthetic potassium monoferrite with V source from V2O5 
EB : Ethylbenzene 
ST : Styrene 
S/EB : Steam to ethylbenzene molar ratio 
Fresh catalyst : Catalyst prepared into cylindrical pellets and calcined at specific 
temperature 
Spent Catalyst : Catalyst taken after dehydrogenation reaction of EB to ST 
XPS : X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
EDS : Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 
Y-Fe2Û3 : maghemite sample 
Fe3Û4 : magnetite sample 
V-FeaOg : Iron oxide (cW^CW promoted with vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) 
Cr-FezOs : Iron oxide (a-FezOs) promoted with chromium oxide (CrzOa) 
MS : Mass Spectroscopy 
TG/MS : TGA and MS run in series. 
S/EB/H2 : Isothermal dehydrogenation reaction of EB to ST where steam, EB and 
hydrogen were co-fed into the reactor. 
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APPENDIX 2 
TGA 7 HT OPERATION, MAINTAINANCE AND CALIBRATION 
Most experimental work in this dissertation involved using the Themogravimetric 
Analyzer series 7 with a high temperature furnace (TGA 7 HT). The TGA 7 HT was kept at 
various conditions including an inert environment under nitrogen, reducing conditions at 
hydrogen (pnz 0.003 atm) and at mixed steam-hydrogen conditions (S/Hz). As noted in this 
study there were advantages and disadvantages in using the TGA. In cases where the TGA 
did not give sufficient information XRD, SEM analysis supplemented the information. 
A number studies have covered diverse applications in which TGA is useful [1-7]. 
Some of these applications were highlighted throughout Chapters 1-5 at conditions in which 
the TGA had been properly calibrated to give reproducible data. Although this data was 
reproducible mostly, sometimes challenges were encountered while operating the TGA. 
These challenges that resulted to inconsistent experimental results were associated with poor 
calibration, presence of static, gas leaks, unstable hangdown wire, cracked furnace tube and a 
malfunctioning thermocouple. 
In this regard I will attempt to address each of these concerns and encourage 
individual using the TGA to do frequent monitoring and maintenance. Valuable information 
about TGA maintenance is available on the Perkin Elmer Users Manual 7 Series 
Thermogravimetric Analyzer. Recently, Perkin Elmer has incorporated an online Users 
Manual which comes with the Pyris Software (Pyris Series-TGA 7 HT for windows) from 
which one can learn more about the TGA 7HT. 
For smooth functioning of the TGA it is important for it to be calibrated periodically 
[3,4, 7]. Typically, calibrations are recommended after changing the sample and purge gases, 
when gas flow rates are varied, changes in TGA operating conditions, replacing a 
thermocouple, hangdown wire and furnace. A detailed procedure for conducting calibration 
is discussed at the Pyris Series-TGA 7 HT help menu window [7]. For the TGA 7 HT only 
furnace and weight calibration are needed. 
First let's discuss static, which is one of the most common problems when using the 
TGA. Static can cause an increase in the noise to signal ratio (Noise/Signal) from the TGA 
data. Such a problem is depicted in Figure 1 indicated by noise fluctuations on the DTG 
curve. In some cases noise due to static can be removed by performing a statistical data 
smoothing analysis program provided with the Pyris Software. Other cases where noise 
cannot be eliminated by data smoothing, baseline subtraction or cleaning the TGA using an 
anti-static solution is recommended. A baseline subtraction can be achieved by running an 
empty sample pan within planned experimental operating conditions. For example, 
experiments tested at 50-900°C at 5 °C/min could include a baseline subtraction at similar 
conditions. 
If taking a baseline subtraction does not work, it is essential to clean various parts of 
the TGA by spraying an anti-static solution. The anti-static solution can be sprayed on the 
hangdown wire, furnace tube and sample pans and on the outer layer of the thermocouple. 
The TGA should be disconnected from power when conducting this maintenance. This 
cleaning is usually followed by allowing the equipment to dry in air. Then, the next phase is 
to run the TGA under inert nitrogen conditions at 200°C. Heating in nitrogen ascertains 
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complete dryness and removal of any contaminants from the anti-static solution that could 
impact on samples during testing. When heating at this temperature, a strong bitter smell is 
noticed from the TGA exhaust. TGA calibration is recommended after this stage, but is not 
necessary if the data is consistent with your standard samples. For instance, after cleaning a 
K-FeiOs sample calcined at 800°C that served as a standard would be tested at 50-900°C and 
5°C/min. The results of the standard sample would then be compared to the existing data. 
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Figure 1. Derivative Thermogravimetric Graph (DTG) for iron oxide reduced at TGA 
condition at p»2 0.003 atm, from 50 to 900°C at 5°C/min. 
Also noisy data could be observed when an unstable hangdown wire fluctuates thus 
hitting against furnace tube walls as indicated in Figure 2. An unstable hangdown wire could 
result when changing flow rates without performing a calibration, at the start of the 
experiment, due to excessive vibration in the room or when the table on which the TGA is 
placed is not steady. Noise due to the unstable hangdown wire is easily detected by observing 
extreme variation in sample weight numbers on the computer screen. An approach that can 
be taken to solve this concern includes TGA calibration after changing gas flow rates and 
correct alignment for the hangdown wire when necessary. Use of a sturdy table and 
decreased vibrations in the laboratory is necessary. For example entry/exit doors should be 
controlled to open slowly to avoid unnecessary vibrations in the laboratory. 
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Figure 2. TGA data for K-FezOs taken at 0.44 S/Hz and at 630°C. 
Another problem that typically occurs on the TGA is that of gas leakage. To eliminate 
gas leaks one needs to use the silicon grease to seal off the TGA when it is in the running 
mode. Periodically, it is important to look for small cracks on the high temperature furnace 
tube. Inconsistent results were obtained in cases where leaks were present. For instance, 
under reducing conditions where gas leaks existed, an oxidizing effect was speculated. This 
was supported by the observation where there was a weight increase during a reducing 
environment where weight losses were expected. When there is a crack on the furnace tube, 
it is strongly recommended to have it replaced. 
When changing gas cylinders one needs to recalibrated the TGA and monitor the flow 
rates. Because of inconsistencies in gas mixtures, a case of over-reduction as seen in Figure 3 
was noted. This over-reduction case was compared to data in Figure 4 that was taken at 
similar conditions. Data in Figure 3 was obtained after receiving a new nitrogen (88 V %) 
/hydrogen (12V %) compressed tank. To solve this problem TGA flow rates were varied to 
match conditions in which the standard sample (K-FezOg calcined at 800°C ) reproduced 
consistent results. After changing gas flow rates, the TGA was followed by complete 
calibration. Experiments conducted when the TGA had been calibrated are indicated in 
Figure 4. The data in Figure 4 was similar to that obtained when a standard sample was run at 
630°C under mixed steam-hydrogen conditions for 360 minutes. 
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Figure 3. TG analysis for a K-FezOg sample that was subjected at 0.44-0.076 S/H2 
conditions and at 630°C, increased weight losses from 0.10 S/H2 due to 
over-reduction. 
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Figure 4. TG analysis for a K-FeiOg sample that was subjected at 0.44-0.076 S/H2 
conditions and at 630°C, experiments conducted after TGA calibration and 
after repeated runs that gave reproducible results. 
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When a TGA has been running for over a month, a temperature lag can be noticed 
between the thermocouple adjacent to sample (ST) compared to the measurement from the 
furnace thermocouple (PT). This temperature lag is noticeable during an experimental run 
where the temperature difference between the ST and PT at either isothermal or non 
isothermal conditions is greater or lower than 15°C. TGA calibration is needed to fix this 
problem. 
There are numerous advantages and disadvantages when using a TGA, caution should 
be taken when interpreting its data. Advantages are much higher in instances where the TGA 
is properly maintained, proper operating procedures are followed and relevant information is 
utilized in data interpretation and analysis. Throughout this study, the TGA was useful as a 
tool to screen the performance of a potassium promoted iron oxide catalyst. The advantage of 
using the TGA was noticed when comparing the reaction time period in Chapter 3 and 4. For 
catalyst screening, the TGA data was obtained at much shorter time periods compared to the 
isothermal reactor studies. 
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* For those who will take interest in reading this section, I would like to acknowledge that 
the discussion above was based mostly on my observations. It reflects my opinion about TGA 
operation and maintenance. This section can not replace information gained from various 
sources some of which are listed in the reference section [1-7]. 
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APPENDIX 3 
X-RAY POWDER DIFFRACTION (XRD) ANALYSIS OF K-Fe203 CATALYST 
SYSTEMS 
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Figure 1. Standard sample mixture consisting of Si (15 wt%), a-Fe203 (20 wt%), Y-Fe203 
(40 wt%) and Fe304 (25wt%). 
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Figure 2. Standard sample mixture consisting of Si (20 wt%) Y-Fe203 (80 wt%). 
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Figure 3. Standard sample mixture consisting of Si (14 wt% ), Fe^O^ (86 wt% ). 
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Figure 4. Si (11 wt%) mixed with an unpromoted iron oxide sample (89 wt%) eld 
at 950°C, taken after TGA experiment from 50 to 900°C and pnz 0.003 atm. 
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Figure 5. Si (12 wt%) mixed with an unpromoted iron oxide sample (88 wt%) eld at 
1100°C, taken after TGA experiment from 50 to 900°C and PHZ 0.003 atm. 
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Figure 6. An unpromoted iron oxide sample eld at 800°C, taken after TGA 
experiment from 50 to 900°C and pnz 0.003 atm. 
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Figure 7. An unpromoted iron oxide sample cld at 800°C, taken after TGA 
experiment from 0.44-0.076 S/Hz conditions at 630°C for 360 minutes. 
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Figure 8. Si (10 wt%) mixed with an unpromoted iron oxide (90 wt%) cld at 1100°C, 
taken after TGA experiment 0.44-0.076 S/Hz conditions at 630°C for 360 min. 
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Figure 9. Si (16 wt%) mixed with a K-FezOg sample (84 wt%) cld at 800°C, taken 
after TGA experiment 0.44-0.076 S/Hz conditions at 630°C for 360 min. 
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Figure 10. Si (10 wt%) mixed with a synthetic KFeOz sample (90 wt%) cld at 800°C, 
taken after TGA experiment 0.44-0.076 S/Hz conditions at 630°C for 360 min. 
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Figure 11. Si (12 wt%) mixed with a K-FeaOg w/Cr sample (88 wt%) cld at 800°C, taken 
after TGA experiment 0.44-0.076 S/H2 conditions at 630°C for 360 min. 
[MEAS0232.MDI] Si-trivamamasteam 7 #6-#1 Sample= 19.3 mg, Si=3.8, dwell=3step=0.05 w/ rotation 
750-
« 500-
250-
39-1 346 > Maghcmilc-C. syn - Fc203 
100 
Figure 12. Si (16 wt%) mixed with a K-FezOg w/V sample (84 wt%) cld at 800°C, taken 
after TGA experiment 0.44-0.076 S/H2 conditions at 630°C for 360 min. 
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[MEAS0235.M DU Si-KFe Nov/04/03 B Tues cld dried 90C & 1100C Fe: 24.3 mg, 5.1mg Si 
m >É 
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Figure 13. Si (17 wt%) mixed with a synthetic K2Fe22034 sample (83 wt%) cld at 1100°C, 
taken after TGA experiment 0.44-0.076 S/H2 conditions at 630°C for 360 min. 
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Figure 14. Si (12 wt%) mixed with a synthetic K2pe22034 sample (88 wt%) cld at 1100°C, 
taken after TGA experiment inert nitrogen conditions at 630°C for 120 min. 
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Figure 15. Si (17 wt%) mixed with a synthetic lC^Fc^^O^^ sample (83 wt%) cld at 1100°C, 
taken after TGA experiment 0.44-0.076 S/H2 conditions at 630°C for 360 min. 
[Meas0270.MDI] Comment=Si (3.0mg) KFeSpinel 0.8% ss H2 6 Mstmoxi (27.5mg) <Psi=0.0> 
•H 1 i L 1 I 1 1 
39-1106> K2Fe407 - Potassium Iron Oxide 
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Figure 16. Si (10 wt%) mixed with a synthetic lC^Fe^zG^ sample (90 wt%) cld at 
1100°C, taken after TGA experiment with a dual cycle at pm 0.003 atm 
followed by oxidation in steam conditions at 900°C for 180 min. 
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Figure 17. Si (10 wt%) mixed with V-FeaOg sample (90 wt%) eld at 
800°C. 
[Meas0274.N/DI] Comment=Si (3mg) (riva 10%V 10%K eld 800C apr/24/04 Sat 27 mg <Psi=0.0> 
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Figure 18. Si (10 wt%) mixed with K-FeaOg w/V sample (90 wt%) eld at 
800°C. 
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Figure 19. Si (10 wt%) mixed with Cr-FeiOg sample (90 wt%) eld at 800°C. 
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Figure 20. Si (10 wt%) mixed with K-FeaOg w/Cr sample (90 wt%) eld at 800°C. 
* XRD characterization was performed using a Siemens D 500 X-ray dijfractometer with 
a CuKa radiation source, at the Materials Analysis Research Laboratory, Iowa State 
University, Ames, Iowa. 
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APPENDIX 4 
SEM IMAGING OF K-Fe203 CATALYST SYSTEMS 
Al : Fe203 eld 800°C 15kx B: Fe203 eld 950°C 15kx C: Fe203 eld 1100°C 15kx 
A2: Fe203 H2 to 650C clSOOC 15kx A3: Fe203 H2 to 700C clSOOC 15kx A4: Fe203 H2 to 900C cl800C15kx 
A5: Fe203 S/H2 , eld 800C 15kx A6: Fe203 S/H2 , eld 950C 15kx 
* Two types of Scanning Electron Microscopy utilized from the Materials Analysis Research 
Laboratory, Iowa State University included a Hitachi S-2460N and JEOL 840A SEM. 
1. Hitachi S-2460N variable pressure SEM to 2 torr (Images :A1-A4). 
2. JEOL 840A SEM operating at a vacuum of 10'6 torr. It is equipped with secondary and 
backscattered electron detectors, a motorized stage, and a Kevex Quantum light-element 
detector (pg 167 [Image A5-A6, B,C] to pg 171). 
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D: K-Fe203 cld 800°C 
15kx 
E: K-Fe203 cld 950°C 
15kx 
F: K-Fe203 cld 1100°C 
(K2Fe22034) 15kx 
D2: K-Fe203 H2 to 900C cld 800°C 
15kx 
D3: K-Fe203 S/H2 cld 800°C 
15kx 
E2: K-Fe203 S/H2 cld 950°C E3: K-Fe203 S/H2 cld 1100°C 15kx (Area 1: left & Area 2: right) 
15kx (synthetic K2Fe22034) 
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Gl: K-Fe203 with Cr203 
cld 800°C, 15 kx 
(Prepared at ISU) 
I: K-Fe203 with Cr203 
cld 800°C, 15 kx 
(Method LR-62) 
G2: K-Fe2Q3 with Cr203 at S/H2, 
cld 800°C, 15 kx 
HI: K-Fe203 with Cr203 
cld 950°C, 15 kx 
(Prepared at ISU) 
J: K-Fe203 with Cr203 
cld 800°C, 15 kx 
(Method LR-76) 
H2: K-Fe2Q3 with Cr203 at S/H2, 
cld 950°C, 15 kx 
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K: K-Fe203 with K2Cr04 
cld 800°C, 15 kx 
(Method LR-45) 
L: K-Fe203 with K2Cr04 
cld 950°C, 15 kx 
(Method LR-48) 
Ml: K-Fe203 w/ V205 
cld 800°C, 15 kx 
(Method LR-63) 
M2: K-Fe203w/V,S/H2 
cld 800°C, 1500x 
M3: K-Fe203 w/ V S/H2 
cld 800°C 5kx Areal 
M4: K-Fe203 w/ V at S/H2 
cld 800°C, 5 kx (Area2) 
M5:K-Fe203 w/V S/H2 
cld 800°C 
M6: K-Fe203 w/V S/H2 
cld 800°C 15kx Area-2 
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NI: KFe02 cld 800°C 
5kx 
N2: KFe02 cld 800°C 
15kx 
N3: KFe02 H2 
(0.003 atm) 5kx 
N4: KFe02H2 
(0.003 atm) 15kx 
P: KFe02 w/Cr cld 800C 
5kx 
P2: KFe02 w/Cr cld 800C 
15kx 
P3:KFe02 w/Cr cld 800C 
H2 0.003atm 5kx 
P4: KFe02 w/Cr 800C 
H2 0.003 atm 15kx 
P5: KFeOz w/Cr cld 800C(Fibers) 5 kx P6: KFe02 w/Cr cld 800C (fibers) 15kx 
Q: KFe02 w/V cld 800C 
5kx 
Q2: KFe02 w/V cld 800C Q3: KFe02 w/V cld 800C 
15kx 5kx (Fibers) 
Q4: KFe02 w/V cld 800C 
15kx (fibers) 
Q5: KFe02 w/V cld 800C 
H2 0.003 atm 5kx 
Q6: KFeOz w/V cld 800C 
H2 0.003 atm 15kx 
Q7: KFe02 w/V cld 800C H2 0.003 atm 1.5kx 
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APPENDIX 5 
MAPPING AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF K-Fe203 USING AN ENERGY-
DISPERSIVE X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY (EDS) 
KFespinel mmstm 10 (6-1) 1500x 
SEM O 
Figure 1 a-b. K^FezzCW after TGA conditions from 0.44-0.076 S/H2, magnification 1500x 
1-20 micron. 
Table 1. Concentration of elements in lC^Fe^O^ after TGA, 0.44-0.076 S/Ha 
conditions analyzed with EDS. 
KFespinel mmstm 10 (6-1) 1500x pt-ml 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 64.186 36.762 4.861 
K Ka 13.942 19.513 1.254 
Fe Ka 21.872 43.724 2.841 
Total 100.000 100.000 
KFespinel mmstm 10 (6-1) 1500x pt-m2 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 16.444 5.449 1.555 
K Ka 6.031 4.883 0.606 
Fe Ka 77.525 89.667 3.890 
Total 100.000 100.000 
* Imaging, mapping and quantitative analysis were conducted at the Materials Analysis 
Research Laboratory, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa using the x-ray analyzer on the 
SEM an IXRF Systems "Iridium" on the JEOL 840A. 
LR25129-62 Cr203 CLD 800C 10kx map 
SEM O 
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Figure 2 a-b. K-FeiOs w/Cr calcined at 800°C (Fresh Catalyst LR# 62), magnification 10 kx 
0.1-5 micron. 
Table 2. Concentration of elements in K-Fe2C>3 w/Cr calcined at 800°C (Fresh Catalyst LR# 
62) analyzed with EDS. 
LR25129-62 Cr203 CLD 800C lOkx 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 58.130 29.890 1.222 
K Ka 8.749 10.994 0.294 
Cr Ka 2.643 4.416 0.219 
Fe Ka 30.478 54.700 0.990 
Total lOO.OOO lOO.OOO 
LR25129-62 Cr203 CLD 800C lOkx map-1 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 67.655 38.946 2.108 
K Ka 6.069 8.538 0.413 
Cr Ka 2.014 3.767 0.322 
Fe Ka 24.262 48.749 1.493 
Total lOO.OOO lOO.OOO 
LR25129-62 Cr203 CLD SOOC lOkx map-2 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 53.830 26.723 1.318 
K Ka 12.170 14.764 0.367 
Cr Ka 3.368 5.434 0.266 
Fe Ka 30.632 53.079 1.051 
Total lOO.OOO lOO.OOO 
LR25129-62 Cr203 CLD SOOC lOkx map-3 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 56.167 28.620 1.098 
K Ka 11.313 14.087 0.292 
Cr Ka 4.433 7.340 0.255 
Fe Ka 28.086 49.953 0.834 
Total lOO.OOO lOO.OOO 
LR25 129-62 Cr203 CLD SOOC lOkx map-4 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 63.711 34.940 1.084 
K Ka 7.164 9.601 0.232 
Cr Ka 2.220 3.956 0.175 
Fe Ka 26.905 51.502 0.812 
Total lOO.OOO lOO.OOO 
LR25129-62 Cr203 CLD SOOC lOkx map-5 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 51.943 24.700 1.384 
K Ka 8.401 9.762 0.348 
Cr Ka 2.472 3.819 0.250 
Fe Ka 37.184 61.718 1.319 
Total lOO.OOO lOO.OOO 
too.c m 
TriCrFeb-14-02 Cr203 800C 500k map 
SEM O K 
Figure 3 a-b. K-FezOs w/Cr calcined at 800°C (at ISU), magnification 500x, 0.5 micron. 
Table 3. Concentration of elements in K-FeaOg w/Cr calcined at 800°C (at ISU), analyzed 
with EDS. 
TriCrFeb-14-02 Cr203 800C 500x 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 60.672 31.762 1.527 
K Ka 6.102 7.807 0.316 
Cr Ka 2.235 3.803 0.254 
Fe Ka 30.990 56.628 1.284 
Total 100.000 100.000 
TriCrFeb-14-02 Cr203 800C 500x map-1 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
0 Ka 71.631 47.444 5.429 
K Ka 18.707 30.279 1.346 
Cr Ka 0.381 0.821 0.288 
Fe Ka 9.281 21.457 1.734 
Total 100.000 100.000 
TriCrFeb-14-02 Cr203 800C 500x map-2 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
0 Ka 56.887 30.227 4.702 
K Ka 16.553 21.493 1.365 
Cr Ka 7.668 13.241 1.359 
Fe Ka 18.893 35.039 2.672 
Total 100.000 100.000 
TriCrFeb-14-02 Cr203 800C 500x map-3 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 58.983 30.141 2.234 
K Ka 5.719 7.142 0.457 
Cr Ka 1.958 3.252 0.350 
Fe Ka 33.339 59.465 1.988 
Total 100.000 100.000 
TriCr 5Cr-1 OK gg stm 14 (6-1) 5000x 
SEM 0 
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Figure 4 a-b. K-Fe203 w/Cr cld at 800°C (ISU) after TGA conditions from 0.44-0.076 S/H2, 
magnification 5000x, 0.1 - 1 micron. 
Table 4. Concentration of elements in K-Fe2C>3 w/Cr cld at 800°C (ISU) after TGA 
conditions from analyzed with EDS. 
TriCr 5Cr-10K gg stm 14 (6-1) 5000x pt-
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
0 Ka 75.473 51.975 3.429 
Si Ka 0.722 0.873 0.147 
K Ka 13.944 23.466 0.782 
Cr Ka 0.115 0.258 0.105 
Fe Ka 9.746 23.428 1.190 
Total 100.000 100.000 
TriCr 5Cr-10K gg stm 14 (6-1) 5000x pt 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
0 Ka 64.998 36.528 3.512 
Si Ka 0.880 0.868 0.230 
K Ka 6.720 9.228 0.726 
Cr Ka 2.772 5.063 0.637 
Fe Ka 24.630 48.313 2.510 
Total 100.000 100.000 
TriCr 5Cr-10K gg stm 14 (6-1) 5000x pt 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
0 Ka 57.580 28.961 2.362 
Si Ka 0.957 0.845 0.181 
K Ka 4.902 6.025 0.457 
Cr Ka 0.132 0.216 0.094 
Fe Ka 36.428 63.953 2.236 
Total 100.000 100.000 
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LR25129-62 spent cld 800C Cr203 1500* map 
SEM 
Figure 5 a-b. K-FezOg w/Cr calcined at 800°C (Spent Catalyst LR# 62), magnification 10 kx, 
1-20 micron. 
Table 5. Concentration of elements in K-FezOs w/Cr calcined at 800°C (Spent Catalyst LR# 
62), and analyzed with EDS. 
L R 2 5 1 2 9 - 6 2  s p e n t  c l d  8 0 0 C  C r 2 0 3  1 5 0 0 x  m a p - 1  
E  l e m  L i n e  A t . %  W  t . %  2 - s i g  
O  K a  6 9 . 8 4 7  4 5 . 4 8 4  6 . 6 8 2  
K  K a  2 0 . 4 0 2  3 2 . 4 6 7  1 . 7 0 5  
C r  K a  0 . 7 4 2  1 . 5 7 0  0 . 4 9 0  
F e  K a  9 . 0 0 9  2 0 . 4 7 8  2 . 0 7 5  
T  o t a l  100.000 100.000 
L R  2 5  1 2 9 - 6 2  s p e n t  c l d  8 0 0 C  C r 2 0 3  1 5 0 0 x  m a p - 2  
E  l e m  L i n e  A t . %  W  t . %  2 - s i g  
O  K a  0.000 0.000 0.000 
K  K a  1  1 . 5 8 9  8 . 6 0 4  2 . 9 3 3  
C r  K a  3 2 . 1 9 9  3 1 . 7 9 0  6 . 9 1 9  
F e  K a  5 6 . 2 1 2  5 9 . 6 0 6  1  1 . 8 8 0  
T  o t a l  100.000 100.000 
L R  2 5  1  2 9 - 6 2  s p e n t  c l d  8 0 0 C  C r 2 0 3  1  5 0 0 x  m a p - 3  
E  l e  m  L i n e  A t . %  W  t . %  2  - s i g  
O  K a  5 5 . 4 7 4  2 6 . 8 6 8  1  . 5 6 7  
K  K a  3 . 3 8 6  4 . 0 0 7  0  . 2 6 6  
C r  K a  3 . 6 4 6  5 . 7 3 9  0  . 3 5 8  
F e  K a  3 7 . 4 9 5  6 3 . 3 8 6  1 . 5 9 6  
T  o t a l  100.000 100.000 
L R  2 5  1 2 9 - 6 2  s p e n t  c l d  8 0 0 C  C r 2 0 3  1 5 0 0 x  m a p - 4  
E  l e m  L i n e  A t . %  W  t . %  2 - s i g  
O  K a  6 3 . 9 6 5  3 5 . 1 7 4  1 . 9 6 2  
K  K a  7 . 0 8 7  9 . 5 2 3  0 . 4 1 8  
C r  K a  1 . 9 5 6  3 . 4 9 6  0 . 2 9 6  
F e  K a  2 6 . 9 9 2  5 1 . 8 0 7  1 . 4 7 1  
T  o t a l  100.000 100.000 
L R  2 5  1 2 9 - 6 2  s p e n t  c l d  8 0 0 C  C r 2 0 3  1 5 0 0 x  m a p - 5  
E  l e m  L i n e  A t . %  W  t . %  2 - s i g  
O  K a  6 7 . 1 4 9  4 9 . 5 3 5  3 . 0 6 8  
A l  K a  1  1 . 0 0 5  1 3 . 6 9 0  0 . 6 4 0  
S i  K a  1 4 . 3 4 4  1 8 . 5 7 5  0 . 7 4 5  
K  K a  1 . 3 6 1  2 . 4 5 4  0 . 3 5 6  
C r  K a  0 . 3 7 7  0 . 9 0 4  0 . 3 5 1  
F e  K a  5 . 7 6 4  1 4 . 8 4 2  1 . 0 5 6  
T  o t a l  100.000 100.000 
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LR25129-62 Cr203 CLD 950C 500x map 
SEM O K 
Figure 6 a-b. K-FezOs w/Cr calcined at 950°C (Fresh Catalyst LR# 76), magnification 500x, 
1- 50 micron. 
Table 6. Concentration of elements in K-FeiO; w/Cr calcined at 950°C (Fresh Catalyst LR# 
76), and analyzed with EDS. 
LR25129-76 Cr203 CLD 950C 500x 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
0 Ka 59.213 30.667 2.079 
S Ka 0.949 0.985 0.155 
K Ka 6.295 7.967 0.438 
Cr Ka 2.058 3.464 0.331 
Fe Ka 31.485 56.916 1.759 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25129-76 Cr203 CLD 950C 500x map-1 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 74.435 49.499 11.965 
K Ka 12.336 20.046 2.863 
Cr Ka 1.589 3.433 1.427 
Fe Ka 11.641 27.021 4.810 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25129-76 Cr203 CLD 950C 500x map-2 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 61.711 32.706 1.736 
K Ka 5.982 7.747 0.376 
Cr Ka 1.696 2.921 0.290 
Fe Ka 30.611 56.626 1.405 
Total 100.000 100.000 
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TriCrFeb-14-02 Cr203 9500 500K map 
SEM O K 
Figure 7 a-b. K-FezOa w/Cr calcined at 950°C (ISU), magnification 500x, 0.5 - 50 micron. 
Table 7. Concentration of elements in K-FezOg w/Cr calcined at 950°C (ISU) and analyzed 
with EDS. 
TriCrFeb-14-02 Cr203 950C 500x 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 58.214 29.566 1.557 
K Ka 6.309 7.831 0.333 
Cr Ka 2.351 3.881 0.269 
Fe Ka 33.125 58.722 1.375 
Total 100.000 100.000 
TriCrFeb-14-02 Cr203 950C 500x-l 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 60.698 32.831 5.667 
K Ka 11.021 14.568 1.432 
Cr Ka 6.077 10.682 1.515 
Fe Ka 22.203 41.919 3.701 
Total 100.000 100.000 
TriCrFeb-14-02 Cr203 950C 500x-2 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 57.005 30.107 8.263 
K Ka 15.420 19.901 2.361 
Cr Ka 6.636 11.390 2.243 
Fe Ka 20.940 38.602 5.024 
Total 100.000 100.000 
TriCrFeb-14-02 Cr203 950C 500x-3 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 65.515 35.857 1.953 
K Ka 2.783 3.722 0.283 
Cr Ka 1.080 1.922 0.223 
Fe Ka 30.622 58.499 1.691 
Total lOO.OOO lOO.OOO 
TriCrFeb-14-02 Cr203 950C 500x-4 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 53.458 25.291 1.798 
K Ka 4.005 4.631 0.333 
Cr Ka 1.450 2.229 0.250 
Fe Ka 41.087 67.849 1.915 
Total 100.000 100.000 
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TriCr 5Cr-10K ss stm950C-18 (6-1) 3000x 
SEM 0 K 
Cr Fe 
Figure 8 a-b. K-Fe203 w/Cr cld at 950°C (ISU) after TGA conditions from 0.44-0.076 S/H2, 
magnification 3000x, 1 micron. 
Table 8. Concentration of elements in K-FezOg w/Cr cld at 950°C (ISU) after TGA 
conditions from 0.44-0.076 S/Ha, and analyzed with EDS. 
TriCr 5Cr-10K ss stm 950C-18 (6-1) 
3000x pt-ml 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 54.527 26.813 1.833 
K Ka 6.590 7.919 0.439 
Cr Ka 12.442 19.883 0.792 
Fe Ka 26.441 45.385 1.458 
Total 100.000 100.000 
TriCr 5Cr-10K ss stm 950C-18 (6-1) 
3000x pt-m2 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 48.756 22.029 1.746 
K Ka 5.623 6.208 0.389 
Cr Ka 1.724 2.531 0.272 
Fe Ka 43.898 69.231 1.951 
Total 100.000 100.000 
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LR25129-76 spent cld 950C Cr203 1500* map 
SEM C 0 
Figure 9 a-b. K-FeaOg w/Cr calcined at 950°C (Spent Catalyst LR# 76), magnification 1500x, 
0.5-20 micron. 
Table 9. Concentration of elements in K-FezOs w/Cr calcined at 950°C (Spent Catalyst LR# 
76), and analyzed with EDS. 
looks homogenous 
LR25129-76 spent cld 950C Cr203 1500x map-1 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 54.268 26.136 0.450 
K Ka 5.343 6.289 0.100 
Cr Ka 2.780 4.351 0.098 
Fe Ka 37.609 63.224 0.433 
Total 100.000 100.000 
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LR25379-45 K2Cr04 CLD BODC 500x 
SEM O K 
Figure 10 a-b. K-FeaOg w/Cr* calcined at 800°C (Fresh Catalyst LR# 45), magnification 
500x, 1- 100 micron. 
Table 10. Concentration of elements in K-FezOg w/Cr* calcined at 800°C (Fresh Catalyst 
LR# 45), and analyzed with EDS. 
LR25379-45 K2Cr04 CLD 800C 500x 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 60.985 33.248 2.317 
K Ka 12.009 15.999 0.597 
Cr Ka 4.858 8.607 0.541 
Fe Ka 22.147 42.145 1.475 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-45 K2Cr04 CLD 800C 500x 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 62.995 33.577 3.893 
K Ka 4.164 5.424 0.680 
Cr Ka 0.785 1.360 0.376 
Fe Ka 32.056 59.639 3.394 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-45 K2Cr04 CLD 800C 500x-2 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 56.250 31.874 3.476 
K Ka 27.736 38.408 1.075 
Cr Ka 14.339 26.405 1.208 
Fe Ka 1.675 3.313 0.498 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-45 K2Cr04 CLD 800C 500x-3 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 49.001 22.150 1.506 
K Ka 5.178 5.720 0.323 
Cr Ka 1.533 2.252 0.221 
Fe Ka 44.288 69.878 1.698 
Total 100.000 100.000 
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LR25379-45 spent cld 800C K2Cr04 1000x map 
SEM C O 
Figure 11. K-FeiOs w/Cr* calcined at 800°C (Spent Catalyst LR# 45), magnification 
lOOOx, 1- 50 micron. 
Table 11. Concentration of elements in K-FezOg w/Cr* calcined at 800°C (Spent Catalyst 
LR# 45), and analyzed with EDS. 
LR25379-45 spent cld 800C K2Cr04 lOOOx map-1 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 62.382 35.318 1.916 
K Ka 12.999 17.985 0.497 
Cr Ka 14.341 26.387 0.785 
Fe Ka 10.277 20.309 0.824 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-45 spent cld 800C K2Cr04 lOOOx map-2 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 43.216 20.906 4.546 
K Ka 32.854 38.840 1.736 
Cr Ka 1.318 2.072 0.514 
Fe Ka 22.612 38.182 2.628 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-45 spent cld 800C K2Cr04 lOOOx map-3 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 58.754 30.509 2.302 
K Ka 6.308 8.004 0.495 
Cr Ka 14.721 24.843 1.095 
Fe Ka 20.218 36.644 1.634 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-45 spent cld 800C K2Cr04 lOOOx map-4 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 41.762 17.211 1.137 
K Ka 1.800 1.813 0.164 
Cr Ka 2.121 2.841 0.213 
Fe Ka 54.316 78.134 1.617 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-45 spent cld 800C K2Cr04 lOOOx map-5 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 46.212 21.239 3.772 
K Ka 9.996 11.227 1.080 
Cr Ka 24.581 36.715 2.510 
Fe Ka 19.210 30.818 2.801 
Total 100.000 100.000 
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LR25379-45 K2Cr04 CLD 950C 500x 
SEM O K 
Figure 12 a-b. K-FezOs w/Cr* calcined at 950°C (Fresh Catalyst LR# 48), magnification 
500x, 1- 50 micron. 
Table 12. Concentration of elements in K-FezOg w/Cr* calcined at 950°C (Fresh Catalyst 
LR# 48), and analyzed with EDS. 
LR25379-48 K2Cr04 CLD 950C 500x 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 59.509 31.057 1.795 
K Ka 8.146 10.389 0.417 
Cr Ka 2.917 4.948 0.338 
Fe Ka 29.427 53.606 1.429 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-48 K2Cr04 CLD 950C 500x1 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 57.936 29.126 1.688 
K Ka 5.256 6.458 0.337 
Cr Ka 1.412 2.306 0.225 
Fe Ka 35.396 62.110 1.572 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-48 K2Cr04 CLD 950C 500x-3 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 57.873 29.048 1.618 
K Ka 5.070 6.218 0.318 
Cr Ka 1.572 2.565 0.228 
Fe Ka 35.485 62.168 1.516 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-48 K2Cr04 CLD 950C 500x-2 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 66.625 41.896 3.252 
K Ka 20.808 31.976 0.864 
Cr Ka 9.627 19.673 0.909 
Fe Ka 2.941 6.455 0.607 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-48 K2Cr04 CLD 950C 500x-4 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 63.122 37.495 6.067 
K Ka 20.174 29.285 1.683 
Cr Ka 9.907 19.126 1.801 
Fe Ka 6.798 14.094 1.817 
Total 100.000 100.000 
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LR25379-48 spent cld 950C K2CrCl4 lOOOx map 
SEM C O 
Figure 13. K-FezOs w/Cr* calcined at 950°C (Spent Catalyst LR# 48), magnification 
lOOOx, 1- 50 micron. 
Table 13. Concentration of elements in K-FezOg w/Cr* calcined at 950°C (Spent Catalyst 
LR# 48), and analyzed with EDS. 
LR25379-48 spent cld 950C K2CKD4 lOOOx map-1 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 69.784 46.292 7.324 
K Ka 23.338 37.833 1.802 
Cr Ka 0.320 0.690 0.558 
Fe Ka 6.558 15.185 1.854 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-48 spent cld 950C K2Cr04 lOOOx map-2 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 54.573 27.738 3.976 
K Ka 11.558 14.357 1.086 
Cr Ka 17.843 29.473 2.001 
Fe Ka 16.026 28.432 2.378 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-48 spent cld 950C K2Cr04 lOOOx map-3 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 49.118 21.970 1.397 
K Ka 2.616 2.859 0.223 
Cr Ka 1.718 2.497 0.220 
Fe Ka 46.549 72.674 1.686 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-48 spent cld 950C K2Cr04 lOOOx map-4 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 61.876 34.950 3.112 
K Ka 12.683 17.507 0.823 
Cr Ka 19.229 35.297 1.504 
Fe Ka 6.211 12.246 1.126 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-48 spent cld 950C K2Cr04 lOOOx map-5 
At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 52.792 24.580 1.867 
K Ka 2.358 2.683 0.275 
Cr Ka 1.331 2.015 0.251 
Fe Ka 43.518 70.722 2.120 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25379-48 spent cld 950C K2Cr04 lOOOx map-6 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 60.687 32.971 3.064 
K Ka 12.703 16.865 0.799 
Cr Ka 2.279 4.024 0.533 
Fe Ka 24.331 46.140 1.950 
Total 100.000 100.000 
h 20 0um 
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LR25129-B3 fresh cld 0CCC V205 1500* map 
SEM C O 
K V Fe 
Figure 14. K-FezO; w/ V calcined at 800°C (Fresh Catalyst LR# 63), magnification 
1500x, 0.5- 20 micron. 
Table 14. Concentration of elements in K-FezOg w/ V calcined at 800°C (Fresh Catalyst LR# 
63), and analyzed with EDS. 
Looks quite uniform 
LR25129-63 fresh cld 800CV205 1500x map-1 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 33.353 13.515 3.942 
K Ka 15.732 15.578 1.283 
V Ka 8.883 11.460 1.301 
Fe Ka 42.032 59.447 3.800 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25129-63 fresh cld 800CV205 1500x map-2 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 44.710 20.055 2.106 
K Ka 12.731 13.956 0.583 
V Ka 4.692 6.701 0.497 
Fe Ka 37.868 59.289 1.732 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25129-63 fresh cld 800C V205 1500x map-3 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 48.199 22.520 1.509 
K Ka 13.382 15.280 0.416 
V Ka 3.179 4.729 0.300 
Fe Ka 35.240 57.472 1.160 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25129-63 fresh cld 800CV205 1500x map-4 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 44.113 19.553 1.732 
K Ka 11.910 12.901 0.487 
V Ka 3.625 5.116 0.354 
Fe Ka 40.352 62.430 1.615 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25129-63 spent cld 800C V205 500% map 
SEM C O 
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Figure 15 a-b. K-FezOg w/ V calcined at 800°C (Spent Catalyst LR# 63), 
magnification 500x, 0.5- 40 micron. 
Table 15. Concentration of elements in K-FezOg w/ V calcined at 800°C (Spent Catalyst LR# 
63), and analyzed with EDS. 
LR25129-63 spent cld 800C V205 500x map-1 -
prelim 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 47.491 23.134 4.686 
K Ka 21.800 25.951 1.320 
V Ka 8.708 13.506 1.179 
Fe Ka 22.002 37.409 2.433 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25129-63 spent cld 800C V205 500x map-1 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 0.000 0.000 0.000 
K Ka 36.667 29.166 2.168 
V Ka 11.242 11.651 1.662 
Fe Ka 52.091 59.183 4.696 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25129-63 spent cld 800C V205 500x map-2 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 35.212 15.474 6.972 
K Ka 26.898 28.886 2.239 
V Ka 18.404 25.751 2.649 
Fe Ka 19.486 29.889 3.441 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25129-63 spent cld 800C V205 500x map-3 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 42.837 18.737 2.331 
K Ka 12.033 12.862 0.665 
V Ka 3.715 5.174 0.527 
Fe Ka 41.414 63.227 2.090 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25129-63 spent cld 800C V205 500x map-4 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 18.095 6.241 2.717 
K Ka 11.964 10.084 0.993 
V Ka 4.984 5.474 0.861 
Fe Ka 64.957 78.201 3.840 
Total 100.000 100.000 
LR25129-63 spent cld 800C V205 500x map-5 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 47.179 21.768 2.475 
K Ka 13.037 14.699 0.667 
V Ka 3.809 5.595 0.515 
Fe Ka 35.976 57.937 1.921 
Total 100.000 100.000 
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TriVa mmstm 8 (6-1) 1500x 
SEM 
V 
Figure 16 a-b. K-Fe^Og w/V cld at 800°C (ISU) after TGA conditions from 0.44-0.076 
S/H2, magnification 1500x, 1-20 micron. 
Table 16. Concentration of elements in K-FeaOg w/V cld at 800°C (ISU) after TGA 
conditions from 0.44-0.076 S/H2, analyzed with EDS. 
TriVa mmstm 8 (6-1) 1500x pt-ml 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 55.164 29.020 7.540 
K Ka 17.407 22.378 1.665 
V Ka 10.929 18.306 1.892 
Fe Ka 16.499 30.295 2.941 
Total 100.000 100.000 
TriVa mmstm 8 (6-1) 1500x pt-m2 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 57.613 31.376 7.714 
K Ka 19.153 25.489 1.758 
V Ka 6.180 10.715 1.503 
Fe Ka 17.055 32.420 3.034 
Total 100.000 100.000 
TriVa mmstm 8 (6-1) 1500x pt-m3 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 26.464 9.507 1.835 
K Ka 4.455 3.912 0.531 
V Ka 0.390 0.447 0.323 
Fe Ka 68.690 86.135 3.098 
Total 100.000 100.000 
TriVa mmstm 8 (6-1) 1500x pt-m4 
Elem Line At.% Wt.% 2-sig 
O Ka 46.827 20.504 1.510 
K Ka 3.635 3.890 0.313 
V Ka 0.789 1.100 0.228 
Fe Ka 48.748 74.505 1.726 
Total 100.000 100.000 
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APPENDIX 6 
THERMOGRAVIMETRIC/MASS SPECTROSCOPY (TG/MS), MERCURY 
POROSIMERTY AND PHYSISORPTION ANALYSIS OF K-Fe203 
Sample: 296-0185-2a, KFe02 fresh/E 
Size: 43.3020 mg 
Method: 269-185 fl45 10c 
Comment: LR 25129-62-2a, open to air 
1  0 2  
0.5732% water 
(0.2482m g) 
T G A  
Fresh catalyst, Exposed to air 
File: G:\lnstmnts\Thermal\21706-131-5.002 
Operator: bf 
Run Date: 24-Jul-03 08:10 
Instrument: TGA Q50 V5.0 Build 164 
32.55 
1.933% water + C02 
(0.8370m g) 
0.4677%^6TJ2 
(0.2Q25mg 
1.515% C02 
(0.6561 m g) 1 95.70 C 
541 99°C 
729.05°C 
Time (mm) 
(j 
I 
- 600 is 
1 
- 400 
0.6647% C02 + H20 
(0.2878m g) 
100 120 
Universal V3.7A TA Instruments 
Figure 1. TG for K-Fe203 w/Cr cld 800°C (Fresh Cat LR# 62) 10°C/min in Helium. 
TGA/MS PLOT OF LR 29125-62-2A, Fresh catalyst exposed to air 
TIC: [BSB1]072403A.D 
H20 + C02 
"l ' ' ' ' I • ' 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 ' 1 1 I ' 1 ' 1 I 1 1 1 ' I ' ' ' ' I ' 1 ' 1 I 
10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 10O.OO 
Figure 2. Mass Spectroscopy for K-FeaOg w/Cr calcined at 800°C (Fresh Catalyst LR# 62), 
(experiment run in series with the TG data in Figure 1). 
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Figure 3. TGA/Mass Spectroscopy data for K-FezOg w/Cr calcined at 800°C (Fresh Catalyst 
LR# 62), TGA in Helium (experiment run in series with the TG data in Figure I). 
Sample: 296-0185-1 a, KFe02 spent/E 
Size: 47.5530 mg 
Method: 269-185 fl45 10c 
Comment: LR 25129-62-2, open to air 
T G A  
File: G:\lnstmnts\Thermal\21706-131 -4.002 
Operator: bf 
Run Date: 23-JW-O3 16:32 
Instrument: TGA Q50 V5.0 Build 164 
Spent Catalyst Exposed to Air 
0.1463% H20 
(0.06956mg) 
"MU 
43.41 
2.627% H20 
(1.249mg) 
1.374% hydrocarbon 
(0.6535mg) 
0.4770% 002 
(0.2268m 106.96 C 
3.821% C02 
(1.817mg) 535 C 
220.38°C 
805.15°C 
Time (min) 
100 120 
Universal V3.7A TA Instruments 
Figure 4. TG data for K-FezOs w/Cr calcined at 800°C (Spent LR# 62), TGA in 
Helium at 10°C/min from 50 to 1000°C. 
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H20 
TGA/MS PLOT OF 25129-62-1 A, Spent catalyst exposed to air 
TIC: [BSB1 ]072303C.D (+,-) 
H20 + hydrocarbon 
7 H20/»- C02 
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Figure 5. TGA/MS data for K-FeaOg w/Cr calcined at 800°C (Spent LR# 62), TGA in 
Helium 10°C/min, 50-1000°C (TG data in Figure 4). 
TGA/MS SELECTED ION PLOT OF 29125-62-1 A, Spent catalyst exposed to air 
10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 so.00 90.00 100.00 
300000 
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Figure 6. TGA/MS data for K-FezOg w/Cr calcined at 800°C (Spent LR# 62), TGA in 
Helium (TG data in Figure 4). 
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Figure 7. TGA/MS data for K-FezOg w/Cr calcined at 800°C (Spent Catalyst LR# 62), 
TGA in Helium (TG data in Figure 4). 
Sample: Fe203 fresh w/V205, exposed 
Size: 50.6350 mg 
Method: 269-1 85 fl45 10c 
Comment: LR 25120 63 2a 
T G A  File: G:\lnstmnts\Thermal\21 706-1 34-5.001 Operator: bf 
Run Date: 1 9-Aug-03 17:23 
Instrument: TGA Q50 V5.0 Build 1 64 
635% wate 
(2.347 m g) 
1.958% water 
(0.9912m g) 
1.509% C02 
(0.7641 m g) 
0.2373% 
( 0  1 2 0 1  m g )  
Time (min) 
1 2 0  
Universal V3.7A TA Instruments 
Figure 8. TGA/MS data for K-Fe203 w/V calcined at 800°C (Fresh LR# 63), TGA in 
Helium. 
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Sample: Fe203 spent W/V205, exposed 
Size: 29.4730 mg 
Method: 269-185 fl45 1 0c 
Comment: LR 25129-63-1a 
T G A  
File: G:\lnstmnts\Thermal\21706-1 34-2.001 
Operator: bf 
Run Date: 15-Aug-03 08:49 
Instrument: TGA Q50 V5.0 Build 164 
^  9 7 . 7 -
0.7775% water 
(0.2292mg) 
2.689% water 
(0.7924mg) 
0.3421% C02 
(0.1008mg) 
Time (min) 
120 
Universal V3.7A TA Instruments 
Figure 9. TGA/MS data for K-FezOg w/V calcined at 800°C (Spent Catalyst LR# 63), 
TGA in Helium at 10°C/min and 50-1000°C. 
Sample: Fe203, fresh, exposed to ai File: U:\lnstmnts\l hermal\2l706-135-6.001 
Size: 54.4420 mg T G A  Operator: bf 
Method: 269-185 fl45 10c Run Date: 29-Aug-03 15:37 
Comment: LR25379-48-2a, A#296-185-12 Instrument: TGA Q50 V5.0 Build 164 
1  0 0  
0.08707% water 
(0.04740m g) 
99.: 
99 6 0.9101% water + C02 
99 4 
I ^ 99 2 0.3555% C02 
(0.1 935m g) 
99 0 
98 
98 6 
120  
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Figure 10. TGA/MS data for K-FezOg w/Cr* calcined at 800°C (Fresh Catalyst LR# 48), 
TGA in Helium at 10°C/min and 50-1000°C. 
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Sample: Fe203 spent, exposed File: G:\lnstmnts\Thermal\21706-134-8.001 
Size: 56.5010 mg T G A  Operator: bf 
Method: 269-185 fl45 10c Run Date: 21-Aug-03 08:45 
Comment: LR 25379-48-1a Instrument: TGA Q50 V5.0 Build 164 
0.1099% water 
(0.06212mg) 
3.143% water 
(1,776mg) 
4.601% C02 
(2.599mg) 
Figure 11. TGA/MS data for K-FezOs w/Cr* calcined at 800°C (Spent Catalyst LR# 48), 
TGA in Helium at 10°C/min and 50-1000°C. 
• Cld catalyst 
• Spent Catalyst 
K-Fe w/Cr cld 800C K-Fe w/Cr cld 950C K-Fe wA/ cld 800C K-Fe w/ K2Cr04 800C K-Fe \n/ K2Cr04 950C 
Figure 12. BET surface area analysis for various K-FezOg catalyst systems after high 
temperature calcinations and exposure to a dehydrogenation reaction of EB to ST. 
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• Cld catalyst 
• Spent Catalyst 
K-Fe w/Cr cld 
800C 
K-Fe w/Cr cld 
950C 
K-Fe w/ K2Cr04 K-Fe w/ K2Cr04 
800C 950C 
K-Fe w/V cld 
800C 
Figure 13. Pore sizes using Mercury Porosimetry for various K-FeaOg catalyst systems after 
high temperature calcinations and exposure to dehydrogenation reaction of EB to ST. 
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K-Fe w/Cr cld 800C K-Fe w/Cr cld 950C K-Fe w/V cld 800C K-Fe w/ K2Crd4 
800C 
K-Fe w/ K2Cr04 
950C 
Figure 14. Pore size measurement using Mercury Porosimetry for various K-FeaOg catalyst 
systems after high temperature calcinations and exposure to dehydrogenation of EB to ST. 
* Thermogravimetric/ Mass Spectroscopy (TG/MS), Mercury Porosimerty and physisorption 
analysis were conducted at Shell Chemicals, Westhollow Technology Center Analytical 
Laboratory, Houston, Texas, May to August 2003. 
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APPENDIX 7 
IRON OXIDE MAGNETIC TRANSFORMATION MEASURED USING A 
SUPERCONDUCTING QUANTUM INTERFERENCE DEVICE 
Iron oxide magnetic transition was measured using a superconducting quantum interference 
device (SQUID) from which quantitative analysis gave the amount of the ferromagnetic 
magnetite (FesC^) present. Initially an unpromoted iron oxide sample was subjected under 
TGA reducing (pnz = 0.003 atm.) conditions at intermittent temperature from 500 to 800 °C. 
This sample from TGA was then placed in a SQUID. Quantitative analysis from the SQUID 
suggested the amount of ferromagnetic FegCU present relative to the anti-ferromagnetic 
hematite phase. 
Analysis of this data from the SQUID is indicated in Figure 1-3 for some samples 
tested. The slope of the linear fitted line for the standard sample indicates the level of the 
ferromagnetic phase. The unpromoted iron oxide sample in Figure 1 served as the standard 
against which samples from TGA reducing conditions were compared. From Figure 1 the 
unpromoted iron oxide sample calcined at 800 °C suggested that insignificant amounts of the 
ferromagnetic phase were present. Additional analysis of samples subjected at TGA 
conditions between 550 and 650 °C resulted in increased amounts of the ferromagnetic phase 
as suggested by the slope of the fitted line in Figure 2. In Figure 3 it was noted that a sample 
from TGA conditions up to 700°C had decreased levels of the ferromagnetic phase. Under 
TGA to 800°C in Figure 4 the levels of the ferromagnetic phase were at the highest compared 
to other iron oxide samples. 
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Figure 1. SQUID Measurement for magnetic phases present in a-FezOg calcined at 800°C. 
4.0E-02 
Fe203 Reduced to 650C 
Linear Fit 3.5E-02 -
3.0E-02 -
I 2 52-02 " 
2.0E-02 -
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5.0E-03 -
O.OE+OO 
4.0E+04 5.0E+04 O.OE+OO 2.0E+04 3.0E+04 
Field, Oe 
Figure 2. SQUID measurement for a magnetic phase present in a-FezOs sample calcined 
at 800°C, taken after TGA reducing conditions at pm = 0.003 atm and 650°C. 
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Figure 3. SQUID measurement for a magnetic phase present in a-FeaOs sample 
calcined at 800°C, taken after TGA reducing conditions at pm = 0.003 atm and 700°C. 
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Figure 4. SQUID measurement for a magnetic phase present in a-FezOg sample calcined at 
800°C, taken after TGA reducing conditions at pnz = 0.003 atm and 800°C. 
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The K-FezOs sample that was prepared at 800°C, contained a ferromagnetic phase 
higher than the amounts found from an unpromoted iron oxide sample prepared at the similar 
temperatures (Figure 1 and 5). This amount of a ferromagnetic phase in a K-FezOa sample 
increased with the reduction temperature at TGA pnz = 0.003 atm. The increase in the 
ferromagnetic phase for the TGA samples was suggested by sample taken to 600 and 700 °C 
in Figure 6 and 7. 
K-Fe203 cld at 800C 
• Linear Fit 
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1.0E-02 -
O.OE+OO 
O.OE+OO 5.0E+04 4.0E+04 
Field, Oe 
Figure 5. SQUID measurement for a magnetic phase present in K-FezOg sample calcined at 
800°C. 
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5.0E+04 O.OE+OO 
Field, Oe 
Figure 6. SQUID measurement for a magnetic phase present in K-FezOa sample calcined 
at 800°C taken after TGA reducing conditions at pnz = 0.003 atm and 600°C. 
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Figure 7. SQUID measurement for a magnetic phase present in K-FezOs sample calcined 
at 800°C taken after TGA reducing conditions at pnz = 0.003 atm and 700°C. 
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APPENDIX 8 
X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY (XPS) ANALYSIS OF K-Fe203 
Table 1. XPS atomic concentration for various K-FezOg catalyst samples in Figure 1-12. 
File Information 
File ID: 1 
File Name: apr0 6_4.spe 
Comment : sample LR4 5 for ndleda 
File ID : 2 
File Name : apr0 6 2.spe 
Comment : sample LR62 for ndleda 
File ID : 3 
File Name : apr0 6_6.spe 
Comment: sample 1103 for ndleda 
Atomic Concentration Table 
File Cls Ols K2p Cr 2p Fe2p 
[0 . 314] [0.733] [1.552] [2 . 488] [2.946] 
1 46 . 12 33.42 5.78 1 . 64 13 . 04 
2 51 . 24 29 . 90 7 . 09 2 . 03 9 . 75 
3 23.36 49 . 57 0 . 15 0 . 09 26.83 
Intensity Table 
File Cls Ols K2p Cr2p Fe2p 
[0.314] [0.733] [1.552] [2 . 488] [2.946] 
1 243075.45 425358 . 67 150761.05 71416.69 682274.64 
2 303326.00 427326.22 207528.91 98940.82 572827.69 
3 75509.70 386981.43 2409.97 2417.40 860912.04 
File ID : 1 File Name : jul02. _1 . spe Comment : sample 1 - KFe Jan2803 
File ID: 2 File Name : j ul 02. _3 . spe Comment : sample 2 - LR—4 8 
File ID: 3 File Name : j\il02. _5 . spe Comment : sample 3 - R4461-48 
File ID : 4 File Name : jul02. _7 . spe Comment : sample 4 - LR-4063 
File ID: 5 File Name : j ul 02. _9 . spe Comment : sample 5 - Fe may2 3 04 
File ID : 6 File Name : jul02. _1 1 . spe Comment : sample 6 R4 4 2 9 — 63 
Atomic Concentration Table 
File Cls Ols C12p K2p V2p3 Cr2p Fe2p 
[ 0 .  314] [0.7 33] [0 . 954] [1 - 552 ] [1.456] [2 . 488] [2 . 946] 
1 19 . 46 48 . 03 0 .29 8 . 16 - 0 . 12 23 . 94 
2 9 . 94 47 . 10 1 . 43 9 . 34 - 2 .36 29 . 82 
3 12 . 68 45 . 86 2 . 51 11 . 23 - 3 . 86 23 . 86 
4 15 . 27 40 . 52 5 .26 25 . 90 6 . 83 0 .30 5 . 92 
5 14 .38 45 . 15 0 . 65 0 . 01 0 . 11 0 . 34 39 . 36 
6 14 . 78 31 . 11 13 . 11 29 . 84 5 . 48 0 . 47 5 . 22 
Intensity Table 
File Cls Ol C 12p K2p V2p3 Cr 2p Fe2p 
[ 0 .  314] [0.733] [0. 954] [1. 552] [1.456] [2 . 488] [2 . 946] 
1 56926 . 99 339360. 92 2523 . 02 118154 . 83 - 2923 .36 695332 . 57 
2 34421 . 54 393890. 37 14890 . 07 160083 . 48 - 67364 . 16 1025200.46 
3 25809 . 10 225437. 81 15326 . 00 113156 . 53 - 64747 . 14 482232 . 53 
4 34350 .74 220087. 95 35525 . 11 288295 . 60 73512.73 5604 . 95 132164 . 61 
5 43217 . 56 327804. 96 5887 .49 149 . 74 1593.69 8397 . 14 1174736.14 
6 25699 . 85 130658. 82 68411 .36 256780 . 75 45593.54 6696 . 68 90038 . 62 
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apr06_6.spe: sample 11 03 for ndleda Ames Lab 
04 Apr 6 al std 2SO.O W O.O 45.0° 58.70 eV 1.8331 e+OOS max 1.55 min 
540 535 530 
Binding Energy (eV) 
730 720 710 
Binding Energy (eV) 
3 15 
0.5 
O 
305 295 2SO 
Binding Energy (eV) 
1000 
5ÔO 58 O 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Figure 1. XPS results for a-FezOg calcined at 800 C 
Jul02_1 .spe: sample 1- KFe Jan2803 Company Name 
04 Jul 2 el std 250.0 W 0.0 45.0° 58.70 eV 6 0847*+004 max 2.72 min 
r is/Fuii/1 (Sat Shm 
Binding Energy (eV> 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Binding Energy 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Binding Energy <eV) 
Figure 2. XPS results for K-FezOg calcined at 800C 
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apr06_2.spe: sample LR62 for ndleda Ames Lab 
04 Apr 6 «I std 250.0 W 0.0 45.0° 58.70 eV 5.7455#+004 max 
Cr2p/Full/1 
x 105 °1s ,l1°' C1s 
540 535 530 
Binding Energy (eV) 
305 300 295 290 285 280 
Binding Energy (eV) 
x10" Cr2p 
730 720 710 
Binding Energy (eV) 
590 580 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Figure 3. XPS results for K-FezOg w/ Cr calcined 800C. 
apr21_5.spe: sample R 4427-62 Company Nam# 
04 Apr 21 al std 250.0 W 0.0 45.0' 58.70 eV 3.9085e+004 max 1.43 min 
C1 s/Full/1 (Gat Shfl) 
5*2 5*0 538 536 53* 532 530 528 526 524 
Binding Energy (eV) 
735 730 725 720 715 710 705 700 
Binding Energy <eV) 
riding Energy <eV) 
595 590 575 570 
Binding Energy (eV) 
212 210 200 206 204 202 200 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Figure 4. XPS results for K-FezOs w/ Cr calcined at 800°C and taken after 
EB to ST dehydrogenation reaction (Spent Catalyst). 
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apr2l_1.spe: sample LR-76 Company Name 
04 Apr 21 ai std 250.0 W 0.0 45 0° 58.70 eV 1.30528+005 max 1.65 min 
O 1 s/Full/1 (Gal Shft) 
x 104 Ols x 10* C1s 
x 104 
34 
535 530 
Binding Energy (eV) 
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Binding Energy (eV) 
Figure 5. XPS results for K-FezOs w/ Cr calcined at 950°C. 
apr21_3.spe: sample R 4425-76 Company Name 
04 Apr 21 al std 250.0 W 0.0 45.0' 58.70 eV 4.1773e+004 max 1.94 min 
c is/Full/1 (Sat Shft) 
X 104 Ols , X 104 C1s 
535 530 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Fe2p 
295 290 285 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Cr2p 
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Binding Energy (eV) 
5000 
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Figure 6. XPS results for K-FeaOg w/ Cr calcined at 950°C and taken after a 
dehydrogenation reaction of EB to ST (Spent Catalyst). 
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apr06_4.spe: sample LR45 for ndleda Ames Lab 
04 Apr 6 al std 250.0 W 0.0 45.0° 58.70 eV 5.2528e+004 max 1.15 s 
Cr2p/Full/1 
S 1 
540 535 530 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Fe2p 
730 720 710 
Binding Energy (eV) 
300 295 290 285 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Cr2p 
590 580 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Figure 7. XPS results for K-FezO) w/ Cr , calcined at 800C 
apr21_7.spe: sample R 443-45 Company Name 
04 Apr 21 al std 250.0 W 0.0 45.0° 58.70 eV 3.7325e+004 max 1.43 min 
O ls/Full/1 <Sat Shft) 
540 538 536 534 532 530 528 526 524 522 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Binding Energy (eV) 
300 295 290 285 
Binding Energy <eV) 
685 580 tT 5 570 565 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Figure 8. XPS results for K-FezOs w/ Cr* calcined at 800°C and taken after a 
dehydrogenation reaction of EB to ST (Spent Catalyst). 
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|ul02_3.spe: sample 2- LR-48 
04 Jul 3 al std 250.0 W 0.0 45.0° 58.70 eV 
Company Name 
600 595 590 565 580 575 570 565 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Figure 9. XPS results for K-FeaOs w/ Cr* calcined at 950 °C 
jul02_5.spe: sample 3- R4461-48 
04 Jul 3 al std 250.0 W 0.0 45.0° 58.70 eV 
Company Name 
2.72 min 
600 595 590 585 580 575 SfO 565 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Figure 10. XPS results for K-FeaOg w/ Cr* calcined at 950°C and taken 
after a dehydrogenation reaction of EB to ST (Spent Catalyst). 
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Jul02_7.spe. sample 4- LR-4063 Company Name 
04 Jul 3 al std 260.0 W 0.0 45.0° 58.70 eV 1.1007e+005 max 
C 1 5/rull/1 (Sat 3hHi 
Figure 11. XPS results for K-FezOg w/V calcined at 800 °C 
|ul02_1 l.spe: sample 6 R4429-63 Company Name 
04 Jul 3 al std 250.0 W 0.0 45.0° 58.70 eV 9.95186+004 max 
Ols/Full/I (Sat Shft) 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Figure 12. XPS results for K-FezO; w/V calcined at 800°C and taken after 
a dehydrogenation reaction of EB to ST (Spent Catalyst). 
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APPENDIX 9 
PHSYICAL ANALYSIS OF S105 CATALYST BEFORE AND AFTER 
DEHYDROGENATION REACTION OF EB TO ST 
Table 1. Physical Property Analysis of S105 dehydrogenation catalyst 
FdiS105Catayst SperiSICa 
BETSA PV MPD BETSA PI 
À ig ï A i 
1,111 IS 1 11 tt 
1 IB 
9 À 
12 «1 
a). Mercury Porosimerty and physisorption analysis were conducted at Shell Chemicals, 
Westhollow Technology Center Analytical Laboratory, Houston, Texas, May to August 2003 
b). Mapping and quantitative analysis were conducted at the Materials Analysis Research 
Laboratory, Iowa State University using the x-ray analyzer on the SEM an IXRF Systems 
"Iridium" on the JEOL 840A. This system has light-element detectors that can analyze 
elements as light as Boron 
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Table 2. Results from an isothermal reactor at 590 °C and 0.75 atm. at S/EB/H2 conditions 
using a model S105 dehydrogenation catalyst. 
R 4416-13, S-105 Catalyst 
Run at constant 590°C bed temperature 
DAY T70 S70 Conv. Conv S(sty) S(tol) S(bz) Tol/bz PA S/O H2 steam before step? 
°C % % @600C % % % ratio ppm m/m cc/min 
9 585.1 91.2 73.7 77.8 90.8 6.3 2.85 2.23 58 12.0 0 
12-13 586.7 91.0 72.9 77.0 90.7 6.4 2.91 2.21 57 12.0 10 
14-15 590.0 91.1 70.7 74.8 91.1 6.2 2.78 2.22 53 12.0 30 
16-18 593.5 91.0 69.1 73.1 91.2 6.1 2.74 2.23 52 12.0 60 
20-21 596.6 90.8 67.5 71.4 91.2 6.1 2.74 2.23 49 12.0 90 
24-25 603.2 90.8 64.3 68.0 91.5 5.9 2.52 2.35 45 12.0 150 
27-28 587.6 91.2 72.0 76.2 91.0 6.1 2.83 2.17 56 12.0 0 
34-35 593.4 90.8 69.1 73.2 90.9 6.2 2.84 2.19 52 9.0 10 
38-39 596.0 90.8 67.8 71.8 91.0 6.2 2.80 2.20 51 9.0 30 
41-42 600.7 90.9 65.4 69.3 91.5 5.9 2.63 2.25 47 9.0 60 
45-46 604.5 90.8 63.5 67.3 91.6 5.8 2.58 2.24 45 9.0 90 
48-49 610.8 90.7 60.3 64.0 91.9 5.7 2.50 2.26 26 9.0 150 
52-53 616.2 90.5 57.6 61.2 92.0 5.5 2.46 2.24 0 9.0 210 
610.3 92.2 60.5 64.3 93.4 4.2 2.42 1.76 45 6.0 10 
620.0 90.9 55.8 59.2 92.7 5.1 2.22 2.31 36 9.0 210 
86-87 
2 hours 
2 hours (power blip) 
1 hour 
none 
633.3 90.6 49.1 52.2 93.2 4.8 2.01 2.41 9.0 420 
96-97 603.8 92.0 63.7 67.6 92.8 4.7 2.53 1.86 49 7.0 0 none 
100-101 633.1 91.6 49.0 52.2 94.2 3.8 2.08 1.82 0 7.0 210 
103 611.9 92.5 59.6 63.4 93.8 3.9 2.35 1.65 48 7.0 0 none 
108-110 601.1 91.3 65.1 69.1 92.0 5.4 2.65 2.04 52 7.0 0 1.75 hours, EB leak fixed 
114-115 599.3 91.5 66.4 70.4 91.9 5.6 2.56 2.18 52 8.0 0 1 hour 
117-118 624.5 91.1 53.6 57.0 93.1 4.7 2.27 2.07 35 8.0 210 
121-122 603.4 92.1 64.3 68.2 92.8 4.7 2.48 1.91 48 8.0 0 none 
126 599.7 91 a 66.3 70.1 91.8 5.6 2.65 2.11 50 8.0 0 1 hour 
128,130 641.2 90.6 45.4 48.3 93.5 4.5 1.98 2.28 0 8.0 500 
131-133 603.3 92.1 64.2 68.2 92.8 4.7 2.5 1.9 49 8.0 0 none 
134-136 600,3 91.4 66.0 69.8 91.9 5.5 2.6 2.1 50 8.0 0 1 hour 
143-144 595.8 92.0 68.4 72.1 92.2 5.3 2.5 2.1 53 12.0 0 1 hour 
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Figure 1. Effect of % at S/EB and comparative study to Shell kinetic model. 
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Figure 2. Effect of Hz at S/EB and comparative study to Shell kinetic model. 
